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Abstract

This dissertation will contend that China’s paramount leader, the General Secretary,

in order to compete with rival elites, in the face of strong institutional constraints

and limitations upon how they can engage in that competition, manipulates the

distribution of state fiscal resources to benefit their political clients in the provinces.

This newly empowered client network aids their political survival in office and is

constitutive of their political influence both while in office and after they have left it.

Specifically, the dissertation expects that the General Secretary will direct greater

amounts of intergovernmental transfers into provinces which are run by their political

clients. More narrowly, it expects that this effect will be found only for specific-

purpose transfers, which are largely under the discretion of the incumbent General

Secretary, and will not be found for general-purpose transfers, the allocation of which

is less subject to political manipulation by the incumbent. These transfers, in turn,

generate additional taxable economic activity in the provinces into which they are

directed. This augmented taxable economic activity leads to increased collection of

fiscal revenue in the provinces of incumbent clients. This, in turn, makes these clients

more promising candidates for future advancement within the party, because fiscal

revenue collection is a core metric for the advancement of elites at the provincial level,

as adjudicated by the CCP’s organization department. Consequently, incumbent

General Secretaries are able to push forward the careers of their provincial clients,

and thus advance their own political interests, through systematic favoritism in their
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distribution of specific purpose intergovernmental transfers. Importantly, one of the

key theoretical results of this work is the finding that Chinese central leaders are

institutionally constrained to make their clients measure up and that the artificial

augmentation of the provincial fiscal revenues of clients are a key means by which they

ensure that their clients ”make the grade” in the eyes of the organization department.
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1

Introduction

This dissertation will contend that China’s paramount leader, the General Secretary,

in order to compete with rival elites, in the face of strong institutional constraints

and limitations upon how they can engage in that competition, manipulates the

distribution of state fiscal resources to benefit their political clients in the provinces.

This newly empowered client network aid their political survival in office and is

constitutive of their political influence both while in office and after they have left it.

Specifically, the dissertation expects that the General Secretary will direct greater

amounts of intergovernmental transfers into provinces which are run by their political

clients. More narrowly, it expects that the effect will be found only for specific-

purpose transfers, which are largely under the discretion of the incumbent General

Secretary, and will not be found for general-purpose transfers, the allocation of which

is less subject to political manipulation by the incumbent. These transfers, in turn,

generate additional taxable economic activity in the provinces into which they are

directed. This augmented taxable economic activity leads to increased collection of

fiscal revenue in the provinces of incumbent clients. This, in turn, makes these clients

more promising candidates for future advancement within the party, because fiscal
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revenue collection is a core metric for the advancement of elites at the provincial level,

as adjudicated by the CCP’s organization department. Consequently, incumbent

General Secretaries are able to push forward the careers of their provincial clients,

and thus advance their own political interests, through systematic favoritism in their

distribution of specific purpose intergovernmental transfers. An outline of the four

key elements of this theoretical framework can be seen in figure A.1. Importantly,

one of the key theoretical results of this work is the finding that Chinese central

leaders are institutionally constrained to make their clients measure up and that the

artificial augmentation of the provincial fiscal revenues of clients are a key means by

which they ensure that their clients ”make the grade” in the eyes of the organization

department.

1.1 A Peaceful Transfer of Power

On the 24th of September, 2004, Jiang Zemin addressed an expanded meeting of

the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) military commission and articulated a vision

for the future of the Chinese military as well as a rationale for orderly transfer of

leadership positions to the next generation. This speech was given the day after Jiang

had announced his resignation from his post as Commander in Chief of the Chinese

military. This moment, in retrospect, represented a remarkable turning point in

modern Chinese political history.

Never before had a Chinese General Secretary at the height of power and in the

prime of political life chosen to hand the reigns of power over to a successor. “I

transfer the positions of General Secretary, President and Commander in Chief to

Comrade Jintao with complete and utmost sincerity,” Jiang remarked. “In making

this decision, I went through a long process of careful reflection and cautious con-
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sideration.”12 With his “historical responsibility” completed and with reference to

this action’s utility for the long term rule of the party, Jiang Zemin inaugurated a

tradition of the peaceful transition of power in China with considerable historical

significance in its own right.

What were the elements of Jiang’s “careful reflection and cautious consideration”

in his inauguration of this groundbreaking precedent? This is a question which gets

to the heart of the balance between institutional constraints and the incentives of

office which form the set of countervailing pressures faced by China’s paramount

leader, the General Secretary. This complex set of conflicting incentives comprise

what this dissertation refers to as the secretary’s dilemma. This dilemma is inherent

in the office itself, and applies irrespective of the background and personality of

the leader which occupies said office. It is for this reason that this dissertation’s

theoretical expectations apply equally to both Jiang Zemin and Hu Jintao, leaders

that could hardly be more different with respect to personality type and personal

background. Before exploring the unique dilemma faced by the Chinese general

secretary, however, it is useful to first understand the perennial set of challenges

faced by autocrats generally.

1.2 The Autocratic Challenge

All autocrats share a common desire to survive and flourish in office. To accomplish

this as central leader within a non-democratic system, autocrats must address risks

to their replacement in office. The position of the autocrat is a necessarily precari-

ous one. Autocratic governments often break down and are replaced by democratic

or other autocratic governments (Geddes, 1999). Accordingly, risk of removal or

1 我诚心诚意地把党的总书记、国家主席、军委主席这个班交给锦涛同志。作出这个决定，我是
经过长期酝酿、慎重考虑的。

2 Jiang’s full speech can be found here
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replacement by popular uprising or elite rebellion serve as constant threats against

which any autocrat must be vigilant. Empirically, the literature has found that the

most common source of replacement risk for autocrats comes from regime insiders

rather than democratic revolutions (Svolik, 2012; Geddes et al., 2014). Given this,

rational autocrats invest particular attention and resources into the challenge of de-

fending against the threats posed by regime insiders. Facing this replacement risk

from their colleagues in the political elite, autocrats are strongly incentivized to aug-

ment their own power and influence within the ranks of the ruling elite and to keep in

check the power and influence of elite rivals. In pursuing this goal of expanding their

political influence, autocrats must address themselves to the particular institutional

context and constraints which define their regime. These constraints tend to include

the preferences of other members of their selectorate as well as institutional and

normative constraints on their exercise of power. How the autocrat navigates and

pursues their survival interest within the context of these constraints is determined

by their own conditions of their own regime. With these general considerations in

mind, which are shared by all autocrats, the chapter may now turn to the to the

unique circumstances of the contemporary Chinese system.

1.3 The Secretary’s Dilemma

Returning to the secretary’s dilemma, one can see that at its heart lies the incumbent

General Secretary’s desire, a desire they share with all autocrats, to maintain and ex-

pand their political influence, their successor’s desire to do the same and institutional

constraints on the actions of both actors.

This paper draws upon a literature which has long identified possessing powerful

political clients in the Politburo, both stationed in the provinces and in Beijing,

as a key component of the political influence of the General Secretary (Nathan,

4



1973; Pye, 1981)3. Because there are a discrete number of powerful political seats in

the Politburo for the incumbent and the successor to fill with clients and political

allies, each actor seeking to maximize their share of the political power, proxied by

the number of seats on the Politburo filled by their clients, necessarily leads to an

adversarial strategic game between the incumbent and their successor. How political

clients and allies are constitutive of the political power and influence of general

secretaries is discussed in greater detail at the beginning of the following chapter.

The means which incumbent General Secretaries have at their disposal to max-

imize the number of Politburo seats acquired by their clients, however, are more

limited than they are in some other types of autocracies. In the contemporary Chi-

nese political context, with myriad institutional constraints on the chief executive

and the Cadre Evaluation System (CES), where arbitrary replacement and dismissal

of rival elites is generally not possible, one of the more effective means incumbents

have of accomplishing this goal is by using their control over the levers of the fis-

cal state to boost the economic achievements of political clients, specifically those

running provincial economies as provincial party secretaries.

This is possible, because, as discussed in greater detail in chapter two and tested

in chapter four, center-to-province specific purpose transfers boost economic activity

in recipient provinces. This greater economic activity is collected in the form of taxes,

leading to greater levels of collected fiscal revenue in favored provinces. Within the

Cadre Evaluation System, higher levels of fiscal revenue is seen as a credible signal of

competence and loyalty to the party, and is a key metric used in evaluating provincial

leaders and determining promotion outcomes. Thus, by directing specific purpose

transfers to clients, incumbents are able to indirectly advance the career prospects of

those clients. This causal chain is discussed in greater detail in the second chapter

3 Pye’s conception of faction was “... linkage networks that extend upward in support of particular
leaders who are, in turn, looking for followers to ensure their power”(Pye, 1981, p. 7).

5



of the dissertation.

1.4 Contribution to the Literature

Within authoritarian regimes, the elite competition literature has strongly demon-

strated that connections matter for promotion at the central level, but we still un-

derstand little about why or how this impact occurs. In taking on this question, this

dissertation explores the complex strategic environment faced by China’s paramount

leader, the General Secretary, when they seek to defend clients and marginalize the

clients of rivals. In doing so it finds a critical mediating role for economic perfor-

mance variables, including intergovernmental transfers and provincial fiscal revenue,

which the General Secretary manipulates to achieve these ends. From this exam-

ination, the dissertation generates and tests a theoretical framework which defines

how, when and why political connections to top leaders impact the economic per-

formance of provincial elites, and potentially ultimately their promotion outcomes

as well. Specifically, this dissertation examines General Secretaries’ ability to direct

intergovernmental transfers towards their clients and away from the clients of polit-

ical rivals. Through its ’leadership cycle’ formulation, this dissertation advances the

argument that the impact of connections upon performance and promotion occurs

systematically as part of predictable leadership cycles in the People’s Republic of

China (PRC) and in a way that tells us something deeply interesting about elite

competition and political institutions in the PRC and authoritarian regimes more

generally.

Considerable important work has been done on the question of whether political

connections or economic performance play the most important role in determining

the promotion of elite office holders in autocratic systems. Shih et al. (2012) demon-

strated the critical role of political connections in determining promotion outcomes

in the PRC. Building on this finding, Lü et al. (2014) identify a distinction between

6



central and local elites, based on a principal agent logic, in which the former are

selected on the basis of political connections and the latter on the basis of their eco-

nomic prowess. Thus, despite the presence of some dissenting voices and findings,

the literature has widely found that at the central level, political connections play

a critical role in determining elite selection and promotion. One important question

suggested by this finding is the following: If well-connected central elites do better

than their more poorly-connected colleagues, what are the mechanisms by which this

happens?

This dissertation argues that the answer to this question is part of a larger story

in which incumbent General Secretaries use their control over the levers of public

finance to provide their provincial clients with greater amounts of intergovernmental

transfers and the clients of their rivals with fewer, with the aim of augmenting the

fiscal revenue of their provincial clients and weakening the fiscal revenue of rival

clients. This, in turn, improves the promotion outcomes of incumbent clients and

worsens that of rival clients, which serves to increase the political power and influence

of the incumbent and weaken that of incumbent rivals.

In its following chapters, this dissertation will establish its contribution to debates

at the crossroads of the political survival, political selection, central-local relations

and authoritarian institutions literatures. Below, this chapter will articulate the basic

outline and roadmap of the dissertation, briefly providing an overview of the empirical

and theoretical contributions of the following chapters as well as contextualizing these

contributions in the greater framework of the institutions literature and the political

selection debate.

One important area of debate and disagreement in the authoritarian political

selection literature which this dissertation directly speaks to and engages with is the

relationship between China’s dramatic “economic miracle” and the political incen-

tives faced by Chinese elites. Trying to understand and explain China’s dramatic
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and rapid economic rise in the reform era has drawn considerable and increasing

scholarly attention as the significance of that rise has become more apparent. One

way the literature has sought to do this is by isolating how the incentive structures

faced by individual cadres might motivate these local elites to use the tools at their

disposal to fuel economic growth. A number of analyses in the literature attempted

to develop an understanding of the incentives of local cadres in a substantive and

multifaceted way.

One representative work in this literature is Edin (1998), which conducts an

in-depth examination of the utility calculus of local cadres vis-a-vis the promo-

tion of economic development in their locality and finds that cadres are strongly

incentivized by their institutional constraints to augment economic growth. Specif-

ically, Edin (1998) argues that that given the uncertainty endemic in their institu-

tional environment, “to promote economic growth is the dominant strategy for local

cadres”(Edin, 1998, p. 119). This is driven, on Edin’s account, by the imperatives

of “implement[ing] the correct party line”, developing “good personal relations with

superiors”, as well as “maintain[ing] good working relations with local entrepreneurs

and village leaders” (Edin, 1998, p. 119-120). Thus, Edin concludes, the “insti-

tutional context induces local cadres to work in one direction: promote economic

growth”(Edin, 1998, p. 120).

This work and others like it pointed to an array of elements which might motivate

local elites to seek to generate economic growth. Much of later scholarship taking

on the question of how local cadre incentives might lead to economic growth in

China, however, narrowed their focus to one central dimension of incentives which

they believed to be doing the lion’s share of the causal work. In many ways drawing

on the work and insights of Bo (1996), who was among the first to explore the role

provincial economic performance in provincial leader mobility in reform-era China,

this work sought a more parsimonious model which gave the greatest weight to the
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career and promotion incentives of local elites in explaining the incentives of these

elites to pursue economic growth (Bo, 1996). Notable here is Li and Zhou, who

find that “the Chinese central government tends to promote provincial leaders who

perform well economically and terminate provincial leaders who perform poorly” and

“that the average performance over years has a larger marginal effect on turnover

than the annual performance” (Li and Zhou, 2005, p. 1760). Developing out this

framework, Chen et al. (2005) demonstrate how the central government tailors this

promotion evaluation calculus and found that it is provincial leaders who perform

well economically relative to their immediate predecessors who are most likely to be

promoted.

Emerging out of this literature is the conception of a “tournament model” in

which party cadres seek to outperform their peers in terms of economic performance

and revenue collection. An important premise of this formulation is that local cadres

are competing in a “step-by-step” promotion game which in the post-Deng reform

era has replaced the previous “helicopter-like” promotion model (Kou, 2013). While

it is important to note that many important exceptions problematize this conception

of “step-by-step” promotion in contemporary China, this dissertation’s theoretical

framework derives a more fundamental challenge to the the basic premises of this

literature. As will be discussed at greater length in chapter two, the dissertation

demonstrates that provincial economic performance and revenue collection is im-

portantly influenced by political factors, specifically by political ties to powerful

patrons. In doing so, it illustrates the way in which economic performance consid-

erations, which impact the promotion outcomes of provincial cadres, are themselves

profoundly impacted by patron-client networks. This finding reveals how political se-

lection in China, even conducted on the basis of nominally meritocratic performance

considerations, is at its heart a political question influenced by political processes

and considerations.
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The basic conceit of the project is that the question of political selection is central

to the study of politics because it explores how societies answer one of the most

fundamental political questions: who governs? Further, in this dissertation, I argue

that how elites compete and how political selection takes place is circumscribed by

the institutional context elites find themselves in. While the electoral mechanism

has been well studied, the process of political selection and elite competition in

autocracies is often less straightforward.4

To delineate this dissertation’s contribution to the political selection and elite

competition literatures, here it is worth briefly articulating and discussing the dis-

sertation’s central argument. This dissertation will contend and defend with evidence

the proposition that incumbent general secretaries in China use the levers of pub-

lic finance to support the economic performance of their provincial clients, defined

as provincial party secretaries with whom they are politically connected, connec-

tions that were forged through past working experience together at the provincial

level. Specifically, this means the direction of intergovernmental transfers into the

provinces of provincial clients to boost the provincial revenue of those provinces.

This economic support in turn makes these clients more promising candidates for

future advancement within the party, as one key metric upon which provincial party

secretaries depend for advancement in the ranks of the CCP is fiscal revenue collec-

tion in their province. This formulation will be expanded in much greater detail in

chapter two. Each of the dissertation’s chapters will seek to construct, defend and

illustrate an important piece of this framework, through theory building, empirical

tests and rigorous qualitative analysis.

This dissertation will also establish a contribution to the central-local relations

4 In some autocratic regimes, electoral mechanisms still obtain at some levels of government.
Manion (2014), notably finds that voters in China are able to use the electoral mechanism to select
“good type” leaders who credibly signal that they will represent local interests (Manion, 2014).
Where elections are absent, as is the case at the provincial and national level in China, the question
of how elites compete and political selection takes place is far less understood.
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literature and complement the insights of work like Huang and Sheng (2009). Huang

and Sheng demonstrate that decentralization is associated with higher inflation at

the provincial level, by examining political relationships between the executives of

subnational governments and the national chief executive. This work importantly

demonstrates the considerable impact of political relationships between subnational

executives and the national chief executive upon economic outcomes in the provinces.

While Huang and Sheng, as well as others, explore how these political relationships

impact the behavior of subnational executives, this dissertation investigates how

such relationships shape the calculus and behavior of the national chief executive

with respect to the manipulation of economic transfers to the provinces, filling a

present gap in this literature.

This dissertation will also contextualize elite competition and political selection

dynamics in China within the greater framework of the political survival dilemma

faced by all autocratic leaders, posed by Svolik. Svolik (2012) argues that the central

risk facing autocrats is the threat of replacement by their own colleagues, through

his finding that autocrats are far more likely to be replaced by a coup initiated by

regime insiders than replaced by a popular uprising.

Importantly, however, this dissertation will also seek to strongly engage with

the institutionalist perspective in the literature and work towards bridging the gap

between the factionalism and institutionalist schools of political selection and elite

competition, with respect to the dynamics it examines.

In fact, the institutionalist critique that Chinese leaders are highly constrained

by extant institutions is not merely congruent with this dissertation’s theoretical

framework, it is indispensable to it. It is by taking seriously the impact of insti-

tutional constraints on elite competition in China that the dissertation generates

its theoretical formulation, which expects incumbents to avoid more direct means

of elite competition, such as removing rivals from power and ignoring term lim-
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its, because institutional and normative constraints make such actions infeasible or

unthinkable, and to engage in a more subtle form of competition, through the ma-

nipulation of intergovernmental transfers to benefit clients. Thus, this dissertation

argues that it is the interaction between incentives to accumulate influence and the

existence of powerful institutional and normative restrictions on more direct means

of accomplishing this goal that leads incumbents to use the levers of public finance

to disproportionately support their clients.

The basic theoretical insight behind this formulation is not novel in the field of

China studies. Manion notes in the book Retirement of Revolutionaries in China

with respect to the introduction of forced retirement for older cadres as a norm and

institutional constraint that “if retiring leaders had formed informal relationship

based on personal loyalties, retirement would not necessarily produce real disengage-

ment from power” (Manion, 1993, p.14-15). It is precisely this tension between

growing institutional constraints on Chinese political leadership and the enduring

importance of personal loyalty networks to that same leadership, which has long

been observed and discussed by China scholars, that drives the dynamics central to

this dissertation’s theoretical formulation.

1.5 Chapter Outline

One of the biggest challenges faced by any autocrat is the threat of replacement

by regime insiders, but how autocrats address these threats is deeply contingent

on the institutional context in which they are embedded. This dissertation takes

on the questions of the strategic calculus behind how the General Secretary of the

Chinese Communist Party manages the challenge of insider threats from their fellow

political elites and the political and economic implications of the Secretary’s threat

management tactics.

To better understand these questions, the second chapter of the dissertation de-
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velops its central theoretical framework and contextualizes its contributions to the

political selection, elite competition, public finance and central-local relations liter-

atures. The chief function of the second chapter is to articulate the dissertation’s

theoretical conceptualization of the relationship between provincial party secretaries

and the incumbent general secretary and fiscal policy and outcomes at the central and

provincial levels. Next, the chapter provides the theoretical basis for understanding

the mediating role of intergovernmental transfers within its larger theoretical argu-

ment. Following this, the chapter investigates in detail the methodological standards

by which one may assess in the following chapters whether causal processes proposed

by the dissertation’s theoretical framework are operating as expected. To accomplish

this, the chapter examines in detail the causal story that must be true for the dis-

sertation’s theoretical framework to be correct and considers four key components

of the theory’s causal chain. It argues that the following conditions must obtain for

the dissertation’s theoretical framework to be confirmed. First, there must be bind-

ing, long-term political ties between the incumbent general secretary and provincial

party secretaries. Next, the dissertation must find the manipulation and direction of

intergovernmental transfers into the provinces of these incumbent connected provin-

cial party secretaries by the incumbent. Further, this manipulation must result in a

spike in taxable economic activity in those same provinces. Finally, this must lead to

greater provincial revenue collection by the same connected provincial elites. In chap-

ters three and four, the dissertation finds confirmation for each of these important

elements of its causal story.

Next, the dissertation’s third chapter operationalizes key elements of the theoret-

ical framework articulated in chapter two. To achieve this, the chapter evaluates the

evidence that provincial party secretaries connected to the incumbent collect higher

levels of fiscal revenue when compared with provincial party secretaries connected

to rivals of the incumbent through working experience based political ties, all else
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equal. Critically, it finds confirmation of this central expectation of the dissertation’s

theory. Further, this chapter next empirically tests, and confirms, the proposition

that provincial party secretaries connected to the incumbent receive more economic

support from the center in the form of intergovernmental transfers compared with

peer provincial party secretaries connected to rivals of the incumbent. In doing so,

the chapter provides supporting evidence for the mediating role of intergovernmen-

tal transfers in allowing incumbent general secretaries to provide direct economic

support to their allies and clients in the provinces, articulated by the dissertation’s

second chapter. Finally, the chapter also finds empirical support for chapter two’s

theoretical claim that intergovernmental transfers augment the fiscal revenue of the

provinces that receive them. These three key empirical tests provide important sup-

porting evidence for the theoretical propositions propounded in chapter two.

In its fourth chapter, the dissertation generates additional observable implications

of its theoretical contentions, derived from the causal chain articulated in chapter

two. It does this to enhance our confidence in the explanatory power and credibility

of the dissertation’s theoretical framework. In order to accomplish this, the chap-

ter takes on the task of generation and testing of additional, narrower observable

implications of that framework. Specifically, building on the empirical findings of

chapter three, chapter four provides a set of narrower tests of the dissertation’s the-

oretical expectations with respect to intergovernmental transfers and consequently

additional opportunities for those expectations to be refuted. Theoretically, chap-

ter two establishes that two important subsets of intergovernmental transfers within

the contemporary Chinese fiscal system, specific purpose and general-purpose, are

subject to considerably different levels of political manipulation by the central gov-

ernment. Specifically, chapter four argues that specific purpose transfers are subject

to manipulation, while general-purpose transfers are not. Chapter four then em-

pirically tests these theoretical expectations and demonstrates that provincial party
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secretaries connected to the incumbent receive higher levels of specific purpose inter-

governmental transfers from the center and provincial party secretaries connected to

rivals of the incumbent receive lower levels of this type of transfers from the center,

compared to non-connected and rival connected provincial party secretaries, all else

equal. Further, and importantly, the chapter also finds no difference in the allo-

cation of general-purpose transfers to provincial party secretaries with connections

to the incumbent, those with connections to incumbent rivals and those who were

unconnected. Both of these findings taken together provide considerable supporting

evidence for the dissertation’s theoretical argument. Furthermore, given that specific

purpose transfers have grown dramatically every year since 1994 and by 2009 have

become larger than all other types of transfers combined by a substantial margin

in the contemporary period, one has good reason to expect that transfer dynamics

explored by this dissertation will become an increasingly relevant element in elite

politics and competition within China (Huang and Chen, 2012, p.537).

Finally, the dissertation’s fifth chapter considers the broader importance of ex-

plored dynamics, considers the generalizability of empirical findings and discusses

policy implications.
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2

Political Connections and Provincial Revenue

2.1 Introduction

This chapter will argue that China’s paramount leader, the General Secretary, in

order to compete with rival elites, in the face of strong institutional constraints

and limitations upon how they can engage in that competition, manipulates the

distribution of state fiscal resources to benefit their political clients. Specifically, it

expects that the General Secretary will direct greater amounts of intergovernmental

transfers into provinces which are run by their political clients. These transfers,

in turn, generate additional taxable economic activity in the provinces into which

they are directed. The chapter argues that this additional taxable economic activity

leads to greater collection of tax, or fiscal revenue, in provinces with favored political

clients of the incumbent serving as provincial party secretary. An outline of the four

key elements of this theoretical framework can be seen in figure A.1.

Furthermore, drawing upon the findings of the Chinese political selection lit-

erature, the chapter expects that these dynamics ultimately lead to clients of the

incumbent being promoted to top positions at a greater rate than similar elites with-
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out such connections. This promotion occurs on a nominally meritocratic basis, due

to their artificially augmented economic success brought about by the direction of

intergovernmental transfers by the General Secretary, and thus does not have the

obvious appearance of cronyism or the disadvantages associated with obvious crony-

ism, including push back from the public and other members of the political elite.

Living up to the maxim that ’personnel is policy,’ this newly empowered client base

represents an extension of the General Secretary’s influence and an increase in their

power.

Below, this chapter will take up the task of explaining how the above-described

fiscal manipulation, as well as maintenance and development of autocrats network

of politically influential clients within their selectorate, arises from the preferences

of and institutional constraints faced by the incumbent General Secretary, begining

with the General Secretary’s imperative to survive in office.

2.2 Political Connections and Provincial Revenue

Svolik (2012) makes a powerful case that the central risk facing autocrats is the

threat of replacement by their own colleagues, through his finding that autocrats are

far more likely to be replaced by a coup initiated by regime insiders than replaced

by a popular uprising. 1

Svolik argues that the need to manage this risk leads to the emergence of power

sharing institutions. As Svolik’s own data demonstrates, however, autocratic elites

are not always so compromising. If autocrats are sometimes inclined to use carrots,

like power-sharing institutions, to manage the risk of a coup, clearly they often use

sticks as well.

To help understand the question of how an autocrat will choose their portfolio of

1 Specifically, Svolik examines the cases of 316 dictators who held office for at least one day between
1946 and 2008 and lost power by non-constitutional means and shows that more than two-thirds
were removed by a coup staged by people from the dictators inner circle.
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stick and carrot policies, this chapter draws on the authoritarian political selection

literature in addition to the authoritarian survival literature. By bridging these two

bodies of work, this chapter seeks to bring new insights to both and argues that they

are ultimately deeply rooted in the same question or dilemma: given the institutional

constraints they face, how does an autocrat best maintain power and influence while

checking the influence of important rivals?

Carrots and sticks are methods designed to address the central challenge faced by

autocrats: replacement by regime insiders. They are tools to manage the influence of

important rivals and in doing so manage an autocrats’ own risk of being challenged or

replaced by rivals within the regime. Carrots raise the opportunity cost of defecting

from the regime, by providing a concession of reward to potential challengers of the

autocrat, and accordingly seek to weaken the incentives for a challenger to overthrow

the autocrat. Beyond Svolik’s work on power sharing institutions, another example

of a carrot is demonstrated by Shih et al. (2010), which finds that intergovernmental

transfers are strategically directed to powerful local agents to encourage regime buy

in. Sticks, conversely, aim to attenuate the strength of potential challengers of the

autocrat, either partially or completely, and thus seek to weaken the ability of a rival

insider to challenge the autocrat. Coup-proofing is an extreme example of such a

measure (Quinlivan, 1999).

All autocrats develop their own unique portfolio of carrots and sticks towards

regime insiders during their duration in power to keep the latter from being willing

and able to challenge their power. When seeking to understand the considerations

which inform these manifold, complex choices, one straightforward metric is the

costs and benefits associated with each set of policies. Institutional or normative

conditions which raise the cost of implementing stick policies, for example, should

be associated with fewer or less intense versions of these policies.

More formalized, this chapter argues that the carrot to stick policy balance as
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well as the intensity and visibility of stick policy choices is informed by two key

considerations: an autocrats’ risk of replacement and their level of institutional con-

straints. Risk of replacement is a proxy for an autocrat’s benefit from stick policies

and institutional constraint is a proxy for how costly stick policies are for the au-

tocrat. A highly constrained autocrat with low replacement risk would accordingly

choose low intensity, low visibility stick policies and fewer stick policies compared to

an equivalent autocrat faced with greater replacement risk and/or fewer institutional

constraints. This is precisely what one finds in the case of contemporary China. The

primary stick policy considered by this chapter will be the manipulation of provin-

cial fiscal revenue, through the strategic direction of intergovernmental transfers, as

discussed below.

If Chinese leaders are expected to select low intensity, low visibility policies to

weaken the political influence of rivals and maximize their own influence, one cen-

tral area to look would be how they use the economic resources at their disposal

to accomplish those ends. Elsewhere, this chapter will argue that one central way

incumbents use public finance to augment their influence is to manipulate the distri-

bution of intergovernmental transfers to, and ultimately the fiscal revenue of, clients

and the clients of rivals.

To evaluate this argument, one must first understand why politically powerful

clients are important to the influence of the incumbent and rivals and how an incum-

bent’s control over public finance resources allows them to manipulate the political

strength of clients and rival clients. This chapter will consider each question in turn.

2.2.1 Why Are Powerful Clients Important for Political Influence?

No leader can rule alone. An extensive qualitative literature exists on why the

strength of clients are important for the political influence of the incumbent and

their rivals. Notably, the importance of powerful clients highly placed in top party
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leadership position for achieving important policy aims within communist autocracies

is a historically well documented phenomenon. 2The case of contemporary China is

no exception to this rule. Strong evidence exists, for instance, that in the PRC key

political debates, such as those on how to address severe acute respiratory syndrome

(SARS), ideological questions and economic policy, are fought out not just between

top political elites, like Jiang Zemin and Hu Jintao, but critically by their cronies

and allies as well (Bo, 2007). This finding is bolstered by recent research which

suggests that when patron is in power, clients form a network which can be used to

implement policy preferences more generally as well (Huang, 2006; Jiang and Zhang,

2015).

Other research demonstrates that clients can also be used to operationalize a

patron’s policy preferences in the future as well. For example, when Li Peng installed

his client, Luo Gan, on the Politburo Standing Committee, one of his main aims was

to guarantee that his position on the Tiananmen square massacre would not be

altered (Nathan and Gilley, 2003).

The utility of clients to patrons does not end at achieving their present and future

policy aims. Dittmer (1978) finds that clients are also a key means by which patrons

can survive during power struggles.3 The primary importance of clients to political

patrons within communist party power struggles is a historically well documented

phenomenon. In China, patron-client networks and elite competition are deeply

intertwined.

The ability of clients to also act as an extension of a patron’s political influence

2 The ability of Vietnamese Communist Party (VCP) First Secretary Le Duan to marginalize
popular northern Vietnamese leaders, including Ho Chi Minh and Vo Nguyen Giap in order to
pursue his South-first campaign provides a case in point. As Nguyen (2012) notes, Le Duan “had
at his disposal loyal deputies within the Party leadership who could help him thwart any potential
rivals in the Politburo and advance his militant South-first campaign” (Nguyen, 2012, p. 51).

3 One finds from Dittmer (1978) also that the importance to clients to political competition among
top elites in China is pervasive and antecedes the contemporary institutional structure of the CCP,
as the research examines factional dynamics during the gang of four period.
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into the future and check the power of elite rivals is illustrated by a brief examination

of Hu Jintao’s tenure as General Secretary as well. Core leadership status, which

was held by Jiang Zemin and has now been taken up by Xi Jinping, was denied

to Hu Jintao for the entire duration of his ten year term in office as the General

Secretary. The key check on Hu’s power during this time was an expanded Politburo

Standing Committee, populated by key Jiang clients. It is well documented in the

scholarship that strong Jiang clients on the Politburo Standing Committee, which

rose to seven members in 1992 and reached nine members when Hu took power in

2002, played a key role in advancing Jiang’s interests and influence and limiting Hu’s

power throughout the latter’s ten year tenure as General Secretary.

An extensive qualitative literature exists on why the strength of clients are im-

portant for the political influence of the incumbent and their rivals. Strong evidence

exists, for instance, that in the PRC key political debates, such as those on how to

address severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS), ideological questions and eco-

nomic policy, are fought out not just between top political elites, like Jiang Zemin

and Hu Jintao, but critically by their cronies and allies as well (Bo, 2007).

There also exists concrete quantitative evidence that incumbents expend con-

siderable effort and resources to manipulate the career outcomes of rival clients.

Specifically, Jiang and Xu (2015), looking at the period 1988 to 2014, find that the

intensity of anti-corruption measures is strongly related to connections of targets,

with individual-level investigations systematically targeting officials associated with

the incumbent General Secretary’s rivals and avoiding the clients of the incumbent.

Jiang and Xu (2015) also find that this manipulation led to significant centralization

of power within a smaller inner circle, effectively increasing the incumbent’s influence

while weakening the influence of rivals. If these clients provided no political strength

to the incumbents’ rivals, it is difficult to understand why the incumbent would go

to the effort and incur the costs of selectively purging rival clients.
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Besides such competitive findings, there also exists some evidence of power-

sharing or accommodation of rival clients in contemporary China. Ma (2015) finds

that connections with the incumbent paramount leader or his rivals (past and in-

coming paramount leaders) is associated with higher likelihood of promotion from

the Alternative Central Committee (ACC) to the Central Committee (CC). Though

Ma (2015) argues for more of a power sharing than competitive effect, he concurs on

this central point: clients are an extension of the patron’s political influence. This

is why the promotion of both incumbent clients and rival clients can be considered

’power-sharing’.

Ma argues that term limits are the key power-sharing institution driving his find-

ing. Importantly, however, term limits are not just a power sharing institution. They

also introduce a bargaining game among the incumbent and their rivals, defined in

this chapter as past and future paramount leaders. Centrally, despite their insti-

tutional limitations, almost definitionally an incumbent will always have a greater

ability to direct state resources than rivals, who have left office or not yet taken it.

As demonstrated by Bo (2007), competition over political outcomes and for political

influence between the incumbent and rivals is a prevalent phenomena in contempo-

rary Chinese politics. Under such conditions, both incumbent and rival would like

to maximize their influence relative to one another. All else equal, one would expect

incumbents to use their greater ability to direct state resources to increase their in-

fluence and weaken the influence of rivals, if this were possible. Further, as discussed

by Jiang and Xu (2015), Bo (2007) and others, the clients of both incumbents and

rivals are key to their competition for political influence. Accordingly, if an incum-

bent is able to direct state resources to support the promotion and status in the

party of their clients and weaken the position and status of rival clients, they have a

strong incentive to do so. This chapter will argue that this is precisely what occurs.

Here it is useful to note that this ’public finance war’ between the incumbent
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and rivals is potentially sub-optimal for all parties in comparison to an agreement

by which both agree not to use state resources prejudicially against one another. If

both parties could come to a binding agreement to not use their ability to direct state

resources in such a manner, they could potentially avoid expending time, money and

political capital on fighting one another and expend those resources on other goals.

Importantly, however, incumbents and rivals are unable to craft such a binding

agreement. This is for one simple reason: in period one, the subsequent leader cannot

make a credible commitment not to use state resources against the incumbent once

in office, thus the incumbent will not accept such a deal. This is because, in period

two, once the rival has access to the distribution of state resources, it is rational for

them to direct resources away from the former incumbent’s clients because the rival

is still competing with the former incumbent for political influence and clients are

critical to that influence. Thus, even if an incumbent and rival would like to make a

permanent binding truce deal while the former is in office ex ante, this commitment

is not ex post credible for the rival due to the lack of an enforcement mechanism.

This configuration takes the form of a sequential prisoners dilemma. Because the

players are unable to come to an enforcible agreement, irrespective of what choice

player one has made in period 1, defecting is player 2’s dominant strategy in period

2. Using backwards induction, one can see that in period 1, player 1’s optimal choice

is to defect.

2.2.2 The Importance of Norms and Institutional Constraints

Here it is useful to ask why incumbent autocrats would bother with augmenting

the economic performance of their clients at all. Why not simply appoint chosen

clients to top positions directly? The core rationale for this lies in the highly norm-

influenced and institutionalized nature of the promotion process in China, an often

under-appreciated element of autocratic governance in China.
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Incumbents face a number of institutional constraints including norms against

violence and overt manipulation as well as collective leadership norms. The upheavals

of the Mao period, like the ten year Cultural Revolution, loom large in the Chinese

cultural imagination and have likely contributed to the CCP’s current status in China

being deeply rooted in performance-based legitimacy which has as a prerequisite

stable economic development and limited intra-party strife (Zhao, 2009).4 This leaves

manipulation of fiscal revenue as an indirect, non-violent and semi-covert and thus

feasible vector of promoting incumbent influence and checking the influence of rival

leaders.

Collective leadership norms in the Deng era have created constraints on the in-

cumbent general secretary’s authority to a varying extent across all domains of ex-

ecutive power. Deeply relevant for the purposes of the paper are the institutional

constraints on the executive which have emerged in the domain of political selection

and promotion.

As demonstrated by Meyer et al. (2016), arbitrary elite selection and turnover

common in the pre-Deng era is no longer a defining trait of Chinese politics. Meyer

et al. (2016) holds that the “irregular leadership change of the early years” of the

CCP has been transformed and China has become a considerably more “institution-

alized polity” with respect to elite selection (Meyer et al., 2016, p. 147). Of course,

understanding exactly how leaders at the central and local level are rewarded for

performance has always been a challenging proposition, a consequence of notorious

secrecy of the CCP organization department.

Pulling upon an extensive array of internal investigation reports prepared by

4 As (Zhao, 2009) notes, to varying extents, the idea of performance as the basis of state legitimacy
and consequently of political survival as well has been an important norm in Chinese political
culture, historical and contemporary. When performance legitimacy is the sole or primary source
of regime legitimacy in the minds of the public, elites ignore these expectations at their peril and
are incentivized to monitor that other members of the selectorate are doing their fair share to boost
the overall economic performance of the state because the stakes of performance are nothing less
than regime survival.
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the Party’s Organization Department, Nathan and Gilley (2003) find that younger

cadres rise to the top through a “ through a combination of ability, luck, and con-

nections with patrons.”, in other words through a combination of performance and

connections (Nathan and Gilley, 2003, p. 40). In concrete terms, this suggests that

performance may not be a sufficient condition to promotion for central leaders, but

it is a necessary one. Accordingly, Nathan and Gilley (2003) found that at the

central level for the fourth generation of CCP leaders, “no matter how strong a can-

didate’s factional backing, he cannot be promoted without a record of administrative

achievement”(Nathan and Gilley, 2003, p. 24).

Norms and institutions also constrain the nature and intensity of elite competition

within the CCP. This was illustrated in 2012 when a rumored coup by Zhou Yongkang

never materialized, which, irrespective of his subjective intent, would have proved

deeply challenging because his position on the PSC gave him no formal control over

PLA military forces (Swaine, 2012).

At the local level, where this secrecy is less forbidding, recent scholarship has

similarly affirmed the premium that the organization department places upon per-

formance in their evaluations of local cadres. Notably Zuo (2015), through her

extensive qualitative examination of cadre selection related primary source materi-

als uncovered the political incentive mechanisms deeply embedded in the personnel

institution at the local level in China. Cai found that at the local level, elite perfor-

mance, broadly understood to include enforcement of national level party objectives,

like the one-child policy, social welfare as well as economic metrics plays a critical

role in cadre evaluation.

Given the above, one can see why Chinese central leaders are institutionally

constrained to make their clients measure up with respect to performance if they

hope to have them selected for higher office by the organization department. Here,

an important question to address is what dimensions of client performance are of
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greatest consequence for the organization department in their adjudications? This

question is taken up below.

2.2.3 What Type of Performance Matters Most?

A considerable amount of research in the Chinese political selection literature has

pointed to the importance of GDP in the organization department’s evaluation of

cadres for the political selection of both central and local officials (Li and Zhou, 2005;

Shih et al., 2012). At the local level, works like Zuo (2015) demonstrate qualitatively

that GDP-performance of officials has long been and remains an importance metric

in their evaluation for promotion, in addition to the achievement of party objectives

and augmentation of social welfare.

Despite this, particularity at the provincial level, understanding GDP-performance

as a straightforward component of provincial elite performance is not entirely un-

problematic. One important issue to consider in this matter is the that falsification

of provincial statistics is endemic and known to Chinese leaders who make promo-

tion decisions. For instance, in 2007 China’s premier Li Keqiang held that China’s

provincial gross domestic product (GDP) figures were “‘man-made’ and therefore

unreliable,” and “for reference only” (Holz, 2014, p. 309). Fabrication of GDP is

actually a roundabout affirmation of the premium placed by the organization de-

partment upon performance. To get promoted, local officials have explicit incentive

to exaggerate local data, which they recognized and took advantage of. This is not

new, and similar dynamics can be traced back to the Great Leap Forward.

Recent work has affirmed these statements from party leadership. For example,

Ma et al. (2014) find that the “primary bodies in collecting industrial data, the

Provincial Bureaus of Statistics (PBSs) are not subject to effective internal checks

and balances from other governmental divisions” and that “to out-compete coun-

terparts and get promoted, provincial leaders have explicit incentives to overstate
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provincial GDP, with industrial added value being the first statistic” impacted (Ma

et al., 2014, p. 353).

Given the challenges posed by GDP as a performance metric, it should be un-

surprising that the organization department would look elsewhere to determine the

economic achievement of provincial elites. A growing body of literature affirms the

critical role of one such alternative: fiscal revenue (Ong, 2012; Lü and Landry, 2014;

Chen and Kung, 2016). Lü et al. (2014), in particular, argue that unlike the GDP

metric, which is seen as noisy and unreliable, provincial fiscal revenue is seen as hard

to manipulate and thus much more effectively serves as a ”credible signal” of com-

petence. Fiscal revenue measures, notably, differ from GDP on the dimensions of

oversight and accountability. Unlike GDP, because provincial governments have to

return a given percent of reported fiscal revenue to the central government through

local to center transfers, their incentive to inflate the numbers is considerably re-

duced, for the simple reason that they must actually come up with the money.

Consequently, there is good reason to believe that if incumbents are forced to

make their clients measure up, augmenting the latter’s fiscal revenue collection may

be one of the first places to start. The next challenge that incumbents face is how

to accomplish this goal within their above discussed institutional constraints. This

paper argues below that among incumbents most effective means of achieving this

is by directing intergovernmental transfers to their clients in the provinces and away

from the clients of rivals, augmenting the economic performance of the former and

enervating that of the latter.

2.2.4 Political Connections and Public Finance in the PRC

With this foundation, I can now turn to the construction of this chapter’s central

theoretical argument. To understand how top elites compete in the PRC, one must

first understand who the relevant actors are as well as their preferences. The key
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actors considered by this chapter are the incumbent (the current General Secretary),

rivals (former or future General Secretaries), incumbent clients, and rival clients.

Specially, the chapter will consider clients who are provincial administrators, meaning

that they are either a provincial party head or a provincial governor. Rivals are

further divided into ’relevant’ and ’non-relevant’ categories. Incumbents and rivals

seek to maximize influence in absolute terms and particularly vis-a-vis one another.

Influence is conceived of as the pie of decision making power which incumbents and

incumbent rivals want to divide in their favor. These top elites not only want to

maximize their share of the pie, they also want to minimize the share taken by

politically influential rivals, because the latter seek to limit their political influence,

as discussed above.

Importantly, the above-described elites do not interact completely in a vacuum.

Instead, their competition takes place in a complex institutional context which shapes

their optimal strategy for achieving their goal of maximizing influence.

For the purposes of this chapter, a few key elements of this institutional context

are critical to understand: the importance of economic performance and fiscal revenue

for the promotion of provincial elites, the importance of successful clients for top

elite influence as well as the impact of term limits and of restrictions on the levers

of manipulation available to an incumbent.

There is strong reason to believe that one key element of success in elite promo-

tion and selection into high office in the PRC is an officials’ economic performance

generally and fiscal revenue in particular. This is what is argued by the substan-

tive literature, notably Lü et al. (2014), as well as other examinations of the Cadre

Evaluation System (CES). Lu and Landry argue that the GDP metric is seen as an

unreliable measure while fiscal revenue is seen as hard to manipulate and a “credible

signal” of competence. Thus, fiscal revenue impacts promotion and selection and

accordingly incumbent manipulation of client and rival client fiscal revenue impacts
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the promotion and selection of these clients. As Lü et al. (2014, p. 1083) argue,

several “studies have shown that fiscal revenue is a crucial indicator of the Chinese

cadre evaluation system”, including Ong (2012) and Chen and Kung (2016).

The greater importance of fiscal revenue relative to provincial GDP as the central

metric of performance recognized by the central government has long been noted in

the literature. Bo (1996, p. 154) found that, unlike with provincial economic per-

formance expressed as GDP, provincial officials that had superior provincial revenue

records were “more likely to be promoted than to be demoted.” From this, Bo con-

cludes that “the center cares more about revenue contribution than about economic

performance”. This work indicates that the fiscal success of provincial elites plays

an important role in their evaluation and in their prospects for advancement.

Further, as discussed above, the literature tells us that well-positioned clients are

key to elite influence. Accordingly, by positively manipulating the fiscal revenue of

clients and negatively manipulating the fiscal revenue of rival clients, incumbents

can change the promotion outcomes of these clients and change the balance of in-

fluence between themselves and rivals in their favor. Accordingly, fiscal revenue,

through incumbent control over intergovernmental transfers, is a key economic indi-

cator on which provincial elites are evaluated that is to an important degree subject

to incumbent manipulation.

The consequence and significance of incumbents’ ten year term limit is first that

incumbents expect to leave office prior to their death, and accordingly seek to find

means to maximize their post-office influence. They do this by positively manipulat-

ing client performance such that those clients will become future power players in the

PRC and act as nodes of influence for the former leader. Moreover, this ten year term

is divided into two key periods. In the first five year period, the incumbent faces the

issue of addressing the influence of the leader who immediately precedes them, as the

latter still retains control and influence through the clients they brought to power
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during their tenure in office but whose own careers outlast that tenure. Accord-

ingly, incumbents seek to negatively manipulate the fiscal revenue of former leader

clients to break this influence and make room for their own clients to advance. In

the incumbent’s second five year term, they face a new challenge. Five years before

leadership transfer, the incumbent’s successor is named and becomes known to the

incumbent. Anticipating that an influential rival with well-positioned clients will

effectively roll back their influence after they step down (just as they sought to do

with their predecessor), the incumbent will strike first and seek to weaken a rising

rival’s influence by negatively manipulating the fiscal revenue of that rival’s clients.

Per the above discussion, the primary competitor and focus of the incumbent is

the rival temporally most proximate to the position of General Secretary. In the

incumbent’s first term this is their immediate predecessor and in their second term

it is their immediate successor. This chapter considers these elites the ’relevant’

rivals of the incumbent. In contrast to these politically salient rivals, past and future

General Secretaries further away in time from the office are less likely to be targets

of incumbent manipulation, for two key reasons. First, because an incoming General

Secretary is only named five years prior to taking office, they are likely relatively

unknown to the incumbent prior to that point. Second, General Secretaries who have

been out of office for greater than five years typically see their ability to influence

events diminish and in any case present less of a threat to the incumbent than

the incoming rival who becomes known to the incumbent at this five year point.

Accordingly, the chapter categorizes the immediate predecessor and successor of the

incumbent as ’relevant rivals’ and all other past and future General Secretaries as

’non relevant rivals’.

Again, as discussed above, while either the incumbent or relevant rival might

wish to strike a grand bargain in which neither uses their control over state resources

to weaken the influence of the other, the lack of an effective enforcement mechanism
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means that any commitment on the part of the future leader is not credible and thus

no such bargain is possible.

Incumbents face a number of institutional constraints including norms against

violence and overt manipulation as well as collective leadership norms. The upheavals

of the Mao period, like the ten year Cultural Revolution, loom large in the Chinese

cultural imagination and have likely contributed to the CCP’s current status in China

being deeply rooted in performance-based legitimacy which has as a prerequisite

stable economic development and limited intra-party strife. This leaves manipulation

of fiscal revenue as an indirect, non-violent and semi-covert and thus feasible vector

of promoting incumbent influence and checking the influence of rival leaders.

Each successive congress sees new appointments and promotion of the provincial

clients of the incumbent as well as those of incumbent rivals. These selection and

promotion adjudications are made to a meaningful degree on the basis of the fiscal

revenue achieved by these elites in their province in the five year period since the

preceding congress. As discussed above, the chapter hypothesizes that the year prior

to the promotion waves that accompany a congress will be a particularity appealing

time for incumbents to manipulate and spike the provincial economic outcomes of

clients.

The incumbent manipulation discussed above seeks to use control over central

public finance resources to augment the fiscal revenue of the provincial clients and

slow that of the clients of rivals and consequently leave fewer rival clients in the

central committee as well as more incumbent clients in the central committee. This

is accomplished through the manipulation of intergovernmental transfers, as explored

in the following chapters. This, in turn, augments incumbent influence and weakens

the influence of the incumbent’s political challengers.
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2.3 The Mediating Role of Intergovernmental Transfers

The above theoretical discussion of this chapter has examined how the General Sec-

retary seeks to manipulate fiscal revenue outcomes to maintain power and influence

while checking the influence of important rivals. This section, in turn, seeks to inves-

tigate the mechanisms by which this manipulation takes place. To accomplish this,

this chapter first considers the authoritarian elite promotion literature. Considerable

important work has been done on the question of whether political connections or

economic performance play the most important role determining the promotion of

elite office holders in autocratic systems. Shih et al. (2012), centrally, demonstrated

the critical role of political connections in determining promotion outcomes in the

People’s Republic of China. Building on this finding, Lü et al. (2014) identify a dis-

tinction between central and local elites, based on a principal agent logic, in which

the former are selected on the basis of political connections and the latter on the basis

of their economic prowess. Thus, despite the presence of some dissenting voices and

findings, the literature has widely found that at the central level, political connec-

tions play a critical role in determining elite selection and promotion. One important

question suggested by this finding is the following: If well-connected central elites

do better than their more poorly connected colleges, what are the mechanisms by

which this happens?

This chapter argues that the answer to this question is part of a larger story in

which incumbent General Secretaries use their control over the levers of public finance

to provide their provincial clients with greater amounts of intergovernmental transfers

and state-owned enterprise investment and the clients of their rivals with fewer, with

the aim of augmenting the fiscal revenue of their provincial clients and weakening

the fiscal revenue of rival clients. This, in turn, improves the promotion outcomes

of incumbent clients and worsens that of rival clients, which serves to increase the
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political power and influence of the incumbent and weaken that of incumbent rivals.

2.3.1 Fiscal Intergovernmental Transfers in Contemporary China

A key premise of this dissertation’s theoretical framework is that intergovernmental

transfers, and particularly specific-purpose transfers, are subject to manipulation

by General Secretaries in order to achieve important political goals. In order to

understand how this distortion and manipulation takes place, it is important to first

clarify our understanding of fiscal transfers in China.

What, then, is the nature of contemporary China’s intergovernmental transfer

system? As is usefully noted by World Bank researchers Shah and Shen “all transfer

programs in China are instituted by executive order and do not require formal leg-

islative approval by the National People’s Congress” (Shah and Shen, 2006b, p. 30).

Writing in 2006, over ten years after the consequential 1994 fiscal reforms, they write

that the system of transfers is “opaque” and that very few people understand the

“underlying allocation basis” of transfer programs (Shah and Shen, 2006b, p. 29). It

is in this non-transparent environment that a scholarly literature emerged to make

sense of the causes and consequences of intergovernmental fiscal transfers in contem-

porary China.

An important thread in this literature has been the considerable scholarly work

which has demonstrated the impact of political factors in the allocation of intergov-

ernmental transfers. Wang (2004, 2012), for instance, found that rather than simply

being designed to equalize resources across China’s provinces, ethnic minority regions

tend to receive higher amounts of transfers than equally poor predominantly Han

Chinese regions. On Wang’s account, this direction of transfers is a political strat-

egy by PRC leadership to generate regime buy-in and legitimacy in China’s ethnic

peripheries.

Whether this strategy has effectively achieved its goals is an empirical question
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outside the scope of this dissertation’s inquiry. Wang’s own work, however, points to

countervailing forces at work in transfer allocation. As Wang (2012) notes, “systems

dominated by conditional grants provide a perfect institutional environment for pork-

barrel politics (e.g. the United States)” (Wang, 2012, p. 241). As China has shifted

more and more of the overall balance of its intergovernmental transfers to specific-

purpose transfers rather than general-purpose transfers, one might well expect on this

account the expansion of a kind of pork-barrel politics system in China, in which the

General Secretary exerts influence to distribute greater amounts of transfers to the

provinces of loyalist party secretaries. As discussed below, this is exactly what this

chapter predicts.

2.3.2 How Can Incumbents Use Intergovernmental Transfers and State-Owned En-
terprise Investment to Impact Client Outcomes?

To understand how incumbent General Secretaries can manipulate intergovernmen-

tal transfers and state-owned enterprise investment to impact the fiscal revenue and

ultimately promotion outcomes of clients and the clients of rivals, it is first critical to

understand the impact of China’s 1994 fiscal reform. While the consequences of the

1994 Tax Sharing System (分税制) are manifold, for the purposes of this chapter, a

few key points stand out. After the 1994 tax centralization, the central government

extended its control over the lucrative value added tax (VAT), which weakened local

governments’ fiscal revenue collection capacity, increased the percentage share of all

government revenue taken by the center, and strengthened the central government’s

ability to redistribute resources through transfers (Shih et al., 2010). Even before the

1994 reform, provincial governments had limited local autonomy in fiscal collection

and expenditure choices (Wong, 2000). Following the 1994 TSS reform, provincial

revenue collection was circumscribed even further and the heavy burden of the pro-

vision of public goods was still left squarely on the shoulders of local governments
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(Wang and Herd, 2013; Shih et al., 2010).

Accordingly, the 1994 tax reform weakened the fiscal revenue collection capacity

of provincial governments, increased provincial governments’ reliance on fiscal sup-

port from the central government and augmented the central government’s ability to

redistribute resources through intergovernmental transfers (Wang and Herd, 2013).5

Furthermore, there is strong reason to believe that intergovernmental transfers

are subject to considerable political manipulation by the central government. Inter-

governmental transfers to the provinces, a 1998 IMF report notes, as well as “the

division of taxing powers and expenditure responsibilities” are all determined solely

by the central government which “allows the central government to change the rules

frequently in its own interests” (Ma and Norregaard, 1998, p. 7-8). Other research

suggests that the PRC’s intergovernmental transfer system has been governed much

more by “vested interests” and political factors than by attempts at equalization

across provinces (Ma, 1997, p. 50). Empirically, this supposition is confirmed by

Malesky et al. (2011), who find that even compared with another similar authoritar-

ian regime, Vietnam, China’s intergovernmental transfer system is particularly non-

equalizing. Wang (2004), in his overview of Chinese intergovernmental transfers, also

found that political factors potentially impact the allocation of both discretionary

and formula governed transfers, because political factors can impact the design of

formula based transfers. Furthermore, in more recent work, Wang et al. (2014) find

that a significantly greater amount of intergovernmental transfers are delivered, all

else equal, to the native provinces of current Politburo members.

Additionally, scholarly work suggests that a certain type of intergovernmental

5 Specifically, Wang and Herd (2013) note that “the 1994 tax reform recentralised revenues and
decision-making power” leading to growth in “gaps between revenue and expenditure at sub-national
levels have grown” and that “to accommodate this, the central government has raised the scale of
transfers” (Wang and Herd, 2013, p. 33, 2). This work demonstrates both the augmentation in
center-to-provinces transfers in the pose TSS reform period as well as the increase in provincial
governments’ reliance on such transfers.
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transfers, specific-purpose transfers, are subject to considerable political manipu-

lation (Ma, 1997). Further, Huang and Chen demonstrate that specific-purpose

transfers as a portion of overall center-to-province transfers have grown dramati-

cally every year since 1994 and by 2009 were larger than all other types of transfers

combined by a considerable margin (Huang and Chen, 2012, p.537).

Similarly, state-owned enterprise investment represents politically directed busi-

ness activity which is largely at the discretion of the central government. While less

work has been done on incumbent manipulation of state-owned enterprise invest-

ment, it remains an important area for this chapter to consider and test.

Finally, intergovernmental transfers from the center and state-owned enterprise

investment go to economic projects of all kinds which stimulates local economic

activity in the targeted province and consequently expands the tax base from which

a provincial government can collect. This impact is especially important in the wake

of the 1994 fiscal reform, which, as discussed above, shrank the tax base available to

provincial governments and dramatically increased the amount of resources available

to the central government to redistribute.

To review, the literature demonstrates that intergovernmental transfers are sub-

ject to considerable political manipulation. Further, it finds that the relative weak-

ness of provincial fiscal capacity and the strong capacity of the central government to

redistribute resources means that the central government in general and the incum-

bent in particular have the ability to artificially stimulate or contract local economic

activity in provinces by providing or withholding resources in the form of trans-

fers and state-owned enterprise investment, impacting provincial revenue collection

and promotion outcomes. Thus, incumbents are able to aid the promotion of their

clients and harm the promotion of rival clients through their manipulation of in-

tergovernmental transfers, which impact provincial fiscal revenue. To contextualize

the explanatory power of the above theoretical discussion, it is useful to examine an
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important outlier case. The chapter takes up this task below.

2.3.3 Political Business Cycles

Finally, it is useful to consider when incumbent manipulation of provincial economic

outcomes might be most effective and consequently most common. An emerging

literature on political business and budget cycles in authoritarian regimes which

explores how autocratic elites have incentives to manipulate economic outcomes may

help to answer this question. Specifically, Guo (2009) finds that county level party

chiefs and administrators tended to spike their fiscal expenditure in the year before a

national people’s congress (NPC). Analogously, the provincial counterparts of these

county officials arguably have even more to gain from economic boost in the year

before a national people’s congress because congress years are those which witness

the largest shake up and wave of promotions for the Politburo level elites of which

provincial administrators are a part.

In line with this chapter’s theoretical expectations, if top elites have incentives to

manipulate the economic performance of clients, this incentive is likely the strongest

in the year prior to a national people’s congress because this is the time when such

manipulation will do the most good in terms of increasing the promotion prospects

of those clients.

Accordingly, this chapter expects that there will be a ’spike effect’ upon economic

measures including intergovernmental transfers, state-owned enterprise investment

and ultimately provincial fiscal revenue. Further, the chapter expects that there is a

positive interaction between client ties to the incumbent and the year before congress

measure upon fiscal revenue because this is a key time in which the incumbent may

try to boost the economic performance and ultimately promotion outcomes of clients.
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2.4 Case Study Design

2.4.1 Why Use a Case Study?

As Gerring notes in his seminal work on case studies, because of the many limitations

of in non-experimental data and that within the field of political science “the identi-

fication of a specific mechanism – a causal pathway – has come to be seen as integral

to causal analysis” (Gerring, 2006, p. 5). Accordingly, the importance of case studies

has been increasingly recognized as critical for understanding causal mechanisms.

It is precisely for this reason, the elicitation of the causal story proposed by this

dissertation and tested in its empirical chapters, that the dissertation takes up a case

study here. Far from being a substitute for large n empirical analysis, such as that

used in the later chapters of this dissertation, case studies can act as an important

complement to such analysis. Part of the unique value added of case studies is

that they can “allow one to test the causal implications of a theory, thus providing

corroborating evidence for a causal argument”, consequently further augmenting the

credibility of hypotheses tested in the empirical chapters (Gerring, 2006, p. 348).

In fact, little work in the political selection literature has tied a large empiri-

cal analysis of connections to an in depth qualitative investigation into what those

connections look like on the ground. Consequently, part of this section’s contribu-

tion, which does just this, is an important component of the value-added of this

project. This is the unique advantage provided by employing Lierberman’s (2005)

nested analysis approach (Lieberman, 2005). Lieberman (2005) notes that “[s]mall-N

analyses can be used to assess the plausibility of observed statistical relationships

between variables, to generate theoretical insights from outlier and other cases, and

to develop better measurement strategies. This integrated strategy improves the

prospects of making valid causal inferences in cross-national and other forms of com-

parative research by drawing on the distinct strengths of two important approaches”
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(Lieberman, 2005, p. 435). That is precisely what this section seeks to accomplish

below.

VanWynsberghe and Khan (2007, p. 80) defines a case study as “a transparadig-

matic and transdisciplinary heuristic that involves the careful delineation of the phe-

nomena for which evidence is being collected”. Here the phenomena of interest is the

causal process of connection to SPT distribution. In this section, the dissertation

examines in greater detail the causal story that must be true for the dissertation’s

theoretical framework to be correct and considers four key components of the theory’s

causal chain, detailed in figure A.1, in the context of three cases. To do this, I first

consider the issues of case selection, the design of the case study, the nature of the

evidence considered in the study, an examination proposed causal mechanisms for

the distribution of SPT in the literature and finally consider the three cases directly.

2.4.2 Case Selection

Following the framework of Gerring (2006), this section selects cases on the basis of

the “most-similar”, “diverse”, and “extreme” criteria (Gerring, 2006, p. 89-90). The

most-similar criteria holds for the selection of cases which are similar on specified

variables other than X (political connections) and/or Y (SPT). Of interest here is

that the provinces selected should resemble one another with respect to overall eco-

nomic structure. The diverse criteria calls for the selection of cases which illuminate

the full range of variation on X (political connections) and Y (SPT). Accordingly,

the dissertation will select cases which exhibit considerable variation respect to this

dissertation’s central independent variable, connections to the incumbent as well its

central dependent variable,the receipt of SPT from the central government. Finally,

the extreme criteria calls for the selection of cases which exemplify extreme or un-

usual values on X or Y.

In accordance with the above criteria, Zhejiang, Guangdong and Shanghai are
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selected. Importantly, these three provincial level administrative units are similar

in overall economic structure (most-similar) and exhibit considerable variation in

political connections and SPT over the tenures of Jiang Zemin and Hu Jintao (di-

verse). Further, Shanghai witnesses unusually high levels in the political connections

measure for a section of the time period under consideration, 1994 to 2010 (extreme).

2.4.3 Comparative-Historical Research Design

Any case study research design must be specified with respect to three parameters:

the number of cases considered, and the spatial as well as temporal variation in those

cases (Gerring, 2006). With respect to the number of cases, this dissertation consid-

ers the three province-level units of Shanghai, Guangdong, and Zhejiang. Due to the

fact that this section will consider a sample of cases rather than an individual case,

the design is ’cross-case’. With respect to spatial variation, the three provincial cases

considered by this dissertation represent different units within China’s administra-

tive structure and are accordingly spatially heterogeneous. Finally, with respect to

temporal variation, this section considers each of its cases across the tenures of the

general secretaryships of Jiang Zemin and Hu Jintao, spanning a twenty year period

from 1992 to 2012, allowing for the consideration of meaningful temporal variation

in each of its cases. This allows for an examination of the impact of both provincial

party secretary and general secretary turnover upon each case.

Because this section will consider multiple cases over multiple time periods, the

case study research design employed by this dissertation is, per Gerring, comparative-

historical (Gerring, 2006, p. 28). Further, due to the fact that this section will

consider a sample of cases rather than an individual case, the design is “cross-

case”(Gerring, 2006, p. 20).

One of the chief contributions of the case study framework, As Gerring notes, is

that it can evaluate whether a given “pattern of covariation is truly causal in nature”
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(Gerring and McDermott, 2007, p.348). In its quantitative tests in chapters three

and four, this dissertation works to measure the impact of the causal forces described

in its theoretical framework. Importantly, however, as Gerring notes, “causal argu-

ments depend not only on measuring causal effects ... [t]hey also presuppose the

identification of a causal mechanism” (Gerring and McDermott, 2007, p.348). Fur-

ther, Gerring argues, causal identification is best accomplished by placing “together

general knowledge of the world with empirical knowledge of how X and Y interre-

late”, an area in which “case studies enjoy a comparative advantage”(Gerring, 2004,

p.348). Accordingly, evaluating the causal claims of the dissertation’s theoertical

framework is a key function provided by the below case studies.

2.4.4 Quantitative and Qualitative Evidence

In the case study below, I will draw upon both the quantitative measures of political

connections and SPT used elsewhere in the dissertation’s empirical tests as well as

the qualitative literature’s evaluation of patron client connections among CCP elites.

One key rationale for the introduction of qualitative evidence is that the quan-

titative measure can not account for instances, however rare, in which elites work

in the same provincial government and no patron client tie forms. At the very least

this leads to the introduction of some noise into the quantitative connections mea-

sures and potentially weakens the construct validity of such measures, which requires

that they measure what they purport to measure in a consistent and meaningful

way (Brown, 2000).

Further, while under some conceptions, case studies should engage only or prin-

cipally in qualitative analysis, this need not be the case.6 Through a joint consider-

ation of an empirical measure of connections and SPT and an in-depth qualitative

6 Gerring (2004, p. 342) argues that while “[t]raditionally, the case study has been associated with
qualitative methods of analysis” that is association is affinity not a necessary characteristic of the
design.
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investigation into what those connections look like on the ground, one can better

understand the causal impact of such connections upon the distribution of SPT in

the provinces.

The addition of qualitative analysis to the quantitative measure used by this

dissertation represents a meaningful augmentation and advance because the quan-

titative measure does not represent a perfect one-to-one correlation with political

connections. Meng Jianzhu, for instance, despite rising through the ranks in Shang-

hai and having among the highest work experience ratings for connection to Jiang

Zemin, has never be associated with receiving support from Jiang and in fact was

pushed out of Shanghai after losing out to Chen Liangyu, a well documented mem-

ber of Jiang’s inner circle, for the post of Communist Party Secretary of Shanghai 7.

Perhaps not surprisingly, Meng Jianzhu, is also one of the largest outliners in terms

of not following the trend of falling SPT reciept and fiscal revenue following Jiang’s

stepping down from power. Zhou Yongkang provides an even more striking example.

Zhou, despite having never directly worked in Shanghai under Jiang, is well known

for owing much of his career advancement to Jiang. Further, when Zhou was purged

for corruption in 2014 it was seen as an important strike at Jiang’s influence, con-

spiracy theories swirled that Jiang was planning a coup and Xi Jinping was said to

have met Jiang a number of times to give him assurances and convey the necessity of

taking down Zhou. Based upon working experience, the quantitative measure fails

to code Zhou Yongkang as a Jiang Zemin client, and even more problematically is

actually codes him as a Hu Jintao client for the years leading up to the 16th party

congress.Further, in this congress Zhou is one of only a few Hu-connected elites with

a positive relative fiscal revenue growth rate, and is by far the highest. Also of note

is the fact that Hu’s second highest performing connection in the 16th congress is He

Guoqiang, in terms of fiscal revenue, an official well known to have no clear ties to

7 http://dailynews.sina.com/gb/chn/chnnews/ausdaily/20090424/0021180456.html
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any faction. These examples illustrate that extant quantitative measures can capture

present Chinese political realities when complemented with qualitative evidence.

The materials this dissertation uses to qualitatively investigate political connec-

tions to the incumbent general secretary are memoirs, biographies and newspapers.

With respect to memoirs this dissertation consults documents such as the Collected

Works of Jiang Zemin as well as available biographies on Jiang Zemin’s early career

in Shanghai, his ascent to power, the development of the Shanghai clique and his

political relationships (McGregor, 2010).8

2.4.5 Dependent and Independent Variables within the Cases

As Gerring (2006, p. 21) notes, in case studies “[w]here the proposition is causal”

observations can be “subdivided into dependent (Y) and independent (X) variables.

The dependent variable refers to the outcome of an investigation. The independent

variable refers to the explanatory (causal) factor, that which the outcome is sup-

posedly dependent on”. As this section seeks to evaluate the proposition that the

dissertation’s causal chain accurately captures dynamics in PRC, this case study

section will pay particular attention to causal (political connections) and outcome

(SPT) factors in its analysis.

2.4.6 Proposed Mechanisms and Their Limitations

Here the dissertation will first provide a brief evaluation a number as proposed mech-

anisms for the distribution of SPT through a brief and partial consideration of two of

the section’s cases, Shanghai and Guangdong, which will be taken up in greater detail

below, in the next section. Through this examination, I find that extant explanations

8 This section also identifies Chinese elites known to be associated with Jiang Zemin’s Shanghai
Gang. To to this, it uses the Hoover Institution’s China Leadership Monitor’s list of members
of the Shanghai Gang Li (2007). Usefully, across Chinese and Western media, there is generally
reasonably wide agreement on the members of this gang, making this selection not particularly
controversial.
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in the literature do not hold strong explanatory power for the SPT dynamics seen

in the cases considered by this dissertation. Conversely, I find that the dissertation’s

proposed causal story provides a better accounting for observed SPT dynamics in its

cases.

To accomplish these aims, I contend that the outlier case of Shanghai is deeply

instructive with respect to understanding the underlying logic governing the distri-

bution of intergovernmental transfers in contemporary China. In 2004, Shanghai

received the largest amount of per capita SPT from the central government of any

province. As will become clear from the below discussion, this finding is anomalous

and even problematic from the perspective of much of the theoretical work regarding

intergovernmental transfers in the literature. To understand why this is the case and

to make sense of this fact, it is useful to first review the literature’s understanding

of intergovernmental transfers in contemporary China in terms of this outlier case.

One of the most commonly held accounts at present in the literature has centered

upon the idea that the key goal of China’s central fiscal policy has been ’to increase

its equalization capacity and reduce regional income disparities’ (Huang and Chen,

2012). Other work in the literature has demonstrated some limitations in this frame-

work, in that it does not take into account the impact of elites’ political incentives

upon transfer allocation (Ma, 1997; Ma and Norregaard, 1998). Here, however, it

is sufficient to note that this view, which remains the most mainstream and often

propounded views in the literature, is not able to make sense of the above fact: that

Shanghai received the greatest proportion of transfers, in the late 1990s and early

2000s, at a point when that city was among the most opulent of China’s provincial

units. In fact, this result is the exact opposite of that which would be expected by

this framework.

In addition to this central argument in the literature and policy discussions, al-

ternative views have pointed to the importance of the role of ethnicity in China’s
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minority regions in the allocation of fiscal transfers. In an important representative

work of this literature, Shaoguang Wang argues in the Price of Unity that China’s

system of intergovernmental transfers post-1994, rather than simply being designed

to equalize resources across China’s provinces, actually tend to prioritize ethnic mi-

nority regions. Wang finds that these minority regions, all else equal, tend to receive

higher amounts of fiscal transfers from the central government than equally poor,

predominantly Han Chinese regions (Wang, 2004).

Again, one can see that the literature’s expectation’s are contradicted in the case

of Shanghai, which in addition to being one of China’s very richest provincial units,

is also one of the most overwhelmingly ethnic majority-dominated areas of China,

with 98.8 percent of Shanghai’s residents being found to be of Han Chinese ethnicity

in the 2010 national census, compared to a national average of 92 percent. Xinjiang

was found to be 40.1 percent Han Chinese during the same time period. 9 Accord-

ingly, this account, whatever its other merits and flaws, cannot explain Shanghai’s

disproportionate share of fiscal transfers from the central government during this

period. As above, this result is in fact the exact opposite of what one would expect

on the basis by this theoretical framework.

Furthermore, one should not expect that this dynamic can be explained by a

straightforward policy of regressive transfers in which richer provincial units receive

more generally or an form of implementation of Jiang Zemin’s policy of “letting some

get rich first”( 让一部分人先富起来), as this framework is similarly not congruent

with the facts.

This is made clear by the fact that in the same year, 2004, Guangdong, among the

richest provinces per capita, a peer of Shanghai in this respect, received the lowest

amount of specific purpose intergovernmental transfers of any province. In addition

to this, at this point in time, Guangdong was still in the full ravages of the SARS

9 This can be found via the Chinese National Bureau of Statistics ( 国家统计局) here and here.
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crisis, one of the most deadly and serious health crisis in recent Chinese history.

Another important rationale in the literature for how post-1994 fiscal transfers and

specific-purpose transfers in particular were supposed to be used held that such

transfers were expressly designed to be used in a discretionary and ad hoc way so as

to be able to address emergent national crises, like the SARS epidemic. Again, this

explanation fails to explain the observed facts. In contrast with extant frameworks,

Guangdong’s low level of support during this period, compared with the similar

Shanghai, can be explained by this dissertation’s connections framework, as will be

discussed below.

The difficulty faced by prominent contemporary theories in explaining why a

wealthy, predominantly Han Chinese provincial unit receives a disproportionate share

of intergovernmental transfers suggests the circumscribed nature of their explana-

tory power. Through the lens of this dissertation’s theoretical story, however, this

dynamic is completely coherent and even expected and confirmatory of its proposed

causal framework. I take up the task of examining how well this causal framework

accounts for observed dynamics in the three chosen cases, Shanghai, Zhejiang and

Guangdong, below.

2.4.7 The Cases of Shanghai, Guangdong, and Zhejiang

This dissertation will now consider three province-level administrative units in China:

Shanghai, Guangdong and Zhejiang, over the tenures of Jiang Zemin and Hu Jin-

tao. Deeply similar across many economic considerations, all wealthy, predominantly

Han Chinese provincial units, but profoundly different with respect to the favor they

received from the central government in the form of SPT during the period consid-

ered by this dissertation as well as the career outcomes of the party chiefs of these

provinces over the same period. Accordingly these three localities provide a deeply

valuable exploration and test of the causal logic articulated by this dissertation’s
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theoretical framework.

The Case of Shanghai

In recent years, Shanghai has earned a reputation as an economic powerhouse within

China, a center of finance and locus of rapid economic development. While this

status is on some accounts seen as the inevitable outcome of market reforms and

liberalization, this story fails to account for the impact of the unique nature of

central-local relations between Shanghai and Beijing, beginning in the early 1990s,

and the political logic which governed that relationship.

In fact, the reputation of Shanghai as a long-time bastion of economic liberalism

amidst more state-driven national economy is belied by its historical experience post-

1949 as a garrison for hard-line Marxist officials (McGregor, 2010). Furthermore, the

grip of the party’s leftist wing on Shanghai remained robust deep into the 1970s, with

city leaders looking to maintain the cultural revolution even after the Gang of Four

were arrested in Beijing in October 1976.10 Even up to the early 1990s, Shanghai

lagged far behind Guangdong, Shenzhen and elsewhere in terms of economic reforms

and liberalization as well as overall economic growth and development. 11

Despite these inauspicious beginnings in the communist period, starting in the

early 1990s, Shanghai’s luck turned around. By the early 2000s, Shanghai had

become far and away one of China’s greatest economic success stories, such that

“[t]he difference in per capita GDP between Shanghai and poorer inland areas, like

Guizhou, nearly doubled in the decade from 1990.” (McGregor, 2010, p. 153). As

10 As McGregor (2010, p. 149) points out, “[e]ven after the Gang of Four were outmanoeuvred and
arrested in Beijing in October 1976, the Shanghai party committee tried to fight on, mobilizing
local militia groups to stage an armed insurrection against the incoming regime in Beijing. The
city’s bosses backed down only when Beijing prepared a military counter-action, and Shanghai’s
own residents, tired of their ultra-leftist leaders, took to the streets to support the new central
government.”

11 This fact would later mean “Deng lamented that his big mistake in the late seventies had been not
to include Shanghai in the first batch of areas allowed to develop the market economy.”(McGregor,
2010, p. 150)
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in many areas related to China’s “economic miracle”, discussion and debate around

how Shanghai’s turnaround in economic fortune had come about has been robust,

including within China itself. As McGregor (2010, p. 153) notes “where Shanghai

celebrated hard-won success, much of the rest of China resented what they saw as

the fruits of political privilege”. As the below analysis demonstrates, this sentiment

is not bereft of a factual basis.

While clearly the story of Shanghai’s economic success in the 1990s is multi-

faceted, a close reading of the era suggest that the key winds at the back of Shang-

hai’s economic miracle are of a common theme: political support from the Beijing in

the form of general secretary Jiang Zemin and his client network. Furthermore, an

important component of that support was massive transfers from the central govern-

ment into Shanghai in the form of SPT and other transfers throughout the 1990s.

Understanding the rationale for how such political favor can be gained and lost is

part of the project of this dissertation.

To understand the role the ties of Shanghai leaders to the incumbent general

secretary played in their receipt of an important material component of the center’s

support, SPT, it is profitable to consider the tenures of Shanghai party secretaries

under the respective general secretaryships of Jiang Zemin and Hu Jintao. The

dissertation takes up this task below.

From 1994 to 2002 Huang Ju acted as Party Secretary of Shanghai. With respect

to our causal variable of interest, Huang had an incumbent connection level of 0.44,

a very high value for incumbent connection and near the global maximum. I also

find unequivocal qualitative evidence of the Shanghai Gang membership of Huang

Ju (Bo, 2010, p. 19). Here, one sees that a strong incumbent connection lead to a

considerable allocation of specific purpose transfers.

Compared to Zhejiang and Guangdong, Shanghai received considerably greater

funds in the form of SPT, normalized by provincial GDP, for every year of Huang’s
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tenure as party chief, excepting 2001 and 2002. This can be seen in figure A.3. Huang

was rewarded for his economically successful tenure in Shanghai and was selected to

join the Politburo Standing Committee (2002-2006) and become the Vice-Premier

(2002-2006). The case of Shanghai under Huang Ju demonstrates just how valuable

political support in the capital can prove to be both for economic development and

for the development of a political career. 12

The above case of Huang Ju demonstrates the fate of a Jiang client during the

general secretaryship of Jiang Zemin. Below, the section will consider the temporal

period covering the tenure of Hu Jintao as general secretary for the case of Shanghai.

From 2002 to 2006 Chen Liangyu acted as Party Secretary of Shanghai. With

respect to our causal variable of interest, Chen had an incumbent connection level

of 0.53, a very high value for incumbent connection and near the global maximum.

Furthermore, I find strong qualitative evidence of Chen’s membership in the Shanghai

Gang (Li, 2007).

In the model of his predecessors, the qualitative literature finds that Chen vigor-

ously sought to establish an economic record upon which to further ascend the party

ranks (McGregor, 2010, Chapter 5). Without central support, however, in the form

of SPT or political cover, Chen felt compelled to employ increasingly hard charg-

ing tactics in the pursuit of grandiose and mismanaged infrastructure projects.13

Ultimately, Chen was rewarded for these efforts by being expelled from the party

and prosecuted on corruption charges and imprisoned on the same grounds in 2008

(McGregor, 2010, p. 165-166). Chen’s case demonstrates the perils of pursuing ex-

traordinary economic accomplishments bereft of central support. In fact, Chen’s

12 As McGregor (2010, p. 152) notes, a key advantage for Shanghai in the late 1990s, which resulted
in both atypically high SPT levels and a freedom to experiment with various economic reforms was
“heavy political clout in Beijing, through Jiang Zemin and his allies, who formed the largest, most
powerful and most coherent faction in the Politburo”.

13 lambasted as 面子工程 by critics
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general economic strategy did not fundamentally differ from that of his predecessor

Huang Ju. Chen’s central mistake was maintaining the same strategy even has the

centers’ attitude had changed considerably towards the economic ambitions of the

Shanghai Gang, with the departure of Jiang Zemin and the ascent of Hu Jintao as

general secretary.

The Case of Zhejiang Province

Another means of augmenting our understanding of the unique treatment given to

the clients of Jiang serving as Party Secretary of Shanghai during his tenure as

General Secretary, and the reversal of this status once Jiang left office, can be seen

in how the otherwise economically comparable Zhejiang province fared over the same

time period.

From 1994 to 1998, Li Zemin served as the party secretary of Zhejiang Province.

Per the expectations of this dissertation, given that Li is coded a zero for connec-

tion to the incumbent, Zhejiang’s per-capita receipt of specific-purpose transfers was

very similar levels to that of the below-discussed Guangdong for the duration of Li’s

tenure, whose general secretary at the time Xie Fei, was also unconnected to Jiang

Zemin. Furthermore, I find that Zhejiang’s per-capita level of specific-purpose trans-

fers during the 1994 to 1998 period were much lower than than of Shanghai over the

same period, when the latter was led by Party Secretary Huang Ju, who had deep

working experience based ties to the incumbent General Secretary, Jiang Zemin. For

this period, Huang Ju had incumbent connection level of 0.44, which represent a very

high value for incumbent connection.

Following Li, from 1999 to 2003, Zhang Dejiang served as the party secretary of

Zhejiang Province. During this period Zhang is coded a zero for connection to the

incumbent. The qualitative literature suggests that indeed Zhang was not a close
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political client of Jiang Zemin.14

Given this, the fact that Zhejiang’s per captia reciept of SPT decliened every year

of Zhang tenure and office and fell much lower than those recieved contemporaneously

by the party secretary of Guangdong, Li Changchun, an important client of Jiang

Zemin. Furthermore, during the same period in Shanghai (1999-2003), per capita

specific-purpose transfers continued to climb under the incumbent-connected Huang

Ju, until the approach of the Jiang-Hu transfer of power, when the specific-purpose

transfers directed to Shanghai began to precipitously decline.

While Zhang’s support of Hu likely allowed him to retain and progress in his po-

litical career over the next decade of Hu’s tenure, something denied to the majority of

Jiang Zemin’s close political allies, it may have been costly to him and to Guangdong

in the short term. This is witnessed in the fact that one year after signaling loyalty

to Hu, in 2004, the central government, still headed by the powerful Jiang Zemin,

provided Guangdong with almost the lowest amount of intergovernmental transfers

received by any province in China that year, when Guangdong was the locus of the

worst public health crisis in modern Chinese history.

The above illustrates how relatively poorly two non-clients of Jiang Zemin per-

formed as party secretaries of Zhejiang, Li Zemin and Zhang Dejiang, during Jiang’s

tenure as General Secretary. Below, I will consider the case of a Hu Jintao client

party secretary of Zhejiang during Hu’s tenure as General Secretary.

From 2003 to 2006, Xi Jinping (习近平) was party secretary of Zhejiang Province.

With respect to the working experience measure of ties, Xi is coded as 0.0357 for both

Hu Jintao and Jiang Zemin, the incumbent general secretary and the incumbent’s

14 While some contemporaneous accounts pointed to Zhang potentially having early political ties
to Jiang Zemin, leading to his appointment to Guangdong party secretary, ultimately most analysts
excluded Zhang from enumeration in Jiang Zemin’s ’Shanghai clique’ or his inner circle of political
associates. This assessment was borne out by a critical choice Zhang made to signal his loyalty to
Hu Jintao during the latter’s leadership transition and replacement of Jiang Zemin in the top posts
of the party, state and military beginning in 2003.
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chief rival, respectively. As this leads the dissertation’s expectations with respect

to SPT transfer levels in opposite directions, it is useful to examine the qualitative

literature to deepen our understanding of Xi’s political ties. Critically, while Xi

Jinping was associated to both Jiang and Hu by work experience, one finds that Xi

deliberately distanced himself from Jiang and Jiang’s client network as early as 1997.

15

Accordingly, in the 2003 to 2006 period, I expect that his ties to Hu Jintao would

be more salient with respect to the distribution of SPT. In fact, this is exactly what

one witnesses. At complete variance with the SPT growth rate trends both before

and after Xi’s tenure, as well as with contemporaneous trends in the similar Shanghai

and Guangdong, I find that during this period, Zhejiang’s per-capita levels of specific-

purpose transfers considerately increased over the course of Xi’s tenure. During this

time, Xi had an incumbent connection levels of 0.036. By comparison, per-capita

specific-purpose transfers growth rates in neighboring Shanghai, with incumbent-

rival Jiang-connected Chen Liangyu as Party Secretary, remained anemic during

this period. This can be seen in figure A.3.

Tellingly, in 2007 when Xi became party secretary of Shanghai and was replaced

as Party Secretary of Zhejiang by the incumbent-unconnected Zhao Hongzhu, with a

incumbent connection coding of 0, these trends reversed. Per-capita specific-purpose

transfers declined in Zhejiang for the first time since 2003 when Xi took office there,

and per-capita specific-purpose transfers in Shanghai precipitously increased to levels

15 “Since 1997, Xi had been conspicuously unwilling to join the Jiang faction, as indicated by his
lukewarm response to Jiang’s ‘Three Stresses’ (sanjiang) campaign to stress study, politics, and
healthy trends. Bo, by contrast, had cultivated Jiang ever since he helped him to purge liberal
PBSC member Qiao Shi in 1997. Bo was the first local leader to erect a massive billboard of Jiang,
which he did in 1997 in the center of the city of Dalian. But those actions only strengthened the
reluctance of other PBSC members to support Bo” (Nathan and Gilley, 2003, p. 59). If anything
Bo Yibo and Bo Xilai, rivals of Xi, were Jiang clients at the time. This means that while he worked
with both Jiang and Hu, by the time he took the role of Party Secretary of Shanghai in 2007, he
was not viewed as a Jiang Zemin client.
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commensurate with the otherwise comparable Guangdong and Zhejiang for the first

time since Jiang Zemin left power. In line with the expectations of this dissertation,

it was also the first time in the post-Jiang era that Shanghai had a Party Secretary

that was both a non-Jiang client and had connection to incumbent General Secretary

Hu Jintao. This illustrates how the otherwise perplexing oscillations in Shanghai’s

receipt of specific-purpose transfers can be understood and explained through an ap-

plication of the connections-based logic articulated by this dissertation’s theoretical

framework.

The Case of Guangdong

From 1992 to 1998 Xie Fei (谢非) served as Party Secretary of Guangdong. With

respect to our causal variable of interest, Xie had an incumbent connection level of

0, indicating no overlapping work experience. Furthermore, qualitatively, I find no

evidence of connection between Xie and Jiang Zemin. As discussed above, I find that

Guangdong received similar levels of SPT per capita to likewise Jiang-unconnected

party secretary of Zhejiang, Li Zemin, and much lower levels than Party Secretary

of Shanghai and close Jiang Zemin client, Huang Ju, during Xie’s tenure.

From 1998 to 2002, Li Changchun (李长春) acted as Party Secretary of Shanghai.

With respect to our causal variable of interest, Li had an incumbent connection level

of 0, indicating no overlapping work experience. Despite this, I find strong qualitative

evidence of a patron-client connection between Li and Jiang.16

From 2002 to 2007, Zhang Dejiang (张德江) acted as Party Secretary of Guang-

dong. As discussed above, Zhang was not considered a Jiang client or a Hu client.

With respect to SPT trends, I find that Guangdong’s receipt of SPT declined each

16 Jiang had been an longtime advocate for advancing Li’s carrer. As Nathan and Gilley (2003,
p. 53) notes, during the 16th party congress in 2002 “Jiang then tried to promote another favorite
of his, Guangdong Party Secretary Li Changchun, as future premier. But Li’s chances were hurt
by corruption scandals in his province and other issues that caused friction between him and Zhu
Rongji”.
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year of Zhang’s tenure. Over the same period, one sees that Zhejiang’s levels of SPT

under Xi Jinping, a client of Hu Jintao, increased every year. The contemporaneous

experience of Shanghai is even more revelatory. During Zhang’s tenure, Guangdong’s

SPT levels remained far higher than those of Shanghai under party secretary Chen

Liangyu, a client of the chief rival of the incumbent, Jiang Zemin.

Given Zhang’s relatively weak support from the center in the form of SPT, one

should be perhaps unsurprised that Zhang never achieved further higher position in

the party than that which he had achieved in 2002, prior to taking office as party

secretary of Guangdong.17

Given the above, I find that the three cases during this period, the first term of

Hu Jintao’s general secretaryship, provides a clear confirmation of the dissertation’s

theoretical expectations and an elucidation of its causal framework. One sees that,

during this period, the party secretary with a close connection to the incumbent

(Xi Jinping) received the highest level of SPT per captia, the party secretary with

no connection to the incumbent or the incumbent’s rival (Zhang Dejiang) received

the next highest level of SPT per capita and finally that the party secretary with a

strong connection to the incumbent’s rival (Chen Liangyu) received the lowest level

of SPT. This result is exactly what the dissertation’s theory would predict.

Conclusions

From the above consideration of the cases of Shanghai, Zhejiang and Guangdong, I

find that the dissertation’s expectations are broadly confirmed. This fact importantly

enhances our confidence in the dissertation’s causal framework. Further, on the whole

I find that the introduction of qualitative evidence leads to a closer fit between the

17 Zhang reached the apex of his career when he joined the Politburo Standing Committee (2002-
2012) and became the Chairman of the National People’s Congress (2002-2012). The relatively low
levels of SPT during his tenure in Guangdong could have been especially problematic for further
advancement given that over the same period Guangdong was the locus of the worst public health
crisis in modern Chinese history: SARS.
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dissertation’s conception of connections and trends in the receipt of SPT from the

center than exists on the basis of the quantitative metrics alone. This suggests that

the solely quantitative tests elsewhere in the dissertation may in fact, if anything, be

biased against the finding of an impact of political ties to the incumbent upon SPT.

Given that, despite this, I find a robust empirical relationship between political ties

and the distribution of SPT, the degree of confidence in the dissertation’s theoretical

claims is augmented further.

Furthermore, the validation of this dissertation’s theoretical framework through

the above case studies helps us to make sense of, incorporate and build upon findings

in the literature that previously lacked context and understanding. For instance,

Junxue et al. (2010) finds that specific-purpose transfers are associated with a relative

boost to the local economy into which they are directed, compared to other types of

transfers. Xinchang (2007) finds that it is exactly specific-purpose transfers which

tend to go to richer areas in China, and consequentially, that these transfers are

associated with a widening of regional development disparities, different in impact

from other kinds of transfers, like GDP. Both of these important findings, as discussed

above, are inconsistent with present theoretical frameworks in the literature which

argue that economic equalization, national unity (ethnic minority regions tend to

also be poorer than the average Chinese province) or national crisis is the driving

force behind the distribution of transfers. Both, however, are deeply consistent with

this dissertation’s above discussed theoretical formulations.

2.5 The Causal Chain

In order for this chapter to fully develop its theoretical framework and to draw out ad-

ditional observable implications from it, it is useful to explicitly articulate, explore

and evaluate the causal story that must be true for the dissertation’s theoretical

framework to be correct. First, there must exist patron-client political ties between
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the incumbent general secretary and provincial party secretaries, which emerge from

their time working in the same locality when the incumbent was a provincial elite.

Next, one must observe the direction of greater amounts of specific purpose intergov-

ernmental transfers, which are, unlike general-purpose transfers, not rules based and

are more subject to political manipulation, from the center to the provinces governed

by provincial secretaries politically connected to the incumbent. Following this, there

must be an increase in economic activity and taxable consumption in the targeted

provinces as a result of the intergovernmental transfer. Finally, one must observe

a spike in provincial revenue derived from the extraction of this increased economic

activity. The causal chain articulated by this chapter can be seen in flowchart A.1

below.

For the purposes of this dissertation, the utility of the qualitative and quantitative

evidence it employs is in the rigorous evaluation of key elements of the theory’s causal

chain as well as the demonstration that the causal logic proposed by the dissertation is

operating on the ground in the way articulated by the theory. This chapter examines

the operation of four causal links. For this dissertation’s theoretical framework to be

upheld, each part of the causal chain must hold.

Each of the sections below take on one link in the causal chain, the standard

employed for determining if that link is functioning as theoretically expected in a

given case, and the data used for making that adjudication. These sections will

discuss the observable implications of the theory for each part of the causal story

and the metric for success or failure of the theory’s expectations in each case.

2.5.1 Link One: Building Certainty About the Role of Connections

A qualitative investigation into the nature of provincial-central elite connections is

critical for a number of key reasons. Centrally, it can help address an extant limita-

tion of the dissertation’s quantitative empirical sections, which also runs throughout
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Figure 2.1: Causal Chain
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much of the connections literature at present, concerning construct validity. The

classic definition of construct validity is provided by Brown, who holds that it is

“the degree to which a test measures what it claims, or purports, to be measuring”

(Brown, 2000, p.231). The coding framework of Shih et al. (2012), largely shared

by this dissertation, represents connections as a function of duration of working ex-

perience under a given patron when that patron was a provincial level elite. 18 The

key question here is whether this quantitative working experience measure is a valid

representation of how political ties form in each of the cases under examination.

As demonstrated in section 2.6 of this chapter, this dissertation finds that, based

upon a review of the qualitative literature on the formation of elite coalition ties and a

rigorous comparison of the findings of that literature to extant quantitative measures,

the overlapping working experience measure employed by this dissertation represents

a highly accurate, construct valid mapping of patron-client ties among political elites

in contemporary China. Accordingly, this means that the first link in the causal chain

is corroborated and our confidence in the overall theory is augmented.

2.5.2 Link Two: General and Specific Transfers: A Narrower Test of Observable
Implications

As is discussed at greater length in chapter four and demonstrated by Huang and

Chen (2012), Ma (1997) as well as others, fiscal transfers from the center to the

provinces are not all alike. Specifically, the work of these authors taken together

allows one to draw a clear distinction between general-purpose transfers, which are

rules based, relatively independent from prevailing political agendas and tend to have

an equalizing impact on regional income disparities and specific-purpose transfers or

“earmarked” transfers which are not rule-based, are subject to considerable political

manipulation and are non-equalizing in aggregate (Huang and Chen, 2012; Ma,

18 For a more extensive handling of this coding framework see the Shih et al. (2008) codebook,
which can be found here.
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1997).

From the above, one can see that the benefits of incumbent-client patronage

must be accrued through specific-purpose transfers and not through general-purpose

transfers. Accordingly, this expectation is an important observable implication of

the theory and something that must be true if that theory is correct. For this

dissertation’s expectations to hold, then, the augmented transfers benefiting clients

of the incumbent found in chapter three must come through specific-purpose transfers

and not general-purpose transfers.

If this is not the case, and general-purpose transfers, for instance, are found to

drive this empirical result, it would mean that some elements of the dissertation’s

theoretical formulation are deeply flawed. If it is the case, however, it would provide

corroborating evidence to this dissertation’s empirical chapter on transfers by pro-

viding confirming evidence in a more precise test of the theory’s expectations and

consequently strengthen the plausibility of this segment of the theory.

Accordingly, for this dissertation’s theoretical expectations to be confirmed, not

only must incumbent-client ties be associated with higher levels of intergovernmental

transfers in aggregate, they must further be associated with specific-purpose transfers

and not associated with general-purpose transfers, in particular.

The empirical procedures of chapter three confirm that incumbent ties are asso-

ciated with higher levels of intergovernmental transfers in aggregate. Chapter four,

in turn, finds that incumbent ties are associated with greater amounts of specific-

purpose transfers, while they have no effect upon the direction of general-purpose

transfers. These findings mean that the second link in the causal chain is empirically

supported and our confidence in the dissertation’s theoretical framework is increased.
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2.5.3 Link Three: Augmented Taxable Economic Activity

For the dissertation’s theoretical premises with respect to the third link in the causal

chain to hold, specific purpose intergovernmental transfers must lead to an increase in

taxable economic activity within the provinces led by provincial secretaries connected

to the incumbent general secretary. The standard for success with respect to the third

link is similarly clear: whether transfers from the center lead to a significant increase

in taxable economic activity.

To evaluate this question, the fourth chapter considers whether the specific-

purpose transfers to client provinces are directed into economic sectors where they

spur taxable economic activity that can later be extracted in the form of fiscal rev-

enue. This means that the transfers move directly into the economy and spur further

economic activity, as in the form of infrastructure projects, rather than being directed

into a provincial emergency fund or some other area which does not have a strong

effect on the present economy.

The key evaluative criteria for confirming or disconfirming the third link of the

causal chain is whether one finds an increase in economic consumption in the county

towards which specific-purpose transfers are targeted. In the fourth chapter, this

proposition is empirically tested with respect to county level state-owned enterprise

income and the chapter finds confirming evidence for the third link in the disserta-

tion’s causal chain in those tests.

2.5.4 Link Four: Spike in Provincial Fiscal Revenue

For the fourth element in the causal chain to obtain, similarly to the above cases of

intergovernmental transfers and greater provincial economic activity, provincial fis-

cal revenue collection needs to function in a very particular way. This dissertation’s

theory expects that specific purpose intergovernmental transfers are used to aug-

ment provincial economic activity and consumption, which in turn leads to greater
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provincial revenue collection. An important observable implication flows from this.

Accordingly, for the dissertation’s theoretical expectations to be confirmed, not

only must one see an impact of specific-purpose transfers upon provincial revenue

collection, but this impact must be found in the local counties into which specific

purpose funds are directed as well. Chapter four finds evidence for both a provincial

and county level impact of specific-purpose transfers upon fiscal revenue. These two

findings taken together give us greater confidence that fiscal revenue collection is

being augmented as the result of specific-purpose transfers from the center rather

than by stochastic factors.

The above discussion articulates the implications that should be observed if the

dissertation’s theory is correct for each point on the causal chain. These observable

implications of the theoretical framework are empirically tested and substantively

confirmed in chapter three and chapter four.

2.6 Understanding Elite Connections: Coalitions, Factions and Con-
struct Validity

In authoritarian regimes, institutions matter but so does informal power. Under-

standing how informal power exerts influence of political and economic affairs in

such regimes, however, is a challenging enterprise. Within the study of authoritarian

regimes in general and China in particular, one of the most important dimensions of

informal power highlighted by the literature is the role and impact of elite coalitions

or “factions”. Anteceding the present work, the question of how best to conceptual-

ize and capture informal elite coalitions in Chinese politics has a long pedigree in the

literature. This work was inaugurated by Nathan’s pioneering study on factionalism

in contemporary Chinese politics (Nathan, 1973). More recently, elite coalition mea-

sures in the Chinese politics literature have been used to investigate the impact of

such informal coalitions on a variety of economic and political outcomes of interest
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in contemporary China (Shih, 2004; Shih et al., 2012; Jia et al., 2013).

Accordingly, for the literature more generally, it is imperative to capture the

connections which form the basis of these informal elite coalitions with an accurate

measure. For the purposes of this dissertation, it is critical to ensure the construct

validity of the dissertation’s elite connections measure. As demonstrated below, the

overlapping work experience measure employed by this dissertation is precisely such

a accurate, construct-valid measure.

In addressing this question, it is first useful to note that the literature has long

identified overlapping work experience as a key basis for the understanding the for-

mation and testing the impact of informal elite connections. In terms of qualitative

work, the book Policy making in China: leaders, structures, and processes effectively

outlined the importance of overlapping work unit experience for the generation of pa-

tronage ties between Chinese political elites (Oksenberg and Lieberthal, 1988, p.156).

This overlapping work experience understanding of the formation of elite coalition

ties has been powerfully corroborated by qualitative scholarly analysis of the na-

ture of the client networks of recent General Secretaries of the CCP. Notably, the

Hoover Institution’s China Leadership Monitor demonstrates this through its list of

the members of Jiang Zemin’s client network, known as the Shanghai Gang (Li,

2007). Almost exclusively, this client network is comprised to elites who worked as

direct subordinates to Jiang during his time as Party Secretary of Shanghai. More

recently, news and scholarly coverage of the emergence of Xi Jinping’s New Zhijiang

Army, a group of prominent political clients cultivated during his time as Party Sec-

retary of Zhejiang Province, similarly represents qualitative work highlighting the

critical role of overlapping work experience in the generation of patron-client ties in

contemporary China. In addition to this of qualitative work, many prominent quan-

titative studies, which have employed the overlapping work experience connections

measure have found an impact on a diverse set of outcomes, from elite selection
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and promotion (Shih et al., 2012) to the distribution of bank loans (Shih, 2004),

illustrating the measure’s explanatory power.

Despite the considerable breadth of work supporting and employing this over-

lapping work experience connections measure, one might be warranted in remaining

skeptical of why the that measure should be a more accurate measure than the

same-province, and alumni measures of elite connections also used in the literature

by works like Shih et al. (2012). Importantly, the same-province and alumni measures

have also been identified by the qualitative literature as potentially important an-

tecedents to elite connections in contemporary China. A close reading of the relevant

qualitative literature alone, then, may not provide us with the means of privileging

the overlapping work experience measure above these competing metrics.

Furthermore, one might have reservations about relying on the purely qualitative

approach to generate an elite connections measure because of the, as Keller notes,

“overall bias in favor of uncovering ties among individuals who have been identified

in advance as particularly important” found in qualitative assessments (Keller, 2016,

p. 4). Keller further points out that the qualitative approach is “also vulnerable to

manipulation by the elites observed, who may choose to leak or withhold information

about certain ties for strategic reasons” (Keller, 2016, p. 4). What is needed then,

is a quantitative measure of elite connections not subject to these limitations, but

which simultaneously is justified by the abundance of the qualitative evidence. As

discussed below, the overlapping work experience metric used by this dissertation is

just such a measure.

Keller herself addresses the above concerns with respect to this dissertation’s

overlapping work experience measure in particular, however, in her recent empirical

work which demonstrates that the overlapping work experience measure is strongly

correlated with extant qualitative measures. Specifically, Keller (2016), in an ef-

fort to address the above discussed limitations of purely qualitative coding of elite
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connections, found a strong correlation between the overlapping work experience

connection measure employed by this dissertation and a leading qualitatively coded

measure of elite connections, augmenting our confidence in the construct validity

of that measure and consequently increasing our confidence in the first link of this

dissertation’s causal chain.

Keller accomplishes this by employing the “Connected China” data assembled

by Reuters and engaging in an analysis of the similarly between qualitatively-coded

elite ties as determined by Reuters reporting and a variety of “structured” mea-

sures used widely in the literature, including the overlapping work experience, same

province, and alumni measures. 19 Specially, Keller employs the subset of “Con-

nected China” network ties which code positive ties(“ally of,” “reportedly close to,”

etc.) between Chinese political elites, based on Reuters qualitative reporting, in her

empirical analysis Keller (2016). Keller finds that the qualitative reporting based

“Connected China” positive network ties are correlated most strongly with the over-

lapping work experience measure of elite informal ties used by this dissertation and

finds less or no support for same province, and alumni, and other competing mea-

sures.

2.7 Appendix

2.7.1 Figures

19 Keller distinguishes between qualitative approaches, which code ties ex-post and structured
approaches which “determine the relevant elites and possible factional ties in advance” (Keller,
2016, p. 4).
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Figure 2.2: Distribution of Client Connection Among Provincial Party Secretaries

Figure 2.3: Distribution of SPT in Shanghai, Zhejiang and Guangdong During the
Tenures of Jiang Zemin and Hu Jintao
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3

The Manipulation of Provincial Fiscal Revenue and
The Mediating Impact of Intergovernmental

Transfers

3.1 Introduction

The theoretical discussion in chapter two laid out the basic theoretical claims and ex-

pectations of this dissertation and articulated what must and must not obtain empir-

ically for those claims and expectations to be validated. This chapter operationalizes

the theoretical formulations of chapter two with respect to the impact of connections

to the incumbent upon provincial fiscal revenue, intergovernmental transfers as well

as the mediating effects of intergovernmental transfers upon provincial fiscal revenue

outcomes. To accomplish this, the chapter derives a set of observable implications

from the second chapter’s theoretical framework in the form of testable hypotheses.

The chapter then tests these hypotheses, considers alternative specifications and re-

views the evidence for the dissertation’s theoretical framework. Finally, the chapter

concludes with a discussion of results and their implications for the dissertation as a

whole.
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3.2 Hypotheses

Centrally, the previous chapter argued that in seeking to augment their own power

and influence, and check the power of salient rivals, incumbent general secretaries

will seek to boost the fiscal revenue of incumbent connected clients in the provinces

and stifle the fiscal revenue of rival clients. From this, the chapter derives the fol-

lowing hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1a: Political connections to an incumbent General Secretary will be

associated with higher levels of provincial fiscal revenue.

Hypothesis 1b: Political connections to the (relevant) rival of an incumbent Gen-

eral Secretary will be associated with lower levels of provincial fiscal revenue.

In order to achieve the above discussed impact on the fiscal revenue of clients and

rival clients, the previous chapter argued that incumbent general secretaries use their

influence over the fiscal state to direct greater flows of center to province intergov-

ernmental transfers towards their clients and away from rival clients. Accordingly,

this chapter derives the following set of hypotheses:

Hypothesis 2a: Political connections to an incumbent General Secretary will be

associated with higher levels of intergovernmental transfers.

Hypothesis 2b: Political connections to the (relevant) rival of an incumbent Gen-

eral Secretary will be associated with lower levels of intergovernmental transfers.

Hypothesis 3a: Political connections to an incumbent General Secretary will be

associated with higher levels of state-owned enterprise investment.

Hypothesis 3b: Political connections to the (relevant) rival of an incumbent Gen-
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eral Secretary will be associated with lower levels of state-owned enterprise invest-

ment.

In addition to the above hypotheses, the previous chapter’s theoretical frame-

work also suggests two other corollary observable implications. First, since intergov-

ernmental transfers and state-owned enterprise investment are the tools by which

the incumbent manipulates client provincial fiscal revenue, this chapter expects that

these levers are effective at securing this goal. Second, because the previous chapter’s

theoretical framework expects that incumbent client fiscal revenue is being propped

up by intergovernmental transfers and state-owned enterprise investment, the impact

of incumbent ties should be less important when one factors in these two variables.

This generates the following:

Hypothesis 4: Greater amounts of intergovernmental transfers and state-owned

enterprise investment are associated with higher levels of provincial fiscal revenue.

Hypothesis 5: When intergovernmental transfers and state-owned enterprise in-

vestment are incorporated into the empirical models of provincial fiscal revenue, the

effect size of being an incumbent client should decrease.

Finally, this dissertation’s theoretical framework argues that the year preceding

a national people’s congress will be the most profitable time for the manipulation of

provincial economic indicators and accordingly this chapter expects the following:

Hypothesis 6a: The year before congress should be associated with higher levels

of intergovernmental transfers.

Hypothesis 6b: The year before congress should be associated with higher levels

of state-owned enterprise investment.
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Hypothesis 6c: The year before congress should be associated with higher levels

of provincial fiscal revenue.

To evaluate the above set of hypotheses, and consequently the credibility and

explanatory power of this dissertation’s theoretical framework, this chapter will em-

pirically test them in the sections below.

3.3 Data

To test the hypotheses discussed above and evaluate the dissertation’s theoreti-

cal framework articulated in the previous chapter, this chapter generates its own

province-year observation level dataset. To build this dataset, the chapter relies

heavily upon the data assembled by Lu and Ma (2014), which incorporates biograph-

ical and performance measures of Chinese provincial elites in the central committee

from the 1st to the 18th party congress in the PRC. That work builds upon the

Shih et al. (2012) coding framework, allowing for comparability to previous work in

the literature, but critically augments the Shih et al. (2012) data by integrating the

17th and 18th party congresses, which covers period from 2002 to 2012. This allows

for theory building and theory testing not possible before due to the limitations of

previous data. Adding the 17th and 18th congresses into our analysis enables for the

examination of a longer temporal horizon closer to the present allowing us to better

investigate the role of leadership cycles in the connections-performance relationship

in contemporary China.

These data contain information on covariates including the career rank, work

background and biographical characteristics of members of the Alternate Central

Committee (ACC) and the Central Committee (CC) of the Communist Party of

China. Around 20 percent of said members are provincial administrators at any

given time. Embedded in these data is also a host of provincial economic metrics
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which can be used to evaluate the economic performance of provincial administrators

(governors and party secretaries), compared to their peers.

Next, the chapter incorporates a number of key economic metrics used in the

chapter’s empirical tests including provincial fiscal revenue. In later chapters, in-

tergovernmental transfers from the center to the provinces as well as a measure of

state-owned enterprise investment in each province will also be included. This data

is was derived from Chinese government figures and accessed via China Data Online

maintained by the China Data Center hosted at the University of Michigan Data

(2018)

The product of this data building process is a panel, or cross-sectional time se-

ries, data set. One advantage of this framework is that one can observe the same

units over a given duration of time, which allows one to address some key threats to

inference. For example, one might be concerned that our outcome of interest in this

chapter, provincial fiscal revenue, is dependent upon unobserved factors which are

correlated with the independent variable of interest, working experience based con-

nections to factional leaders. If these omitted variables are constant over time, panel

data permits the use of empirical estimators which will generate consistent estimates

of the treatment effect. Panel data also tend to face fewer of the common prob-

lems which beset pure cross-sectional or time-series data including multicollinearity

and insufficient degrees of freedom (Baltagi, 2008).1This dataset’s expanded set of

covariates and panel structure presents a meaningful advance in the literature ex-

amining elite competition dynamics as it allows for the finer-grain mechanism tests

employed by later chapters, the application of fixed effects specifications for both unit

of observation, and time, and other robustness tests. This ultimately grants better

leverage on the chapter’s evaluation of the temporal dimensions of connections-based

1 For a discussion of this and other advantages of panel over cross-sectional or time-series data is
found in the first chapter of Baltagi, Econometric Analysis of Panel Data (Baltagi, 2008).
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manipulation.

The dataset contains 587 province-years and 1054 observations, as each province-

year counts for both a provincial party secretary and a provincial governor, between

1994 and 2010. This period overlaps with the 15th, 16th, 17th and 18th party

congresses and the two terms of both Jiang Zemin (1992 - 2002) and Hu Jintao (2002

- 2012). Because the dataset has some missing observations, it is an unbalanced panel

dataset.

Here it is important to note that though panel data brings with it many advan-

tages, including rich cross-sectional and time series variation, its use also requires

a number of important assumptions. One of the critical assumptions made when

using panel data is that there is no serial correlation present, or that errors are con-

ditionally independent across time (Wooldridge, 2010, p. 320). Another important

assumption for panel data is that of the absence of a unit root or presence of non-

stationarity. While data with unit roots are not entirely unamenable to empirical

investigation (Wooldridge, 2010), it is important to determine whether this is a

concern which needs to be addressed. Finally, correct standard error specification

is essential to meaningful and accurate coefficient estimates (Cameron and Miller,

2015). To test these important assumptions, the chapter employs a set of empirical

diagnostics, described below in sections 3.3.5 and 3.3.5.

3.3.1 Panel Regression Framework

The cross-sectional time series regression framework employed by this chapter can

be represented as follows:

yit “ x1itβ ` ηi ` δt ` εit

. Within this framework, yit is the outcome for unit i at period t, x1it is a row vector of

K explanatory variables for unit i at period t, β is a vector of regression parameters
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for explanatory variables, ηi is province-fixed effects, which captures time-invariant

unobserved factors that affect the outcome, δt is year-fixed effects, which capture

common time trends in the outcome variable, and εit is an error term that contains

other unobservable factors that influence outcomes. Below, the chapter will consider

the yit outcome variables and the x1it explanatory variables used in its regressions.

3.3.2 Measures

Provincial Fiscal Revenue

The most important performance metric considered by this chapter is provincial

fiscal revenue. This choice is informed by the fact that fiscal revenue is the central

measure used as a proxy for economic performance and demonstration of loyalty

throughout the elite competition literature. Specifically, the economic performance

of provincial administrators, demonstrated through fiscal revenue collection, is held

by the literature to be a critically important component in the cadre evaluation

system (CES), determining who is brought into high ranks and who is removed

from them. Specifically, one of the key results of Lü et al. (2014) is that growth in

fiscal revenue is more important in predicting cadre promotion than GDP growth.

Even the strongest “connections” advocates in this literature, Shih et al. (2012), not

only find a place for the “performance” metric of fiscal revenue, but in fact in Shih

et al.’s analysis of the most recent party congress in their data, fiscal revenue has

the strongest impact upon promotion, outstripping the impact of any connection

measure (Shih et al., 2012, A-47). Further, the importance of fiscal revenue is seen

to grow constantly from the 12th to 16th congresses in Shih et al.’s models.

The theoretical argument behind such findings bear an outward resemblance to

the “tournament” model of elite promotion, as put forward by Li and Zhou (2005),

but differ in one critical respect. In the literature which argues for the existence of

a “tournament” model, the increasingly institutionalized method of elite selection
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and promotion that is the CES is noted as a critical means by which Chinese leaders

attempt to motivate provincial elites to perform economically (Naughton and Yang,

2004) and is held to be a central motor in China’s dramatic economic transforma-

tion post-1978 (Manion, 1985). In one of the clearest statements of the “tournament

model” framework, Maskin et al. (2000) hold up the CES as a stone pillar of Chinese

meritocracy in their contention that China’s economic success is essentially predi-

cated on economic competition among China’s provincial administrators.

In the “tournament model,” provincial administrators are thought to be promoted

on the basis of their impact upon provincial GDP growth, and accordingly act to

maximize GDP outcomes during their tenure in a province. A number of recent

works, most centrally Shih et al. (2012), have cast doubt on the first component

of this argument. Evidence for promotion on the basis of fiscal revenue growth,

in contrast, is taken in the literature to support the argument that elite selection

decisions follow a different logic. Instead of incentivizing overall economic growth,

the numbers behind which top leaders know to be noisy and unreliable as discussed

in chapter two, top elites rely on fiscal revenue metrics, which are seen as a more

credible signal of competence, as they are harder to manipulate, and of loyalty to the

communist regime, because provincial revenue is directly tied to the fiscal strength

of the communist government Lü et al. (2014); Ong (2012); Chen and Kung (2016).

The fiscal revenue measures employed by this chapter are based off the metrics

provided in Chinese government figures accessed on China Data Online. These mea-

sures provide an index of the revenue of every province and ’provincial level city’

(Beijing, Tianjin, Chongqing and Shanghai) going back to 1949. This includes 31

province-level units. China Data Online states that the content of government rev-

enue is composed of the following items: business tax, tax on the use of urban land,

personal income tax and an assortment of other taxes on businesses and citizens.

This chapter converts the absolute measure of revenue given by China’s govern-
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ment economic yearbooks measured in units of a hundred million yuan into a per

capita measure by transforming it into units of one yuan and dividing it by provincial

population for each province in each year of the dataset. This per capita measure

should be more stable than a pure GDP measure because of the relative lack of strong

fluctuations in provincial population size.

Next, the chapter takes the natural log of this per capita measure of fiscal revenue.

The distribution of the fiscal revenue measure means across provinces is shown in

figure A.5 and across years in figure A.6. A broader sense of the distribution of fiscal

revenue over time in all provinces can be seen in figure A.7.

As discussed below, this chapter also uses province and year fixed effects in its

empirical models. With respect to interpretation, this means that the coefficient

of our connections variable in the below empirical tests evaluating the impact of

connections upon provincial fiscal revenue can be understood as a first difference

(Angrist and Pischke, 2008).2

Connections

To measure the connections of provincial administrators to top leaders in China, this

chapter pulls on the work of Lu and Ma (2014) who extend the data of Shih et al.

(2008), which provides the elite biographical data used in Shih et al. (2012).

Lu and Ma (2014) build upon the data of Shih et al. (2008), a biographical

database of central and provincial chinese officals which ends at the 16th party

congress in 2002, by using the same coding framework employed in that work to

extend the database of officals to the 18th party congress, ending in 2012. These

works extract data from the comprehensive career database of Chinese elites pro-

duced by China Vitae, which maintains a listing of the career postings of all central

2 See Chapter 5 of Angrist and Pischke (2008).
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committee members in the PRC, as well as a number of other sources.3 The use of

this data allows this dissertation to employ a panel data set which covers the years

1994 to 2012.

For comparability with earlier literature, this chapter will follow Shih et al. (2012)

in coding connection to a top leader as a function of duration of working experience

under a given patron when that patron was a provincial level elite.4 Shih et al. (2008)

also offer another measure of connections through their “crony” metric, which codes

whether a provincial elite was born in the same province as the faction leader or pa-

tron. Of present measures, however, the “experience” measure seems most congruent

with how factional blocs in the PRC tend to form. The patron-client relationships

which are formed based on experience at the provincial level have been shown to

be profoundly strong and lasting. Jiang Zemin’s Shanghai Gang is the paradig-

matic example of this dynamic, named for Jiang’s work to systematically advance

the careers of those who previously worked in his administration in Shanghai.5 The

“crony” measure would not capture this critical network because Jiang’s clients in

the Shanghai Gang came from around China and not only from his native Jiangsu

province.

The factional working experience measure is a continuous variable running from

0 to 1, based on the length of a provincial administrator’s working experience with

a factional leader. For its empirical tests, the chapter uses the covariates which

code the working experience of provincial administrators with the factional leaders

Deng Xiaoping, Jiang Zemin, Hu Jintao and Xi Jinping. The chapter then sorts

these metrics of patron-client relationships into its three theoretically important cat-

egories: connection to the incumbent, connection to a relevant rival and connection

3 A closer consideration China Vitae’s methodology and database can be found here.

4 For a more extensive handling of this coding framework, see the Shih et al. (2008) codebook
here.

5 Details on the Shanghai Gang can be found here.
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to a non-relevant rival. As discussed above, these three categories have a straightfor-

ward coding structure. Connection to the incumbent is simply the value of working

experience based connection a provincial administrator has to a top elite who is cur-

rently the party General Secretary, in a given year. Connection to a relevant rival,

in turn, is coded as a given clients’ value of working experience based connection

to a top elite who will become General Secretary or who has just served as General

Secretary within a one to five year period. Finally, connection to a non-relevant

rival is coded as a given clients’ value of working experience based connection to a

top elite who will become General Secretary or who has served as General Secretary

within a six to ten year period.

Intergovernmental Transfers, State-Owned Enterprise Investment and Political Busi-
ness Cycle Covariates

This chapter’s intergovernmental transfers measure is adapted from that used by

Lü et al. (2014), which presents the amount of money transfered by the center to

a province and from that province to the central government for each province in

each year. This chapter first simply takes the difference between the former and the

latter for each province-year to a generate net transfer measure for each observa-

tion. Next, the chapter takes the natural log of this measure. The distribution of

intergovernmental transfers over time in all provinces can be seen in figure A.8.

This chapter’s state-owned enterprise measure, like fiscal revenue, is taken from

China Data Online Data (2018). It is the gross industrial output of state-owned

enterprises in units of one hundred million yuan for each province and provincial

level city in every year in the dataset. As with transfers, the natural log of this

measure is taken. The distribution of state-owned enterprise investment over time

in all provinces can be seen in figure A.9.

Finally, the “year before congress” variable used in this chapter’s political business
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cycle tests is simply a dummy which assumes the value of 1 for the years 1996, 2001

and 2006, which are the years preceding the congresses covered in the dataset.

Controls

The two central controls employed by this chapter in all of its empirical tests are Gross

Domestic Product (GDP) and Foreign Direct Investment (FDI). GDP and FDI, like

the above discussed performance measures, are taken from China Data Online and

both the GDP and FDI measures are logged. These measures are used because they

represent key economic metrics that should affect our dependent variables of interest,

by impacting provincial fiscal revenue collection or the propensity of a province to

receive intergovernmental transfers. By controlling for these factors, one can have

increased confidence that the impact of our independent variables of interest upon

fiscal revenue and intergovernmental transfers is accurately measured.

In its alternative specifications section, this chapter also employs a number of

other economic performance indicators drawn from the Shih et al. (2012) coding

framework, including metrics of provincial loans and heath infrastructure, among

others. For a closer discussion of these measures see Shih et al. (2012).

3.3.3 Fixed Effects

Ultimately, the chapter’s central empirical tests are interested in the relationship

between its explanatory (political connections) and outcome variables (revenue and

transfers) within the provinces themselves and each province has its own individ-

ual characteristics which may influence our explanatory variables of interest. If one

assumes that something about the provinces may impact or bias the predictor or

outcome variables and want to control for this, a fixed effects specification is a rea-

sonable robustness check to employ. The goal of the fixed effects specification is to

remove province and year specific effects by including a different intercept for each
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province and year.

Substantively, in this chapter I am interested in the causes behind changes in

provincial fiscal revenue, the distribution of intergovernmental transfers, and the

presence of state-owned enterprise investment. Accordingly, the fixed effect model

allows us to control for all time-invariant differences between provinces that may

be correlated with political connections and impacting our outcomes of interest.

The chapter tests province fixed effects as well as year fixed effects. In all models

discussed below which do not contain the ’year before congress’ dummy variable, the

results displayed are those under both province and year fixed effects specifications.

In models which contain the ’year before congress’ dummy, a theoretically informed

time variable is used and thus only provincial fixed effects are possible. This chapter

finds that its central empirical findings all remain robust to the inclusion of province

and year fixed effects.

3.3.4 Models

To test the chapter’s first set of hypotheses, which expect that factional ties are

significant predictors of the fiscal revenue of provincial administrators, this chap-

ter estimates linear models with a dependent variable of change in provincial fiscal

revenue per capita, a central independent variable of experience based connections,

sorted into incumbent, relevant rival and non relevant rival connection measures,

with controls for GDP, FDI and other economic variables. These models take the

following form:

YFiscalRevenue “ XIncumbentβ `XRelevantRivalβ `XNonRelevantRivalβ `Xcontrolsβ ` ε

Here it is useful to note that many provincial elites in each given year covered

in the data register a zero value for connection to the incumbent and to any kind

of rival. This does not mean that such elites are bereft of political connections, in
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fact this would be highly unusual, but rather that their working experience based

connections are to General Secretaries that have not been in office for over ten years

or they are connected to top elites that never took that post, like Hu Yaobang. Given

the above model’s formulation, these officials serve as the implicit comparison group

against which the impact of connection to the incumbent and rivals are measured.

To evaluate the chapter’s second and third sets of hypotheses, which expect an

effect of factional ties upon intergovernmental transfers and state-owned enterprise

investment, this chapter estimates linear models with dependent variables of in-

tergovernmental transfers and the gross industrial output of SOEs within a given

province, a central independent variable of experience based connections, sorted into

incumbent, relevant rival and non relevant rival connection measures, with controls

for GDP, FDI and other economic variables. These models take the following forms:

YIntergovernmentalTransfers “ XIncumbentβ`XRelevantRivalβ`XNonRelevantRivalβ`Xcontrolsβ`ε

YSOE “ XIncumbentβ `XRelevantRivalβ `XNonRelevantRivalβ `Xcontrolsβ ` ε

3.3.5 Additional Specifications

Stationarity

To check for the presence of a unit root or non-stationarity, this chapter employs

an Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) test. The ADF is a hypothesis test for the

presence of non-stationarity, where a p-value of less than 0.05 means no evidence of

non-stationarity is found. For the dependent variable of change in provincial fiscal

revenue per capita, the chapter finds an ADF score of negative 5.5262, a lag order

of 10 and a p-value of 0.01. The tests on the other outcome variables of interest
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similarly provide p-values under 0.05. Accordingly, the chapter’s diagnostic tests do

not a find reason for concern about non-stationarity.

Serial Correlation Tests

To test for the presence of serial correlation, the chapter utilizes a Breusch-Godfrey/Wooldridge

(BGW) test. To evaluate this test, one looks again at the p-value. The BGW test on

the change in provincial fiscal revenue per capita models produces a p-value of less

than 2.2e-16. The BGW tests on the intergovernmental transfers and state-owned

enterprise investment similarly generate p-values less than 0.05 and accordingly this

chapter finds no evidence of serial correlation in its empirical models.

Clustered Standard Errors

Choosing the correct standard error specification for one’s empirical model is abso-

lutely critical. Standard errors determine the accuracy with which one is able to

estimate the coefficients of our model’s independent variables. Consequently, one’s

choice of standard errors has a direct impact upon hypothesis testing through defin-

ing the uncertainty around the coefficient estimate of a given independent variable

of interest, by impacting p-values and determining whether a hypothesis is accepted

or rejected. Given this central importance, it is imperative that one selects the most

appropriate type of standard errors given one’s data.

One set of circumstances under which one might wish to think especially carefully

about what type of standard errors are used in one’s empirical models is with respect

to the issue of clustering. As is true for many economic and political phenomena,

some factors do not simply affect observations individually, but rather affect groups

of observations uniformly within each group. This is of particular importance and

interest to this chapter because there is good reason to believe such impacts may be

occurring at the provincial level, because specific and general-purpose intergovern-
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mental transfers enter their targets at the provincial level, even as those funds are

ultimately spent in individual counties.

As Cameron and Miller (2015) note with respect to empirical regressions in which

data are grouped into clusters, as in the case of this dissertation, “default standard

errors can greatly overstate estimator precision” and accordingly, given a large num-

ber of clusters, “statistical inference after OLS should be based on cluster-robust

standard errors” (Cameron and Miller, 2015, p. 317).

To adjust for this potential inaccuracy, this chapter employs clustered standard

errors in each of its empirical tests, clustered at the provincial level.

This choice of clustering level is reasonable because the fiscal transfer literature

has found that “provincial governments have virtually complete discretion to arrange

their fiscal relations with prefectures and cities, while the latter can do the same vis-

a-vis their counties, and so on” (Liu et al., 2014, p. 24). This is an element of de-facto

fiscal federalism in a non-federalist polity.

Consequently, scholars have noted that at present, China’s intergovernmental

fiscal transfer system is “layer-cake model” in which “the central government de-

termines only transfers to provincial governments; it makes no grants directly to

prefecture, county or township governments” (Lou et al., 2008, Chapter 7, p. 130),

(Shah and Shen, 2006a).

Given that this is the case, the most reasonable empirical choice is to cluster

standard errors at the provincial level, which is the procedure employed by this

chapter’s empirical tests. Per theoretical expectations, the chapter’s key empirical

findings are found to be robust to this specification.
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Table 3.1: Main Test, Year and Province Fixed Effects

Dependent variable:

Change in Fiscal Revenue per Capita

GDP (log) ´0.399
(0.285)

FDI (log) 0.043
(0.039)

Incumbent Client 0.287˚˚

(0.123)

Non Relevant Rival Client 0.051
(0.162)

Relevant Rival Client ´0.130
(0.163)

Constant 1.673
(2.058)

Observations 673
R2 0.489
Adjusted R2 0.447
Residual Std. Error 0.470 (df = 621)
F Statistic 11.639˚˚˚ (df = 51; 621)

Note: ˚pă0.1; ˚˚pă0.05; ˚˚˚pă0.01
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3.4 Empirical Findings

3.4.1 Connections-Fiscal Revenue Findings

With respect to the chapter’s central hypotheses (1a-1b), the chapter finds a strong

confirmation of its expectations on the impact of client association to the incumbent,

finding a highly significant, positive effect. Specifically, the impact of a provincial

administrator’s political connection to an incumbent general secretary moving from

a value of 0 to 1 is found to be associated with a little under half a standard deviation

change in the above described fiscal revenue growth metric for that official’s province,

a substantively significant effect. This represents a confirmation of hypothesis 1a.

One standard deviation in the fiscal revenue measure is 0.6551. A smaller and in-

significant positive estimate is found for association with a non-relevant rival of the

incumbent and a negative, non significant estimate is found for ties to a relevant

rival of the incumbent. The latter finding is in the expected direction of hypothesis

1b, but is not significant at the ninety-five percent level. In general, these results

reflect the ordering of impact expected by this chapter’s theoretical framework. The

above tests can be seen in table 3.1.

3.4.2 Mechanism Tests

With respect to the intergovernmental transfers and SOE gross industrial output

mechanism tests, the results are broadly congruent with the chapter’s theoretical

expectations.

In line with the expectations of hypothesis 2a, a significant positive effect for

client connection to the incumbent is found. The substantive impact of a provincial

administrator’s political connection to an incumbent general secretary moving from a

value of 0 to 1 is around a 0.25 standard deviation change in logged intergovernmental

transfers to that official’s province. Effects upon non relevant rival and relevant
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Table 3.2: Mechanism Tests, Year and Province Fixed Effects

Dependent variable:

Intergovernmental Transfers State-Owned Enterprise Investment

(1) (2)

GDP (log) ´0.415˚˚˚ 0.908˚˚˚

(0.118) (0.160)

FDI (log) 0.087˚˚˚ ´0.076˚˚˚

(0.016) (0.022)

Incumbent Client 0.238˚˚˚ 0.207˚˚˚

(0.051) (0.068)

Non Relevant Rival Client ´0.149˚˚ ´0.002
(0.065) (0.086)

Relevant Rival Client ´0.110 ´0.129
(0.069) (0.091)

Constant 15.451˚˚˚ 0.868
(0.854) (1.150)

Observations 767 722
R2 0.958 0.936
Adjusted R2 0.955 0.932
Residual Std. Error 0.213 (df = 715) 0.272 (df = 670)
F Statistic 321.003˚˚˚ (df = 51; 715) 193.278˚˚˚ (df = 51; 670)

Note: ˚pă0.1; ˚˚pă0.05; ˚˚˚pă0.01

rival clients differ somewhat from expectations, however, with a significant, negative

impact found on the former and a non-significant, negative estimate found for the

latter. As above, while the latter finding is in the expected direction of hypothesis 2b,

it not significant at the ninety-five percent level. For the non relevant rival impact,

around a 0.15 standard deviation decline in intergovernmental transfers is associated

with a provincial official’s connection to a non relevant rival moving from 0 to 1. One

standard deviation in this measure is 1.0773. These results can be seen in model 1

of table 3.2.

For the SOE tests, hypotheses 3a and 3b expect a positive and negative effect for
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Table 3.3: Interaction Term Model

Dependent variable:

Intergovernmental Transfers Change

GDP (log) 0.380˚˚˚

(0.073)

FDI (log) ´0.140˚˚˚

(0.053)

Incumbent Client 0.328˚

(0.177)

Any Rival Client 0.297
(0.189)

Year Before Congress 0.279˚˚˚

(0.074)

Any Rival Client * Year Before Congress ´0.976˚˚˚

(0.367)

Constant ´3.366˚˚˚

(0.425)

Observations 701
R2 0.161
Adjusted R2 0.116
Residual Std. Error 0.691 (df = 664)
F Statistic 3.539˚˚˚ (df = 36; 664)

Note: ˚pă0.1; ˚˚pă0.05; ˚˚˚pă0.01

clients of the incumbent and of relevant rivals respectively. In line with this chapter’s

expectations, it finds a highly significant positive effect for clients connection to

the incumbent upon the gross industrial output of SOEs within a given province,

a confirmation of hypothesis 3a. Substantively, this means that the impact of a

provincial administrator’s political connection to an incumbent general secretary
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moving from a value of 0 to 1 is associated with about a 0.20 standard deviation

change in state-owned enterprise investment in the official’s province, a sizable effect.

One standard deviation in this measure is 1.147. The estimates for client connection

to non relevant rivals and relevant rivals are a small insignificant negative estimate

and a larger insignificant negative estimate respectively. Again, while the latter

finding is in the expected direction of hypothesis 3b, it not significant at the ninety-

five percent level. These results can be seen in model 2 of table 3.2.

The chapter also finds a partial confirmation for hypothesis 4 in that it observes a

significant positive effect of intergovernmental transfers and a positive non-significant

estimate of state-owned enterprise investment upon provincial fiscal revenue. This is

shown in model 2 of table 3.4.

Further, hypothesis 5 receives full confirmation as the chapter finds that the effect

on revenue of being an incumbent client falls from a larger, positively significant effect

to a smaller, non significant positive estimate once intergovernmental transfers and

state-owned enterprise investment are taken into account. This result can be seen

by moving from model 1 to model 2 in table 3.4. These findings provide important

supplementary confirmation of the chapter’s central argument about the mechanisms

behind client revenue manipulation.

3.4.3 Political Business Cycle Variable Findings

Importantly, this chapter also finds a positive, significant effect for its year before

the national people’s congress dummy variable upon intergovernmental transfers and

fiscal revenue, but not upon state-owned enterprise investment. This represents a

confirmation of hypotheses 6a and 6c, but not of 6b. With respect to hypothesis 6a, a

little over one-fourth of one standard deviation change in intergovernmental transfers

growth is associated with the year before a national people’s congress, compared to all

other years in the dataset, when, given the interaction term in the model, a provincial
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administrator’s value for connection to any rival of the incumbent is 0. This effect is

shown in table 3.3. Examining hypothesis 6c, I find that the year before a national

people’s congress is associated with over half of a standard deviation change in the

change in fiscal revenue measure. This is shown in model 3 of table 3.4.

Intriguingly, the chapter also finds that the interaction term between being a

client of any incumbent rival, relevant or non relevant, and the year before a na-

tional people’s congress is associated with lower levels of intergovernmental trans-

fers, shown in table 3.3. This means that a given provincial administrator moving

from a value of 0 to 1 in political connection to any rival of the incumbent in the

year before a national people’s congress is associated with a little over a standard

deviation decline in intergovernmental transfers to that provincial administrator’s

province, a considerable impact. This result suggests that the year before the round

of promotions associated with the national people’s congress might be a key time

that the incumbent seeks to weaken the economic strength and performance of the

clients of rivals.

3.5 Conclusion

Centrally, in the above empirical tests this chapter finds a significant, positive effect

of client connections to the incumbent General Secretary upon yearly growth of fiscal

revenue in a province, a key means by which provincial administrators demonstrate

loyalty and achieve promotion. This provides a confirmation of hypothesis 1a. Fur-

ther, these empirical procedures do not find that connection to a relevant or non

relevant rival of the incumbent provides such an impact. While this does not provide

a full confirmation of hypothesis 1b, the associated coefficient is negative as expected

by the theoretical framework.

In this, the tests establish the robust and considerable effect that working ex-

perience based connections to the incumbent general secretary can have upon an
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important economic indicator and outcome as well as a central metric of provincial

and elite performance: provincial fiscal revenue. This provides important confirma-

tion of a key part of the previous chapter’s theoretical argument. Specifically, this

chapter’s empirical procedures provide confirming evidence that incumbent ties lead

to an increase in yearly change in fiscal revenue for provincial administrators. This

finding provides a foundational empirical building block, which also establishes the

credibility of this dissertation’s theoretical argument, that the political connections

of provincial Chinese elites can impact their economic performance in their roles as

provincial administrators. It is this fundamental empirical finding upon which this

dissertation’s other empirical tests build.

Following this, with respect to its mechanism tests, the chapter finds a significant

positive effect for client ties to the incumbent upon intergovernmental transfers. This

suggests that transfers may be an important way through which incumbent general

secretaries augment the fiscal revenue of provincial clients. The chapter also finds a

significant positive effect for client ties to the incumbent upon state-owned enterprise

investment in a province. Interestingly, however, the positive estimate for state-

owned enterprise investment upon provincial fiscal revenue is significant in some of

the chapter’s models, seen in table 3.4, suggesting that the relationship between

provincial public finance and state-owned enterprise investment may be a worthy

topic of future study.

Finally, the chapter also finds a significant, negative effect for the interaction

between client ties to all rivals and the year preceding a congress upon yearly change

in intergovernmental transfers, suggesting that the year prior to a wave of provincial

elite promotions may be a key time that the incumbent seeks to manipulate the levers

of public finance to weaken the clients of rivals. These findings provide important

confirmation of two additional key parts of the dissertation’s theoretical argument.

This chapter’s first set of empirical tests, which evaluated hypothesis 1a and b,
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established that incumbent ties lead an increase in yearly change in fiscal revenue

for provincial administrators. Building upon this key finding, this chapter’s second

set of empirical tests have established that this increase in fiscal revenue is in part

generated by the positive impact of incumbent ties upon yearly change in intergov-

ernmental transfers. Furthermore, these tests have also provided suggestive evidence

that these impacts may be strongest in the year before a national people’s congress,

which aligns with this chapter’s expectations about when incumbent economic ma-

nipulation should be the most prevalent. Additionally, each of these results is robust

to province and year fixed effects specifications as well as a number of economic

controls and other robustness tests. Taken together, these empirical results provide

important insight into the means by which autocrats may use the levers of public

finance to manage the influence of rivals as well as reward their own clients.

A couple areas of this chapter’s empirical results warrant additional consideration.

First, it is clear that in some of the chapter’s empirical tests the clients of relevant

rivals do not perform as poorly as this chapter initially expects. This potentially

suggests that relevant rivals are not always the principal target of the incumbent or

have some ability to influence public finance outcomes. The extent to which relevant

rivals may influence economic policy and the question of what category of elites are

considered by the incumbent to be an important threat to their influence may prove

fruitful areas for future research.

Second, only transfers are found to meet three important criteria for an effective

intermediary tool of economic manipulation for the incumbent: incumbent ties im-

pact transfers, transfers impact change in fiscal revenue and transfers are directed

away from rival clients at politically-sensitive times. Whether there are other im-

portant means by which incumbents are able to manipulate economic outcomes is a

worthy area of future work.

Substantively, this chapter’s findings collectively demonstrate that political con-
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nections in the PRC have powerful and complex effects. It empirically shows that

connections are not always beneficial to elites and patron-client ties which once meant

a boost for one’s performance and career prospects can become a liability when one’s

patron steps down and their rival takes power. This represents the danger of being

seen as someone who has ’zhan cuo dui’ or taken the wrong side in a fight, a perva-

sive concern in Chinese politics. It also illustrates how nominal harmony among top

leaders is to some degree illusory and that competition among top elites in China re-

mains a vigorously pursued enterprise. While this is certainly clear in other areas of

Chinese politics, such as the recent corruption purge campaigns, this chapter demon-

strates that such factional conflicts can also play out in more institutional, longer

time horizons and in subtler ways, such as through the manipulation of economic

performance of political clients.

Second, the findings demonstrate that patron-client ties and leadership cycles

can lead to economic distortions designed principally to provide political advantage

to top leaders. This has potentially profound implications for how we understand

China’s economic development moving forward because regional heterogeneity in

fiscal revenue, intergovernmental transfers and state-owned enterprise investment

might be strongly influenced by whether a leader of a given province is the client

of the paramount leader or of that leader’s principal rival. Further, it suggests that

a CCP with less factional conflict might ultimately lead to a more economically

coherent and robust China.

Third, this chapter provides evidence of the importance of institutional transfor-

mations within an authoritarian regime and how such a transformation can generate

interesting and potentially unexpected consequences. In its illustration of new cycli-

cal dynamics starting with Jiang Zemin, which coordinate expectations and restrain

the action of the paramount leader, this chapter shows how elite relations can evolve

in authoritarian regimes and how less discussed breakpoints, like the Deng-Jiang
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transfer, can have important consequences for elite competition in authoritarian

regimes. Further, it suggests that authoritarian regimes are not unitary actors and

that the balance of power in such regimes is constantly shifting and being contested

through a variety of means, political and economic as well as overt and hidden.
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3.6 Appendix

3.6.1 Empirical Appendix

Table 3.4: Main Tests, Year and Province Fixed Effects

Dependent variable:

Change in Fiscal Revenue per Capita

(1) (2) (3)

GDP (log) ´0.399 0.003 ´0.135
(0.285) (0.329) (0.090)

FDI (log) 0.043 0.025 0.152˚˚˚

(0.039) (0.040) (0.045)

Incumbent Client 0.287˚˚ 0.196 0.099
(0.123) (0.137) (0.158)

Non Relevant Rival Client 0.051 ´0.055 0.125
(0.162) (0.175) (0.203)

Relevant Rival Client ´0.130 ´0.110 ´0.127
(0.163) (0.168) (0.197)

Year Before Congress 0.375˚˚˚

(0.057)

State-Owned Enterprise Investment 1.550 5.902˚˚˚

(1.404) (1.592)

Intergovernmental Transfers 0.00000001˚˚˚ 0.00000001˚˚

(0.000000002) (0.000000002)

Constant 1.673 ´1.814 ´2.619˚˚˚

(2.058) (2.449) (0.662)

Observations 673 625 625
R2 0.489 0.488 0.269
Adjusted R2 0.447 0.441 0.222
Residual Std. Error 0.470 (df = 621) 0.472 (df = 572) 0.556 (df = 586)
F Statistic 11.639˚˚˚ (df = 51; 621) 10.477˚˚˚ (df = 52; 572) 5.680˚˚˚ (df = 38; 586)

Note: ˚pă0.1; ˚˚pă0.05; ˚˚˚pă0.01

3.6.2 Figures
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Figure 3.1: Aggregate Center to Provinces Transfers
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Figure 3.2: Fiscal Revenue Measure Distribution, Provinces
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Figure 3.3: Fiscal Revenue Measure Distribution, Years
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Figure 3.4: Fiscal Revenue Distribution, Provinces
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Figure 3.5: Intergovernmental Transfers Distribution, Provinces
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Figure 3.6: State-Owned Enterprise Investment Distribution, Provinces
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4

The Unique Role of Specific-Purpose Transfers

4.1 Introduction

To enhance the credibility of this dissertation’s theoretical framework, as articulated

in chapter two, and to augment our confidence that its proposed causal mechanisms

are operating as expected, it is important to explore and test additional, narrower

observable implications of the framework, which can be seen here in figure A.1. This

chapter takes on exactly this project. To accomplish this goal, the chapter first opens

with a consideration of the strategic environment faced by the incumbent General

Secretary of the Chinese Communist Party. Following this, the chapter reviews

previous research findings relevant to the evaluation of its theoretical framework.

Next, it examines the literature discussing the nature of specific and general-purpose

intergovernmental transfers and determines that the overwhelming weight of evidence

in the literature suggests that specific-purpose transfers are less rules-based and more

subject to political influence than general-purpose transfers. Leveraging this insight,

the chapter generates divergent expectations for each type of transfer, based upon

what must be true and what should be observed if the causal story implied by
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the chapter’s theoretical framework obtains. Specifically, the chapter expects that

provincial leaders who are political clients of incumbent General Secretaries should

receive greater amounts of specific-purpose transfers than other provincial leaders,

all else equal.

In the subsequent empirical section, the chapter lays out the structure of the

data used in its empirical tests, a province-year panel dataset covering the years

1993 to 2010. This dataset incorporates political connections metrics, economic

indicators, and disaggregated intergovernmental transfers figures and is generated

through the cleaning and merging of a number of available data sources including

the National Prefecture and County Finance Statistics Compendium (全国地市

县财政统计资料) yearbooks, China Data Online datasets and China Vitae elite

biographical data. Next, the chapter addresses data reliability concerns, articulates

its empirical measures and discusses the procedures involved in its empirical tests.

Following this, robustness checks are conducted and the implications of the empirical

findings for the second link in the causal chain are considered.

Next, in its following sections, the chapter takes up the task of evaluating the

evidence for the third and fourth links of the dissertation’s causal chain. In this, it

discusses the data used in its second and third set of empirical tests, a county-year

panel dataset with 37,223 observations covering the years 1994 to 2003, discusses

its empirical procedures and evaluates the results of its empirical tests. Finally,

the chapter concludes with a discussion of how these findings fit within its larger

research agenda, which investigates the nature of economic manipulation employed

in the service of advancing the political goals of competing authoritarian elites in the

PRC.
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4.2 Previous Chapter Findings

In taking on the question of how incumbents are able to positively influence the

economic and fiscal performance of their clients in province leadership positions, the

third chapter of this dissertation found that provincial party secretaries connected

to the incumbent receive more in intergovernmental transfers from the central gov-

ernment than their peers, all else equal. Furthermore, that chapter also found that

provincial party secretaries connected to the incumbent also collect more fiscal rev-

enue than their peers. Finally, another empirical finding of the third chapter is

that when the central government’s distribution of intergovernmental transfers is

taken into account, the impact of connection to the incumbent upon provincial fiscal

revenue collection loses its statistical significance, potentially illustrating the critical

mediating role of transfers in the positive association between incumbent connections

and provincial fiscal revenue.

These empirical findings present a powerful case that political connections play

an important role in influencing key economic outcomes, including intergovernmen-

tal transfers and provincial fiscal revenue, in contemporary China. Further, such

distortions of government finance almost necessarily have important concomitant

impacts for the rest of the Chinese economy, given the deeply interconnected and

nested relationships of public and private enterprises in the Chinese context. From

the perspective of better understanding Chinese elite politics, public finance and eco-

nomic distortions, this work demonstrates the value of investigating the relationship

between political ties and economic outcomes in the PRC.

Despite the important nature of these findings, their central value is in outlining

the high-level impact of political connections on the economy and in augmenting our

understanding of central-local fiscal relations and consequently do not fully confirm

all elements of the theoretical framework’s proposed causal mechanisms. Specifically,
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this dissertation’s theory expects that connections to the incumbent should lead to

greater direction of incumbent controlled intergovernmental transfers to connected

incumbent clients serving as provincial party secretaries. To achieve greater confi-

dence in the theoretical framework of this earlier work, the dissertation must derive

more narrowly-taliored observable implications that should obtain given that theo-

retically proposed causal mechanisms are operating as expected. In this case, this

means moving beyond simply testing the impact of incumbent connections on all

intergovernmental transfers, as was done in previous chapters, and examining the

impact of these connections specifically on the types of transfers which should be

most under the control of the incumbent. Below, this chapter takes up precisely this

task.

4.3 Theoretical and Empirical Advances

To move beyond a straightforward macro-analysis of the impact of political connec-

tions upon fiscal outcomes and generate more tailored tests of theoretically proposed

causal mechanisms, the dissertation must improve upon previous research with re-

spect to both theory and data.

Theoretically, it is critical to note that with respect to the construct validity of

a key dependent variable in the empirical tests of this dissertation’s earlier chap-

ters, intergovernmental transfers, the empirical metric used in this work is far from

perfect. Per the theoretical framework of this research, what is truly of interest is

intergovernmental transfers that are subject to political manipulation by the incum-

bent General Secretary. In contrast, the empirical measure used to approximate this

variable is all transfers, regardless of type. Critically, this is important because the

literature informs us that different kinds of transfers differ considerably with respect

to the extent to which they are subject to political manipulation by the General

Secretary.
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Thus, to understand what types of transfer measures are needed to better cap-

ture the kind of intergovernmental transfers that are subject to political manipulation

by the General Secretary, and consequently what kind of empirical procedures are

needed to create more tailored tests of the observable implications of this disserta-

tion’s theoretical framework, one must first take a closer look at the literature on

intergovernmental transfers. This chapter takes up this inquiry below.

4.3.1 The 1994 Tax Sharing System, Redistribution and New Center-Province Re-
lations

In understanding the history and development of China’s system of intergovernmen-

tal fiscal transfers, the importance of the 1994 Tax Sharing System (TSS) reforms is

difficult to overstate. The impact of the TSS reforms upon the relative importance

of fiscal transfers within China’s overall fiscal system were considerable. Notably,

for the purposes of this chapter, these reforms significantly augmented the impor-

tance of transfers to the overall health of provincial economies by allowing the central

government to extend its control over the lucrative value-added tax (VAT), which

weakened provincial governments’ fiscal revenue collection capacity, increased the

percentage share of all government revenue taken by the center, and strengthened

the central government’s ability to redistribute resources through intergovernmental

transfers (Shih et al., 2010). Taken together, these dynamics, a shift of aggregate

fiscal collection from the provinces to the center, or the “centralization of revenues”,

and increasingly sizable redistribution patterns from the center to the provinces,

has meant that the relative economic and fiscal well-being of provincial economies

has become increasing dependent upon the kind of redistribution policies that are

pursued by the central government (Wong, 2000, p. 9), (Huang and Chen, 2012).

The above demonstrates that since 1994, roughly the time Jiang Zemin assumed

office, the balance of fiscal power has shifted dramatically from the provinces to the
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center and that intergovernmental transfers have had a growing role in influencing

provincial economic outcomes. This chapter seeks to build upon this foundational

understanding of the importance of transfers by engaging in theory building through

a close examination of the transfers literature, specifically with respect to general

and specific-purpose transfers.

4.3.2 Specific and General-Purpose Transfers: Literature and Theoretical Expecta-
tions

Scholars have shown that fiscal transfers from the center to the provinces are not

all alike. Specifically, the collective work of these authors allow one to draw a clear

distinction between general-purpose transfers, which are rules-based, relatively inde-

pendent from prevailing political agendas and tend to have an equalizing impact on

regional income disparities and specific-purpose transfers which are not rules-based,

are subject to considerable political manipulation and are non-equalizing in aggre-

gate (Huang and Chen, 2012; Ma, 1997). Huang and Chen (2012) find that “the

equalization effects of the largest component of transfers, specific-purpose transfers,

are anti-equalizing” and that these specific-purpose transfers are “typically not rules-

based and thus subject to political influence” and are consequentially not designed

to generate equalizing impacts (Huang and Chen, 2012, p. 534).

Another point which is absolutely critical for this dissertation’s theoretical argu-

mentation is the relationship between the direction of transfers into a province and

the augmentation of economic activity in that target province, which consequently

results in greater fiscal revenue collection. Importantly for this dissertation’s theo-

retical framework, contemporary Chinese scholars have found that specific-purpose

intergovernmental transfers differ from general-purpose transfers in exactly this crit-

ical respect. Notably, Ma et al. (2016), using fiscal data covering the period of 1997

to 2009, investigate the impact of central government economic transfers upon the
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economic growth of recipient localities and find that while both general and specific

transfers can be associated with generating greater levels of future economic growth,

specific-purpose transfers are associated with greater levels of augmented economic

growth relative to general-purpose transfers, while general-purpose transfers have

more equalizing effects and do not always lead to growth. This evidence suggests

that specific-purpose transfers can have an important impact in spurring economic

growth in the localities they target, which is a critical element of this dissertation’s

theoretical expectations. Specifically, it is link three of this dissertation’s theoretical

framework, shown here in figure A.1. Accordingly, one should expect that provinces

which receive greater levels of specific-purpose transfers will experience an accom-

panying boost in economic growth. This, in turn, should result in higher levels of

provincial fiscal revenue in the form of collected taxes on this new economic activity.

From the above, one can see that the benefits of incumbent-client patronage

should be accrued through specific-purpose transfers and not through general-purpose

transfers. Accordingly, this expectation is an important observable implication of the

theory and must be true if that theory is correct. For this dissertation’s expectations

to hold, then, the augmented flows of transfers benefiting clients of the incumbent

found in previous research must be shown to come through specific-purpose transfers

and not general-purpose transfers.

If this is not the case, and general-purpose transfers, for instance, are found to

drive this empirical result, it would falsify a core prediction of the dissertation’s the-

ory with respect to how incumbents manipulate transfers. If it is the case, however,

it would provide corroborating evidence to the empirical findings of previous research

on transfers by providing confirming evidence in a more precise test of the theory’s

expectations and consequently would strengthen the plausibility of this segment of

the theory.

The standard for success with respect to this chapter’s empirical tests is straight-
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forward: it must be that specific-purpose transfers in particular and not merely

transfers in general are more likely to be sent to the provincial clients of the incum-

bent General Secretary. If this is the case, then the second link in the causal chain

articulated by this dissertation’s theoretical framework is corroborated and our con-

fidence in the overall theory is augmented. If this is not the case, it means that the

theory’s expectations are not confirmed and suggests the theory’s framework with

respect to transfers may not be correct.

From the above, the chapter derives the following set of observable implications

and hypotheses:

Hypothesis 7a: Political connections to an incumbent General Secretary will be

associated with higher levels of specific-purpose transfers.

Hypothesis 7b: Political connections to the rivals of an incumbent General Sec-

retary will not be associated with higher or lower levels of specific-purpose transfers.

Hypothesis 8a: Political connections to an incumbent General Secretary will not

be associated with higher or lower levels of general-purpose transfers.

Hypothesis 8b: Political connections to the rivals of an incumbent General Sec-

retary will not be associated with higher or lower levels of general-purpose transfers.

4.4 Data

While the empirical work of previous research has established that incumbent-client

ties are associated with higher levels of intergovernmental transfers in aggregate,

both general and specific, a deeper and more precise investigation into transfer

dynamics within the provinces is needed to adjudicate the plausibility of the two

above-described alternatives and determine whether previous findings were driven by
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relatively apolitical general-purpose transfers or by politically manipulable specific-

purpose transfers.

Accordingly, many datasets used in the literature to analyze the relationship be-

tween political connections and fiscal outcomes are insufficient. In previous research,

high-level, aggregated metrics of fiscal revenue and intergovernmental transfers were

employed. While such metrics are deeply valuable for illustrating the broad impact

of political connections, narrower tests of causal mechanisms are needed to enhance

our confidence in the underlying theoretical framework articulated by this disser-

tation and by previous research. This, in turn, requires the employment of more

disaggregated metrics of these variables.

Critically, as can be seen in the context of the above theoretical discussion, one of

the key limitations of the aggregated analysis of intergovernmental transfers found in

previous research is its inability to drill down to the level of disaggregation that would

allow for a clear distinction between the two key types of transfers, specific-purpose

and general-purpose.

To overcome this limitation, and to provide a more tailored, definitive test of

the observable implications of the dissertation’s theory, this section will adjudicate

between the two above alternatives by employ empirical tests which incorporate ad-

ditional data from each of China’s provinces with respect to the yearly breakdown

of specific and general-purpose transfers from 1994 to 2010, the time period covered

by the empirical analyses of intergovernmental transfers conducted in previous re-

search. The goal of this is to acquire disaggregated provincial transfer data at the

province-year unit of analysis.

Consequently, this chapter draws upon the disaggregation of provincial fiscal rev-

enue and types of intergovernmental transfers, specific and general, found in the

National Prefecture and County Finance Statistics Compendium (全国地市县财政

统计资料). This Finance Compendium records the amount and type of intergov-
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ernmental transfers sent from the central government to the provinces and types of

fiscal revenue collection with China’s provinces from 1993 onwards.

By leveraging this data source and organizing, cleaning and merging it with other

available data sources including China Data Online and China Vitae, a panel dataset

at the province-year level of observation with variables for political connections to

the incumbent and rivals of the incumbent covering the period of 1994 to 2010, this

paper is able to employ a province-year panel dataset which incorporates political

connections metrics, economic indicators including GDP, nightlights and disaggre-

gated metrics of fiscal revenue and disaggregated intergovernmental transfers, specific

and general, measures covering the years 1993 to 2010. 1

4.4.1 Measures

Transfers

In addition to the variables discussed in chapter three, this chapter’s empirical

tests further introduce the key dependent variables of specific-purpose transfers and

general-purpose transfers for use in its below empirical procedures. The specific-

purpose transfer measure is the sum of specific-purpose funds to each province, for

each year in the data. This value is then normalized by GDP. Finally, the natural log

is taken of this measure. The resulting measure is shown in figure A.12 below. The

general-purpose transfers measure, similarly, is the sum of general-purpose funds to

each province, for each year in the data. Like specific-purpose transfers, the measure

is normalized by GDP and the natural log is taken.

1 The trajectory of specific-purpose transfers in China from 1993 to 2010 can be seen in figure
A.11 in the appendix. As seen in the figure, overall levels of specific-purpose transfers to the
provinces increased considerably over the period considered by this paper. This trend is particularly
pronounced near the tail, suggesting the importance of this trend may only increase in the near
term.
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Figure 4.1: Nightlights in Year 2000, Counties

Luminosity

Because of problems with GDP data discussed in chapter 2, this paper also employs

DMSP-OLS nighttime brightness data as an alternative measure of economic de-

velopment. Recent scholarship has demonstrated that in contexts in which official

metrics is potentially unreliable, satellite captured nighttime brightness can be an

effective indicator of economic development (Henderson et al., 2012; Ma et al., 2012).

The luminosity measure used by this paper is growth as captured by logged night-

time brightness per capita at time t - 1. In figure A.13, one can see the distribution

of logged nighttime brightness across Chinese counties in 2000.
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Figure 4.2: Reported Relative GDP Growth in Year 2000, Counties

Relative GDP Growth

As a result of the above discussed concerns with the GDP growth as a performance

metric, discussed in chapter 2, this dissertation will not rely exclusively upon official

GDP statistics to measure growth. Nonetheless, because of its potential importance

for promotion outcomes, a logged relative GDP growth measure will be used in some

of this paper’s empirical tests. In figure A.14, one can see the distribution of logged

GDP growth across Chinese counties in 2000.

4.4.2 Models

As in the empirical tests of chapter three, this chapter’s empirical tests also employ

province and year fixed effects. This chapter estimates linear models with dependent

variables of specific-purpose and general-purpose intergovernmental transfers, a cen-
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tral independent variable of experience-based connections, sorted into incumbent,

relevant rival and non-relevant rival connection measures, with controls for GDP,

FDI and other economic variables. These models take the following forms:

YSpecific´PurposeTransferspProvinceq “ XIncumbentβ `XRelevantRivalβ `XNon´RelevantRivalβ `Xcontrolsβ ` ε (4.1)

YGeneral´PurposeTransferspProvinceq “ XIncumbentβ `XRelevantRivalβ `XNon´RelevantRivalβ `Xcontrolsβ ` ε (4.2)

4.4.3 Additional Specifications

As discussed at length in chapter three, it is important to test the critical assump-

tions of non-stationarity and serial correlation. With respect to the former, for the

dependent variable of specific-purpose transfers, the chapter finds an ADF score of

negative 4.6337, a lag order of 8 and a p-value of 0.01. For the dependent variable

of general-purpose transfers, the chapter finds an ADF score of negative 3.628, a lag

order of 5 and a p-value of 0.03261. The tests on the other outcome variables of

interest similarly provide p-values under 0.05. Accordingly, the chapter’s diagnostic

tests do not a find reason for concern about non-stationarity.

Similarly for the latter, this chapter’s BGW test on the provincial-level specific-

purpose transfers model produces a p-value of 2.355e-06. The BGW tests on the

provincial-level general-purpose transfers and county-level state-owned enterprise in-

come and fiscal revenue models also generate p-values less than 0.05 and accordingly

this chapter finds no evidence of serial correlation in its empirical models.

Furthermore, as with the preceding chapter, this chapter employs clustered stan-

dard errors, clustered at the provincial level, in its empirical tests. As discussed at

greater length in chapter three, this choice of clustering level is reasonable because

the fiscal transfer literature has found that the central government allocates funds to
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provinces directly rather than lower levels of administration. In line with the chap-

ter’s theoretical expectations, its central empirical findings are found to be robust to

this specification.

Controlling for Extant Economic Development through Nightlight Data

As discussed in chapter 2, one might have a number of reasons to be concerned that

GDP as reported by China’s many provincial bureau’s of statistics may not capture

extant levels of economic development in a fully accurate way. As considered in

section 4.4.1, in such scenario the use of logged night-light data can be an effective

proxy of extant levels of economic development. Accordingly, this dissertation esti-

mates its main empirical model for this chapter controlling for its log light measure,

rather than provincially reported GDP, and finds that its key substantive findings

are unchanged, as shown in table 4.3 in the appendix.

Impact of Specific-Purpose Transfers on GDP

Despite the many potential problems with GDP, both as an objective measure of

development and as a component of political selection, the literature has provided

suggestive evidence that to some extent, as discussed in chapter 2, GDP may impact

elite promotion. Although GDP has been a much derided metric, understandably so

given all the considerations discussed in chapter 2, it see provides a useful, if noisy

measure of economic development across China. This dissertation’s own ancillary

empirical tests find that there is a positive, highly statistically significant relationship

between provincially reported GDP measures and a more objective metric of level of

economic development, satellite recorded levels of nighttime brightness. This finding

can be found in the appendix in table 4.8.

Given the above, it is meaningful for this dissertation to investigate how specific-

purpose transfers may impact future political advancement of provincial elites in
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the PRC, through its impact upon GDP measures. Accordingly, this dissertation

estimates the impact of specific-purpose transfers upon four different measures of

GDP at the provincial level. As can be seen in table 4.7 and 4.4 in the appendix,

I find that the specific-purpose transfers measure is associated with higher levels of

GDP for each of our four GDP metrics as well as upon relative GDP growth. The

specific-purpose transfers measure is lagged one year.

This finding suggests that, to the extent to which GDP is a component of the

advancement of provincial party secretaries, the impact of specific-purpose trans-

fers upon the ultimate selection and promotion of central elites may be mediated

not only through their impact on augmented provincial fiscal revenue collection,

but also through their impact of spiking levels of GDP which are an antecedent

to those greater levels of collected fiscal revenue. This provides another illustra-

tion that increased specific purpose transfers received by incumbent clients do lead

to concrete economic deliverables, which demonstrates a given client’s efficacy and

high performance to the organization department, who in turn determine the latter’s

advancement prospects. Compounding the evidence that specific purpose transfers

lead to augmented economic activity, this dissertation finds that SPT are associated

with greater GDP growth and state owned enterprise revenue in a given year, at the

county level. This result is shown in table 4.2.

Controlling for the Impact of Autonomous Regions

China’s five Autonomous Regions (Xinjiang, Tibet, Ningxia, Guangxi and Inner

Mongolia) are excluded from alternative specifications of all of the dissertations main

empirical models, because different, national security considerations are known to

impact transfers to those regions.
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4.5 Empirical Findings

4.5.1 Specific-Purpose Transfers Findings

In its evaluation of hypothesis 7a, this chapter finds strong confirmation of its the-

oretical expectations. Specifically, while controlling for GDP and other economic

factors as well as with incorporating province and year fixed effects, I find a highly

significant, at the ninety-nine percent level, positive effect of provincial party secre-

tary ties to the incumbent General Secretary upon flows of specific-purpose transfers.

Substantively, this means that the impact of a provincial general secretary’s politi-

cal connection to an incumbent general secretary moving from a value of 0 to 1 is

associated with nearly a sixty five percent standard deviation change in the chap-

ter’s specific-purpose transfer metric. One standard deviation in the logged specific-

purpose transfer measure is 1.2801. This represents a confirmation of hypothesis 7a,

and a considerable substantial effect.

Similarly, with respect to hypothesis 7b, the chapter’s empirical findings are

broadly in line with its theoretical expectations. Specifically, the chapter’s empirical

procedures finds a ninety-five percent level significant, negative associated on non-

relevant rival ties upon specific-purpose transfers and finds a negative, non significant

estimate for the impact of ties to a relevant rival of the incumbent. These findings

are shown in table 4.1.

4.5.2 General-Purpose Transfers Findings

With respect to the dissertation’s general-purpose transfers expectations, this chap-

ter finds confirmation of its theoretical expectations laid out in hypothesis 8a, as

shown in its empirical procedures shown in column two of table 4.1. Per expecta-

tions, provincial secretary clients of the incumbent are not significantly more likely

to receive general-purpose transfers from the center than the clients of rivals.
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Table 4.1: Specific-Purpose Transfers and General-Purpose Transfers

Dependent variable:

Specific-Purpose Transfers (ln) General-Purpose Transfers (ln)

(1) (2)

GDP (ln) ´0.185 ´3.581
(0.233) (4.071)

FDI (ln) 0.083 0.700˚

(0.051) (0.419)

Incumbent Client 0.830˚˚˚ 0.739
(0.159) (1.531)

Non-Relevant Rival Client ´0.238˚˚ 8.241
(0.120) (6.081)

Relevant Rival Client ´0.291 1.463
(0.219) (1.443)

Constant 13.787˚˚˚ 31.698
(2.284) (30.535)

Observations 370 147
R2 0.852 0.287
Adjusted R2 0.828 0.036
Residual Std. Error 0.508 (df = 318) 3.493 (df = 108)
F Statistic 35.783˚˚˚ (df = 51; 318) 1.141 (df = 38; 108)

Note: ˚pă0.1; ˚˚pă0.05; ˚˚˚pă0.01

If anything, though not at a statistically significant level, I find that non-connected

provincial leaders tend to receive more in general-purpose transfers than incumbent

clients or the relevant rivals of the incumbent. Substantively, the impact of a provin-

cial general secretary’s political connection to a non-relevant rival of the incumbent

general secretary moving from a value of 0 to 1 is associated with nearly a thirty two

percent standard deviation change in the chapter’s general-purpose transfer metric.

One standard deviation in the logged general-purpose transfer measure is 2.1909.

Importantly, however, this impact is not significant at the ninety-five percent level.

In consequence, hypothesis 8b is confirmed for non-relevant rivals and relevant
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rivals of the incumbent. This might suggest that the rule-making bodies which de-

termine the allocation of general-purpose transfers if anything deliberately disfavor

clients of the incumbent and relevant rivals of the incumbent in favor of the polit-

ically unconnected, potentially representing a compromise outcome reached by the

clients of these top elites in the general-purpose transfer allocation process. Because

the allocation of general-purpose transfers is more rules-based and generated by vari-

ous government bureaucracies, it is reasonable to expect that the allocation decisions

these bureaucracies ultimately make would not privilege either the incumbent or their

top rivals, because the clients of these top elites all sit on these bureaucracies and act

as veto players seeking to prevent their patron’s rival from being unduly advantaged

in this process. Specific-purpose transfer allocation, on the other hand, is much more

at the discretion of the incumbent General Secretary and consequently it is unsur-

prising that the incumbent’s clients tend to do better than other provincial elites

when it comes to that type of transfer. Nonetheless, future work might investigate

why non-relevant rival clients might be privileged with respect to general-purpose

transfers.

Examining both of the above empirical tests in figure 4.1, I find that there is

a statistically significant association between provincial party secretary ties to the

incumbent General Secretary and greater flows of specific-purpose transfers, while

there is no such association between ties to the incumbent and greater levels of

general-purpose transfers (Hypotheses 7a and 8a).

These findings are in accordance with the theoretical expectations propounded

by this dissertation. As discussed above, the theoretical framework expects that

specific-purpose transfers are manipulable by the incumbent General Secretary and

are allocated in a more discretionary way, while general-purpose transfers are more

formulaic and consequently less susceptible to manipulation by the incumbent.

Both general and specific-purpose transfers tend to be allocated more to political
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priority areas, like Tibet, Xinjiang and Inner Mongolia, as well as relatively econom-

ically disadvantaged provinces. While both specific and general-purpose transfers

grow in the 1994 to 2010 period, the former grows at a much faster rate. Both

findings conform with the literature’s understanding about general trends in Chinese

public finance transfers.

Here it is important to underscore the differential impacts of political connections

to the incumbent upon specific and general-purpose transfers. Given that provincial

party secretary ties to the incumbent General Secretary are associated with greater

levels of specific-purpose transfers but not general-purpose transfers, as shown above,

this provides suggestive evidence that the association of connections and specific-

purpose transfers is not the product of some unseen, spurious or incidental third

factor involved with the Chinese central government’s decision making process in

the allocation of transfers. Unless one has good reason to believe that such a pro-

posed factor would differentially impact trends in the allocation of general-purpose

and specific-purpose transfers, this disparate effect can increase our confidence that

the disproportionate direction of specific-purpose transfers to favored clients is the

product of deliberate manipulation.

4.6 Overview

Above, this chapter found confirming evidence of its theoretical expectation that

political connections to an incumbent General Secretary are associated with higher

levels of specific-purpose transfers. By confirming this additional observable impli-

cation of the theoretical framework laid out in the theoretical section of this chapter

and earlier in the dissertation, this chapter’s empirical findings can give us greater

confidence in the plausibility of proposed causal mechanisms and the soundness of

the theory. Future work might advance our knowledge of authoritarian elite poli-

tics by taking a closer examination of how incumbents form political ties with their
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clients that eventually reach the Politburo and determine how we might craft better

metrics of political patron-client ties.

It is also useful to note that this chapter’s findings with respect to specific-purpose

transfers may have additional important implications for our understanding of eco-

nomic growth dynamics in China’s provinces. This is by virtue of another important

finding in the literature, Ma et al. (2016), who find that specific-purpose transfers

generate higher levels of augmented economic growth in targeted localities relative to

other transfer types. This connection between specific-purpose transfers and subse-

quent economic growth, means that specific-purpose transfers are a means by which

incumbent General Secretaries are able to directly augment the provincial economies

of favored clients. The growth in taxable economic activity generated by this direc-

tion of specific-purpose transfers almost necessarily translates into greater levels of

tax collection by favored provinces and provincial leaders. A considerable amount

has been written on the critical importance of tax collection to the career prospects

of provincial elites as well as the powerful incentives of these elites to collect more in

taxes (see (Bernstein and Lu, 2000)). Ultimately, much of this incentive boils down

to the central role that tax collection plays in deciding the career and promotion

outcomes of provincial elites. Greater tax revenue collection leads to better promo-

tion outcomes for provincial elites. Accordingly, the delivery of greater amounts of

specific-purpose transfers to favored clients in the provinces is one tactic by which

General Secretaries are able to boost the status and position of members within their

client network in the communist party in a relatively hidden way.

While work by Ma et al. (2016) and others has demonstrated that specific-purpose

transfers can be effective spurs to provincial economic growth in aggregate, a number

of important gaps in our understanding of how this impact occurs remain. These

gaps include what types of projects are funded by specific-purpose transfers and how

these projects boost economic growth as well as whether specific-purpose transfer
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directed projects bring long-term value to their target areas or whether they merely

provide a short-term boost to economic growth. Additional research is needed to

address these questions.

4.6.1 The Impacts of Political Competition on Economic Outcomes

Scholars have previously demonstrated that elite factional politics can have extremely

consequential impacts upon fiscal and economic outcomes in authoritarian regimes

in general and the PRC in particular. Notably, Shih in Finance and Factions found,

by leveraging quantitative analysis and in-depth case studies, elite politics exert

considerable influence on the monetary policies and banking institutions in contem-

porary China (Shih, 2008). The above findings of this chapter, and the greater

research agenda of which they are a part, goes further to explore exactly how elite

factional competition can have a powerful direct effect upon fiscal policy, through

the manipulation of center to province specific-purpose intergovernmental transfers

and provincial fiscal revenue, and economic outcomes, in the form of impact upon

provincial economic activity, and how this impact and manipulation is in fact not

merely an unintended consequence of this competition but rather is a direct means

through which this competition takes place. Fiscal policy manipulation is the goal

and associated economic distortions arise as a direct means by which incumbents

engage in political competition with rival elites, rather than merely as a negative

byproduct of other goals pursued in the course of this competition. Consequently, it

is unlikely that this fiscal and economic distortion and manipulation can be mean-

ingfully addressed in contemporary China absent some type of fundamental change

in or reform of the institutional structure of elite politics in China.

Furthermore, the same type of incentive structure which brings about the ma-

nipulation documented in this dissertation may also lead to other forms of economic

manipulation designed to benefit political elites. In fact, at present there is already
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considerable, expansive and robust evidence that political elite directed economic

manipulation takes place in many sectors and at many levels of Chinese government,

central and local (Jia, 2012; Wallace, 2014). Future research is needed to explore

the breadth and depth of this manipulation and its economic ramifications. Without

much doubt, it has already left a lasting impact on China’s economy and is likely to

remain a hidden threat to market reforms and coherent development in the PRC for

the foreseeable future.

4.7 Additional Tests of the Theoretical Framework

4.7.1 Theory

Augmented Taxable Activity

As briefly considered above, the literature has not been completely silent on the ques-

tion of the impact of specific-purpose transfers upon the communities into which they

are directed. Notably, Ma et al. (2016) provide evidence that specific-purpose trans-

fers, unlike general-purpose transfers, demonstratively augment economic growth in

recipient localities.

This finding is deeply in congruence with, and in fact strong evidence for, the

third element of this dissertation’s causal story: that incumbent directed intergov-

ernmental transfers, shown above by this chapter to be specific-purpose transfers and

not general-purpose transfers, lead to greater levels of taxable economic activity in

the communities they target. This third link, shown within the greater theoretical

framework, can be seen here in figure A.1.

The literature finding that specific-purpose transfers are associated with greater

local economic activity is deeply valuable for this dissertation’s theory testing, and

given that confirming this finding is absolutely foundational in importance for aug-

menting the dissertation’s theory’s strength and credibility, it would lend additional

credibility to its theoretical story if this chapter was able to replicate the finding
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using its data and empirical procedures.

Higher Level of Fiscal Revenue

Furthermore, for the purposes of this dissertation it is also critical that the fourth

and final stage of the causal chain (see figure A.1) is confirmed such that incumbent

directed specific-purpose transfers are shown to boost local fiscal revenue. While

earlier chapters have found that transfers writ large are associated with higher levels

of fiscal revenue collection at the provincial level, there are two areas where this work

can be advanced upon. First, analyses conducted on the provincial level means that

one is working with a relatively limited number of units (32) and consequentially a

limited number of observations when compared with a lower level, like the county.

Further, it is valuable in itself to see how transfers dynamics are operating at the

county level, as this is the level of aggregation that the projects these transfers fund

are actually instantiated. This issue will be discussed in greater detail in section

4.7.3 below.

Second, for this dissertation’s theoretical framework to hold it must be the case

that specific-purpose transfers in particular are driving greater fiscal revenue collec-

tion, and this critical link has not been established by previous work.

Below, the chapter will take up precisely these tasks: establishing that specific-

purpose transfers are associated with greater economic activity as well as greater

revenue collection at the county level. To do this, it will propose a set of hypothe-

ses about the relationship between specific-purpose transfers and greater economic

activity as well as greater amounts of collected fiscal revenue. Following this, it will

discuss the composition of the county-year level data used in its empirical procedures,

test the hypotheses and evaluate the results.
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4.7.2 Hypotheses

This chapter argues that one reasonable proxy for greater economic activity is the

income of state-owned enterprises within that county, and tests whether greater levels

of specific-purpose transfers are associated with a rise in this income. This choice is

a useful one for two key reasons. First, importantly, because state-owned enterprise

income itself represents taxable economic activity (Cui, 2015). Second, if state-owned

enterprise income is being augmented by specific-purpose transfers, this represents

another direct way in which clients might benefit from such transfers, since the cadre

evaluation system, which governs provincial elite promotion outcomes, tends to favor

provincial leadership that is able to boost the profitability of state-owned enterprises

under their jurisdiction.

More straightforwardly, per the previous section’s discussion, the chapter also

expects specific-purpose transfers will be associated with greater fiscal revenue col-

lection in the counties into which they are directed.

From the above, the chapter derives the following set of observable implications

and hypotheses:

Hypothesis 9: Higher levels of specific-purpose transfers directed to a given county

will be associated with greater amounts of state-owned enterprise income.

Hypothesis 10: Higher levels of specific-purpose transfers directed to a given

county will be associated with greater amounts of collected fiscal revenue.

4.7.3 Data

To take on the questions and challenges outlined above and to test the arguments

of this chapter, the dissertation must employ data which will allow it to drill deeper
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into ground-level dynamics than the above analyses.

While the above empirical measures were able to disaggregate the transfer vari-

able by type, into specific and general-purpose transfers, and through this critical

distinction establish important evidence for the credibility of the second link of the

theoretical framework, that incumbent political manipulation importantly influences

the direction of specific-purpose transfers, this approach is not wholly without limita-

tion. Notably, the analysis still takes place at the province-year level, which limits the

amount of variation in our economic dependent variables of interest and constrains

the number of observations the dissertation is able to work with when compared to

a more micro-level analysis.

Despite these limitations, per our theoretical framework, province-year level anal-

ysis is the only coherent level of observation to examine political clientelism dynamics

between the General Secretary and provincial party secretaries for the simple reason

that this dyad forms at the province level. Looking at differences in specific-purpose

transfer allocation between the various administrative subunits of Guangdong, for

instance, does not necessarily tell us anything interesting about the relationship be-

tween the General Secretary and the party secretary of Guangdong. It is possible,

of course, that connections either between the General Secretary or the provincial

secretary and lower level communist party elites importantly influences the direction

of the disbursements of specific-purpose transfers within the provinces, just as con-

nections between general and provincial party secretaries influence the direction of

these transfers between the provinces, but an answer to this question is outside the

scope of this dissertation’s inquiry and accordingly must be left to future work.

With respect to the chapter’s following tests, however, which investigate the

impact of specific-purpose transfers upon local economic activity and upon local

fiscal revenue collection, it is in fact both entirely possible and desirable to drill

down to a lower level of disaggregation. This means that the dissertation can benefit
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from the increase in observations and richness in variation that such a move allows.

This is reasonable because, theoretically, the economic dynamics investigated here

all must ultimately be realized at the county level. Even as the General Secretary

directs more specific-purpose transfers into the provinces ruled by their clients, these

transfer funds must in the end come to life in the form of a specific project in one of

that province’s many counties. The first order impact of this transfer, then, is felt at

the most local Chinese administrative level, the county. Per this dissertation’s the-

oretical framework, the local county level is where greater economic activity should

first emerge and where augmented levels of collected fiscal revenue should first take

place.

Therefore, in investigating the impact of specific-purpose transfers on these two

economic outcomes of interest, it is entirely theoretically reasonable to use a county-

year level of analysis. Further, as noted above, this choice brings a set of advantages

with respect to variation and number of observations.

Accordingly, this chapter leverages a set of economic metrics recorded at the

county-year level of observation, found in the National Prefecture and County Fi-

nance Statistics Compendium (全国地市县财政统计资料), which records a number

of local level economic indicators from 1993 onwards. From these metrics, this chap-

ter employs a county-year panel dataset which has 37,223 observations and covers

the period 1994 to 2003. One advantage of the large number of county-year observa-

tions provided in this data lies in the rich cross-sectional and time series variation,

between-county and within-county variation, in both specific-purpose transfers and

in our economic outcomes of interest.

4.7.4 Models

This chapter estimates linear models with dependent variables of county state-owned

enterprise income and county fiscal revenue, a central independent variable of specific-
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purpose transfers, with controls for a number of economic variables. These models

take the following forms:

YState´OwnedEnterpriseincomepCountyq “ XSpecific´PurposeTransferspCountyqβ `Xcontrolsβ ` ε (4.3)

YFiscalRevenuepCountyq “ XSpecific´PurposeTransferspCountyqβ `Xcontrolsβ ` ε (4.4)

4.7.5 County State-Owned Enterprise Income and County Fiscal Revenue Empiri-
cal Findings

Table 4.2: Year Fixed Effects (1994-2003)

Dependent variable:

County Fiscal Revenue(ln) County SOE Income(ln)

(1) (2)

Specific-Purpose Transfers(ln) 0.327˚˚˚ 0.466˚˚˚

(0.004) (0.008)

County SOE Income(ln) 0.332˚˚˚

(0.002)

Constant 4.585˚˚˚ 1.096˚˚˚

(0.032) (0.072)

Observations 33,645 33,646
R2 0.544 0.156
Adjusted R2 0.544 0.155
Residual Std. Error 1.154 (df = 33634) 2.589 (df = 33636)
F Statistic 4,014.953˚˚˚ (df = 10; 33634) 689.272˚˚˚ (df = 9; 33636)

Note: ˚pă0.1; ˚˚pă0.05; ˚˚˚pă0.01

Year fixed effects are employed in both models. The virtues and merits of this

approach are discussed in greater detail in the above additional specifications section.
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4.7.6 Empirical Results

With respect to hypothesis 9, this chapter finds a highly significant, positive impact

of specific-purpose transfers upon levels of collected fiscal revenue at the county

level. Concretely, I find that a one percent increase in the receipt of specific-purpose

transfers into a county is associated with a 0.327 percent increase in an average

county’s collected fiscal revenue.

The chapter also provides confirming evidence for hypothesis 10, in its finding of

a significant, positive effect of specific-purpose transfers upon state-owned enterprise

income at the county level. Specifically, I find that a one percent increase in county-

level specific-purpose transfers yields a 0.466 percent increase in an average county’s

state-owned enterprise income. Importantly, these findings provide some additional

support for links three and four of this dissertation’s theoretical framework.

4.7.7 Future Work

Future research might leverage the above analysis of ground-level dynamics to take

a closer look at individual projects in a given county or municipality that seems

to be economically irrational either because of the nature of the enterprise itself or

because of the selection of location. Examining these projects might provide us a

greater qualitative understanding of the rationale behind such projects, how they

impact the local economy and whom they ultimately benefit.

4.8 Addressing the Corruption and Fraud Alternative

A remaining, meaningful concern is that real purpose of the augmented direction of

specific purpose transfers to the provincial clients of the incumbent general secretary

is simply to reward clients in a more direct way, such that provincial officials pocket

additional funds and conceal this behavior through fraudulent accounting practices.

On this account the greater amounts of specific purpose transfers collected by the
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provincial clients of the incumbent general secretary is traditional patronage poli-

tics. To address this concern, this dissertation empirically tests the proposition that

provinces which have a provincial chief with political ties to the incumbent general

secretary and receive higher levels of SPT engage in higher levels of corruption that

than less connected colleagues. To evaluate whether this is the case, this disserta-

tion employs the data, developed by Gueorguiev, Malesky, and Stromseth (2017)

which the authors collected from the National Audit Office of the People’s Repub-

lic of China (NAO) 中华人民共和国审计署. Both of these results can be seen

in table 4.5. In accordance with expectations, I find no association between client

status (to the incumbent General Secretary) and misused funds as a percentage of

total expenditure for China’s provinces. Furthermore, I find no relationship between

receipt of higher levels of SPT and higher levels of corruption, understood as greater

percentage of misused funds.

As an additional specification, the dissertation runs the same above tests on a

variant of the misused funds measure. These results can be seen in table 4.6. As

above, the tests find no ninety-five percent level significant relationship between

client status or receipt of higher levels of SPT and higher levels of misused funds.

Due to data limitations, each of the above tests is covers only the years of 2003 to

2007, a period during Hu Jintao’s tenure as General Secretary.

4.9 Conclusion

This chapter has centrally evaluated evidence for link two of the dissertation’s theo-

retical framework as well as considered some initial empirical tests for investigating

links three and four of that framework. Centrally, it found evidence that provin-

cial party secretaries with political connections to the incumbent General Secretary

receive greater amounts of specific-purpose transfers than party secretaries without

such connections, all else equal. Further, it found some initial evidence of the im-
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portance of specific-purpose transfers upon elements of local economic activity and

for local fiscal revenue collection.

The importance of these findings and the dynamics explored and explained by

this dissertation’s framework for elite competition in contemporary China is con-

siderable. Economic success, particularly in the form of greater collection of fiscal

revenue, is considered a central indicator in the cadre evaluation system for evaluat-

ing the competency and regime loyalty of cadres and consequently is a key element

for consideration in the promotion and advancement of provincial elites.

By placing a weight on the scales of specific-purpose transfer distribution in fa-

vor of their political clients, General Secretaries are able to augment the position of

their trusted clients within the party in a low visibility way, which helps them avoid

coming into direct conflict with powerful rivals, who are also powerful members of

the Politburo and the Politburo Standing Committee, or falling afoul of the institu-

tional limitations on their exercise of power, which limits their ability to arbitrarily

appoint unqualified clients to key posts in the party and government. In fact, para-

doxically, the means by which incumbent-driven client-benefiting fiscal manipulation

takes place, as documented in this dissertation’s theoretical and empirical findings,

actually demonstrates a profound respect for, and is in part a vindication of, the ro-

bustness of the institutional process for the evaluation and promotion of party elites

from the provinces into top positions in the Politburo.

Only where greater economic and fiscal success is fairly rewarded with greater

advancement outcomes for the provincial secretaries responsible for this success could

the fiscal transfer manipulation dynamics explored by this dissertation effectively

achieve the aim of the incumbent General Secretary: augmenting their influence

through benefiting the advancement of provincial clients.

The evidence that provincial revenue outcomes are being manipulated in the way

explored by this dissertation serves as some evidence that, at least in the calculus of
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the General Secretary, the institutional process of party elite advancement under the

terms of the cadre evaluation system is functioning as advertised, a non-trivial result

in the context of the current paucity of certainty on this very topic in the literature.

Another contribution of this dissertation’s findings is to present an important con-

trast and nuance to a number of recent works in the literature. These include publi-

cations like Boittin et al. (2016) which argue that Chinese government bureaucracies

are by a number of metrics more meritocratic than their American counterparts. It

also includes works like The China Model by Daniel Bell, which makes even more

expansive claims about the breadth and extent of meritocracy within contemporary

China (Bell, 2015). One of the key contributions of this dissertation lies precisely in

how it explores the ways in which the manipulated performance of officials, leading

to a kind of “manufactured meritocracy,” plays a significant and important role in

determining fiscal and economic outcomes in contemporary China. Thus, instead

of providing more evidence for one side or the other in the China meritocracy vs.

clientelism debate, this dissertation presents evidence that political clientelism has

actually influenced the metrics of meritocracy themselves in the PRC.

Taken together, along with the findings of previous research and other work in the

literature, the results of this chapter provide considerable evidence for the underlying

credibility of its proposed theoretical framework, which holds that incumbent General

Secretaries manipulate the fiscal levers at their disposal to augment their influence

by benefiting their political clients.

4.10 Figures
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Figure 4.3: Causal Chain
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Table 4.3: Night Light Luminosity Test

Dependent variable:

SPT (ln) GPT (ln)

(1) (2)

Luminosity(ln) ´0.001 0.003
(0.001) (0.007)

FDI (ln) ´0.00000˚˚˚ ´0.00001˚˚˚

(0.00000) (0.00000)

Incumbent 0.656˚˚˚ 0.724
(0.222) (1.052)

Non-Relevant Rival ´0.030 4.125˚˚˚

(0.233) (1.097)

Relevant Rival ´0.005 1.912
(0.247) (1.287)

Constant 12.262˚˚˚ 10.491˚˚˚

(0.184) (0.986)

Observations 276 147
R2 0.838 0.618
Adjusted R2 0.808 0.483
Residual Std. Error 0.467 (df = 231) 1.503 (df = 108)
F Statistic 27.233˚˚˚ (df = 44; 231) 4.592˚˚˚ (df = 38; 108)

Note: ˚pă0.1; ˚˚pă0.05; ˚˚˚pă0.01
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Table 4.4: Impact of Specific Purpose Transfers on Relative GDP Growth

Dependent variable:

Relative GDP Growth

Specific-Purpose Transfers (ln) 0.056˚

(0.029)

FDI (ln) ´0.023
(0.024)

Incumbent Client 0.046
(0.100)

Non-Relevant Rival Client ´0.015
(0.101)

Relevant Rival Client 0.003
(0.108)

Constant ´2.586˚˚˚

(0.436)

Observations 275
R2 0.802
Adjusted R2 0.764
Residual Std. Error 0.206 (df = 230)
F Statistic 21.136˚˚˚ (df = 44; 230)

Note: ˚pă0.1; ˚˚pă0.05; ˚˚˚pă0.01
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Table 4.5: Impact of Specific Purpose Transfers upon Misused Funds as a Proportion
of Total Provincial Expenditure, Year and Province Fixed Effects

Dependent variable:

Misused Funds/Total Provincial Expenditure (ln)

Specific-Purpose Transfers (ln) 0.00000
(0.00000)

GDP (ln) ´1.646
(2.218)

FDI (ln) 0.189
(0.251)

Incumbent Client ´0.586
(0.537)

Non-Relevant Rival Client 0.082
(0.570)

Relevant Rival Client ´1.012
(0.675)

Constant 13.650
(18.648)

Observations 75
R2 0.752
Adjusted R2 0.518
Residual Std. Error 0.574 (df = 38)
F Statistic 3.207˚˚˚ (df = 36; 38)

Note: ˚pă0.1; ˚˚pă0.05; ˚˚˚pă0.01
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Table 4.6: Impact of Specific Purpose Transfers upon Misused Funds as a Proportion
of Total Provincial Expenditure, Year and Province Fixed Effects

Dependent variable:

Misused Funds/Total Provincial Expenditure (ln))

(1) (2)

Specific-Purpose Transfers (ln) 0.176 0.094
(0.152) (0.145)

Incumbent Client 0.244
(0.335)

Non-Relevant Rival Client 0.368
(0.324)

Relevant Rival Client ´0.771˚

(0.425)

Constant 7.767˚˚˚ 8.743˚˚˚

(2.013) (1.915)

Observations 166 139
R2 0.835 0.887
Adjusted R2 0.789 0.844
Residual Std. Error 0.529 (df = 129) 0.454 (df = 100)
F Statistic 18.179˚˚˚ (df = 36; 129) 20.578˚˚˚ (df = 38; 100)

Note: ˚pă0.1; ˚˚pă0.05; ˚˚˚pă0.01
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Table 4.7: Specific-Purpose Transfers and FDI measures are lagged one year

Dependent variable:

GDP1 (ln) GDP2 (ln) GDP3 (ln) GDP4 (ln)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Specific-Purpose Transfers (ln) 0.0002˚˚˚ 0.001˚˚˚ 0.001˚˚˚ 0.0001˚˚˚

(0.00003) (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.00002)

FDI (ln) 0.0003˚˚˚ 0.007˚˚˚ 0.006˚˚˚ 0.0005˚˚˚

(0.0001) (0.0005) (0.0004) (0.00003)

Constant 647.995˚˚˚ ´82.616 ´175.826 93.210˚˚˚

(40.424) (314.931) (302.586) (19.638)

Observations 233 233 233 233
R2 0.964 0.933 0.926 0.969
Adjusted R2 0.957 0.919 0.911 0.963
Residual Std. Error (df = 192) 101.265 788.916 757.991 49.195
F Statistic (df = 40; 192) 129.445˚˚˚ 67.128˚˚˚ 60.167˚˚˚ 151.595˚˚˚

Note: ˚pă0.1; ˚˚pă0.05; ˚˚˚pă0.01
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Table 4.8: Relationship Between GDP Measure and Luminosity

Dependent variable:

Luminosity (ln)

GDP (ln) 0.018˚˚˚

(0.001)

Constant ´34.587˚˚˚

(6.623)

Observations 341
R2 0.488
Adjusted R2 0.487
Residual Std. Error 86.218 (df = 339)
F Statistic 323.198˚˚˚ (df = 1; 339)

Note: ˚pă0.1; ˚˚pă0.05; ˚˚˚pă0.01
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5

Conclusion

5.1 Generalizability and Future Trends

While the period considered by this dissertation mostly covers the tenures of Jiang

Zemin and Hu Jintao as General Secretary, it is reasonable to expect trends similar to

those examined during this period to persist under future leadership, absent consid-

erable institutional and governmental reconfiguration. First, without change in the

increasingly large redistributive capacity of the central government, made possible

by the 1994 TSS reforms, the General Secretary will continue to have a large, discre-

tionary source of funds in the form of specific purpose transfers with which they can

support political clients. Second, assuming no major change in the PRC’s collective

leadership structure augmenting or removing checks on the General Secretary, the

incumbent General Secretary will continue to be sufficently powerful to manipulate

the levers of public finance to privilege clients and they will be weak enough, with

respect to rival elites, that it will be worth their while to do, because of a lack of

more effective options. Provided the persistence of these two factors, collective lead-

ership and the redistributive capacity of the center, the theoretical precepts of this
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dissertation should continue to apply to future Chinese administrations. Additional

evidence for this projection is provided by the political leadership literature, which

suggests that leaders with similar working backgrounds, as is the case for Chinese

General Secretaries who rise through the ranks as administrators of economically

and strategically important Chinese provinces, tend to behave in a similar manner

in office (Mukunda, 2012).

5.2 Policy Implications and Importance of Explored Dynamics

Critically, the dissertation’s leadership cycle framework offers policy makers a means

of conceptualizing elite competition within the PRC in a parsimonious and useful

way. By articulating a simple ontology of Chinese elite competition, including in-

cumbents, rivals and their clients, and a clear framework for understanding how these

key actors are likely to behave, the dissertation’s theoretical contribution serves as a

resource for those interested in analyzing and forecasting Chinese elite politics. Due

to the nature of Chinese politics, with its centralization of power and relative lack of

checks upon central government action, the political and economic ramifications of

Chinese elite competition are significant.

Accordingly, this means that understanding the process of political selection in

China is something of considerable intrinsic value. Who populates the Politburo

and its standing committee and who becomes the General Secretary of the Chinese

communist party is of tremendous consequence, domestically for all aspects of the

lives of 1.4 billion Chinese people as well as globally for all persons affected by China’s

increasingly expansive foreign policy agenda and broad set of political, economic and

military actions on the world stage.

In this sense, gaining insight into the traditionally black-box style process by

which these important leaders are selected therefore represents something valuable

in its own right. Political selection matters because it determines how the rest of
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politics plays out. It determines who gets a seat at the table of consequential political

debates, what interests are represented there, and what preferences ultimately prevail

in those debates. These facts serve to underscore the importance of understanding

these dynamics, as well as the value of this dissertation’s contribution to that effort.

5.3 Across Regime Type

There is good reason to believe autocratic and democratic executives might in fact

face analogous types of incentives to manipulate fiscal policy to augment their po-

litical influence. The behavior of the President of the United States with respect to

federal spending elucidated by the American politics literature provides an instruc-

tive case in this regard.

Hudak (2014), notably, in his book Presidential Pork: White House Influence

over the Distribution of Federal Grants, develops “the idea of ‘the election-driven

president’ who uses the powers of his office, such as spending authority, to advance his

electoral interests” (Hudak, 2014, p. 9). This work illustrates an American executive

incentivized to augment their ability to survive in office, through reelection, by means

of the strategic manipulation of federal spending in the nation’s localities. In this

respect, the democratic American case seems to mirror the dynamics explored in this

dissertation in non-democratic China: the tactical use of spending authority by a

central elite to achieve the strategic goal of political survival.

Furthermore, the same literature provides support for the claim that this tactical

manipulation is effective at achieving the strategic goals of the American president.

Exploring this issue, Kriner and Reeves (2012) find that, indeed, in a county and

individual-level study covering the period 1988 to 2008, “voters reward incumbent

presidents (or their party’s nominee) for increased federal spending in their commu-

nities” (Hudak, 2014, p. 348).

These findings in the American context suggest that the incentives of political
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leaders, both democratic and non-democratic, may in fact resemble one another with

respect to the manipulation of center-to-local transfers for the purpose of increasing

the probability of their survival in office. Similarities and differences across regimes

with different institutional constraints and different selectorates may prove a fruitful

area for future research (De Mesquita, 2005).

From Yakovlev et al. (2012) and Marques II et al. (2016), one finds that politically

motivated manipulation of the levels of public finance and the intergovernmental

transfer system can also be found in contemporary Russia, what might be called a

partially democratic, hybrid regime or an example of, in the formulation of Levitsky

and Way (2002), a “competitive authoritarian” regime. Furthermore, Popov (2004)

and Jarocińska (2010) find in Yeltsin-era Russia “higher shares of pro-incumbent

vote were rewarded with higher transfers” from the central government (Jarocińska,

2010, p. 406). Additionally, as Jarocińska (2010) importantly notes, such findings are

broadly consistent with the expectations of Cox and McCubbins (1986). Accordingly,

one might expect similar dynamics to emerge in other electoral settings.

From this, it is clear that the dynamics explored by this dissertation are not

limited only to fully authoritarian regimes. From liberal democracies, to competitive

authoritarian hybrid governments, to what are generally conceived of as the most

purely authoritarian of regimes, institutional constraints matter. The ways in which

institutional constraints impact the behavior of political leadership are often subtle

and difficult to observe, but are nonetheless deeply consequential. The motivation

for political leaders to transfer wealth and resources to supporters and clients is

clearly present in many different types of regimes. What varies across regimes type

is not the motivation or the ability for executives to engage in such self-serving

manipulation, or even the existence of constraints on their ability to do so, but

rather the form and extent that those constraints take. Public finance dynamics and

economic growth outcomes can be influenced meaningfully and powerfully by such
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institutionally constrained political logics, as documented by this dissertation

5.4 In the Xi Era

It is important to note that that some recent evidence suggests that we may be

entering a new era of Chinese elite politics. At the 2012 Congress, Xi Jinping was

confirmed as China’s national leader and in the lead up to the end of his first five

year term at the 19th Party Congress in 2017, he was widely expected to consolidate

his power by moving supporters into key leadership positions, and as a result have

a greater say in any succession planning. During this period, journalist observers

noted that General Secretary Xi “ha[d] begun to install many of his proteges and

allies in local party leadership positions in anticipation of receiving a second term”

(Zhong, 2017).1 At the 19th Party Congress itself, the General Secretary effectively

removed most doubt about his motives by achieving the editing of a 35-year-old

line in the CCP constitution which limited a president to two consecutive terms,

arguably paving a way for General Secretary for life status. Some scholars have

argued that these alternations represent “the most fundamental political changes to

the Chinese Constitution since it was implemented in 1982” (Buckley and Myers,

2018).2 This change was the culmination of signals of the relative strength of the

General Secretary, including his acquisition of the title of “core leader” of the party

in 2016 and the placement of Xi Jinping Thought into China’s constitution by the

CCP Central Committee (Gao, 2018).3

In Xi’s three-and-a-half-hour report to the 19th Party Congress, Xi articulated

a conception of official performance, which, in addition to meritocracy, would be

inclusive of “following the leadership of the core” and “keeping in alignment with

1 Detailed here.

2 Regarding term limits.

3 Regarding constitutional changes.
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the central Party leadership”, comments which drew the attention of some China

watchers (Nathan, 2017).4 Underscoring the importance of political loyalty does not

represent breaking new ground with respect to the ideology of the CCP. In fact these

statements represent frequently repeated CCP boilerplate (Xinhua, 2017).5. Such

directives take on a new meaning, however, in a political era bereft of meaningful

challengers or known successors to the General Secretary. These constitutional alter-

ations, and likely future changes also, are characterized as the necessary concomitant

reforms of China journey to “great dream of national rejuvenation”. Xi Jinping is

without question the most powerful Chinese executive in recent generations of lead-

ership, at least since Deng Xiaoping.

In light of the above changes, China’s leadership cycle system as previously for-

mulated has been eliminated or at least suspended and the balance of power in the

Politburo will likely shift meaningfully towards the General Secretary. Whether the

post-Deng collective leadership model which rested upon a limited executive can

survive in the wake of these changes remains an open question.

5.4.1 Lessons of Xi Era

While the ultimate fallout of these changes for China generally and the dynamics

explored in this dissertation in particular remains uncertain, one may potentially

draw a number of useful, if provisional, inferences about the nature of contemporary

Chinese politics from the above dynamics.

First, Xi’s power consolidation anteceding the 19th Party Congress suggests the

primary importance of overlapping working experience based ties in Xi’s political

patronage network. One notable feature of the wave of promotions occurring in the

lead up to the 19th Party Congress was the ascendancy of elites who held important

4 Discussed here.

5 CCP commentary on political loyalty.
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provincial and local posts under Xi during his term as Party Secretary of Zhejiang

province. The rise to prestige and prominence of these elites have drawn considerable

notice from academic and journalistic observers. This group of elevated elites has

been collectively referred to as the New Zhijiang Army (之江新军). 6

These dynamics illustrate the fundamental role and importance of working expe-

rience based ties formed by top elites as they rise through party ranks, particularly

at the provincial party secretary level where they act as the top executive power

in a province. Consequently, they also provides supporting evidence for a concep-

tion of the working experience based nature of political connections in contemporary

China used widely in the political selection literature and upon which this disserta-

tion draws (Shih et al., 2012; Keller, 2016). In line with this literature, it suggests

that consequential patron-client relationships and networks are forged in the trenches

of provincial government, where trusted subordinates are absolutely essential for a

rising political star managing their own ascent to the top of China’s official pyramid.

Second, these dynamics illustrate that institutional rules, like term limits and

meritocratic elite selection, do not only set the terms and constrain the nature of

elite competition in authoritarian settings, the rules themselves are endogenous to

such elite competition. Recent actions represent a clear effort to reconfigure the

political order developed by Deng Xiaoping, including regular, orderly transitions of

power.

With the above in mind, one can see that one way of understanding recent de-

velopments within the theoretical framework articulated by this dissertation is as an

emergent property of an unstable system which had ensconced within it the seeds of

its own destruction. On this account, the overturning of the Deng Xiaoping created

system of revolving leadership turn-over by Xi, who centralized enough power to

6 Zhijiang refers to the Qiantang River, which runs through Zhejiang province and its provincial
capital of Hangzhou.
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push through such changes, can be seen as an outgrowth of the dynamics explored

by this dissertation.

Chinese General Secretaries have at their disposal many tools to compete with

rival elites. This dissertation highlights one such means, the manipulation of fiscal

transfers. Implicit in this understanding, taken with the above discussion of the

endogenity of executive limiting rules to the balance of power among political elites

in the selectorate, lies the implicit possibility that a General Secretary, through the

manipulation of fiscal transfers, and other means, would be able to use the extant

rules of the game to accumulate enough power to be in a position to alter the terms

of the game itself. Arguably, Xi’s ascendancy can be understood in these terms.

In the present case, it is worth also considering the fortuitous circumstances faced

by the current General Secretary upon taking that office in 2012. At that time,

the two major potential checks on his power, the client networks of Hu Jintao and

Jiang Zemin, were divided and weakened as the result of years of mutual suspicion

and conflict. Furthermore, Hu was never able to develop a robust client network

because of the relatively strong position of Jiang Zemin’s client network throughout

the duration of his tenure as General Secretary. The top members of Jiang Zemin’s

client network, for its part, was rapidly aging out office holding eligibility around the

inception of Xi’s first term in office.

The totality of the above circumstances, taken together, constituted a propitious

environment for Xi use loopholes in extant constraints on the executive, including the

manipulation of fiscal transfers, to accumulate enough power for his client network to

be in a position to radically rewrite the rules of the game in his favor without facing

open pushback from his colleagues in the selectorate. Clearly, collective leadership

is no longer what it once was.
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5.4.2 Whither Transfers

It is now worth considering what will become of the fiscal transfer manipulation

dynamics considered by the dissertation in the Xi era. One possibility is that in a

newly consolidated Xi regime, facing an environment bereft of a feasible challenger

or successor, the General Secretary will feel more free to employ extra-institutional

means of elevating clients, resulting in less emphasis on the manipulation of fiscal

transfers to benefit clients.

There are many good reasons to believe this will not occur, however. Here it

is useful to consider a demotion and de-selection tool used by the General Secre-

tary: corruption purges. In principle, a newly empowered executive might simply

abandon the pretense, effort and expense of corruption investigations and trials and

remove political rivals and enemies and their clients from office directly. One might

not ex ante expect this de-selection practice to be abandoned, however, because it

provides a positive veil of legitimacy for the action, if limited, in the eyes of party

members and the people generally. Furthermore, the cost of the process, in time and

expense, is marginal in the calculus of the General Secretary. In accordance with

these expectations, observers have found that the anti-corruption apparatus of the

state has expanded rather than contracted as Xi’s power within the party has been

consolidated (Yuen, 2014).

A similar logic can be seen with respect to the General Secretary’s ability to

impact elite selection through the manipulation of fiscal transfers. The added legit-

imacy of the selection process in the eyes of the party and people provided by the

indirect method of artificially boosted performance of members of the General Secre-

tary’s client network is similarly meaningful. The direct cost to the General Secretary

of this manipulation of intergovernmental transfers to provinces run by members of

their client network are similarly marginal. Given this, we might observe a continued
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reliance on the manipulation fiscal transfers by the General Secretary in the Xi era.

If this proves to be the case, and the dynamics explored by this dissertation

proceed apace, it may be because a newly-powerful General Secretary might feel

comfortable enough in their position to continue to advance the political interests of

their clients through indirect, fiscal means or might still feel sufficient institutional

or normative pressure to avoid more direct influence perpetuating measures. Only

time and future research can answer these questions.

For the present, in aggregate terms, it is worth nothing that, with respect to

Xi’s first term in office (2012-2017), the public finance dynamics considered by this

dissertation do not appear to have been dramatically transformed. In general, one

finds that the revenues and expenditures of the central government during the Xi

era have followed pre-Xi trends. This can be seen in figure 5.3 and figure 5.4. To

generate a clearer view of these dynamics, one must take a more granular view of

the fiscal surpluses of the central government and the fiscal balance of the central

and local governments overall, over the same time period. This can be seen in figure

5.1 and figure 5.2.

From 2012 to 2017, the fiscal deficit of the central and local governments increased

around 254 percent. For comparison, over the period of 2007 to 2012, the same value

increased a similarly substantial 223 percent. In contrast, from 2012 to 2017, the

central fiscal surplus increased around 47 percent. Again, for comparison, over the

period of 2007 to 2012, the central fiscal surplus increased a considerable 232 percent.

From this data and from the figures, a few general trends become clear. From the

first figure, one can see that the central government’s fiscal surplus in 2017 is very

similar to the surpluses of the central government during the early 2000s. This may

suggest that the overall fiscal orientation of the central government may not have

changed dramatically from that period. From the second figure, one can see that by

including the fiscal deficits of local governments over the same period reveals overall
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large and growing fiscal deficits, in stark contrast to the growing fiscal surpluses of the

central government alone. This suggests, potentially, that, if anything, the reliance of

local governments upon intergovernmental transfers from the central government, a

factor central to the dissertation’s theoretical argument, may be increasing. If these

trends continue, they could serve to make this dissertation’s theoretical framework

more, rather than less relevant, over time. With respect to all of the above points, it

is essential to underscore that much research remains to be done and much remains

unknown about the potentially transformative impact of the Xi era upon public

finance dynamics in contemporary China.

5.5 Future Work

5.5.1 Instrumental Variable Framework

It is important to note that due to data and other limitations, elements of this dis-

sertation’s empirical framework could be augmented by future research to improve

our causal estimates of interest. Moving forward, it is worth considering how one

might augment the accuracy of the dissertation’s causal estimates of the impact of

client political connections upon economic outcomes of interest, centrally the distri-

bution of fiscal transfers. One means of achieving this may be through the use of an

instrumental variable framework. A number of considerations make the selection of

this empirical approach reasonable.

First, the connections measure used in the literature and in this dissertation,

working experience, may be better understood as an instrument, as encouragement

to treatment rather than treatment itself. Within this dissertation’s regression frame-

work, the true treatment of interest is a political connection between a provincial

party Secretary and the General Secretary, and overlapping working experience is

best understood as assignment into treatment, an assignment which makes such a

political connection more likely but not inevitable. Just as not every dyad of cowork-
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ers leads to a lasting, close friendship, so it must be the case that working experience

with future general secretaries, however refined, must be understood as an encourage-

ment into the treatment of client ties, which only a given proportion of encouraged

units will accept.

Accordingly, the causal effect estimated in this dissertation’s regression models is

best understood as an intention to treat (ITT) effect. Critically for our purposes, the

ITT will underestimate the Local Average Treatment Effect (LATE) for compliers

when some units assigned to treatment do not take treatment. This is exactly what

one might expect given the assumption of the existence of “never-takers”, who would

not form ties with a patron whether they worked together or not, and the non-

existence of “defiers”, who don’t form ties with a patron if they have worked under

the patron, but do form those ties if they lack such experience.

To address the above concern, one might propose the use of a new connections

treatment measure, collected from extant substantive sources. This might be accom-

plished by text mining extraction from news reports or hand coded. In every case,

provincial level officials are sufficiently non-numerous to be feasible either way. This

solution, however, may introduce another source of confounding even as it addresses

one source of inaccuracy and bias. This is because the resultant variable, coded

connections from extant substantive sources, is likely well understood as potentially

confounded treatment. Plausibly, the patron-client connections most prominently

identified in the substantive literature, upon which the construction of the above

variable depends, are likely to involve clients who are remarkable and different from

the median client of the incumbent in systematic ways. Further, these systematic

differences which impact selection into the treatment measure of substantively coded

connections are plausibly the product of unmeasured confounders, including latent

ability and political capital, which may also impact the potential outcomes of a given

unit, the level of fiscal transfers received from the center. This fact, that unmea-
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sured confounders may impact both potential outcomes and selection into treatment,

is one key reason why such measures have not been used in previous studies in the

literature. Importantly, while this would prove problematic within the traditional

cross-sectional time series regression framework employed by this dissertation, it is

precisely the type of concern which warrants an instrumental variable framework,

such as that proposed here.

Given the above, one can see that both the instrument and treatment, working

experience and qualitatively coded connections, fit well within the IV framework

argued for here, which might proceed as below. Once the above discussed data

collection has been completed, one could proceed to propose the IV regression model,

which is a two-stage least squares (2SLS) regression, specified with a second stage

of Y “ α0 ` α1D ` u2 and a first stage of D “ π0 ` π1Z ` u1. In this model, Z

is the instrumental variable or encouragement into treatment, here coded as client

working experience with a general secretary, D is treatment, here qualitatively coded

patron-client connections, Y is the dependent variable of intergovernmental transfers

and π1 is effect of Z on D.

For this IV regression to be produce unbiased estimates of the casual impact of

connections upon intergovernmental transfers, a number of key assumptions must

obtain. The first is these the exclusion restriction, which holds that encouragement

to receive treatment should not have an impact on outcomes other than through its ef-

fect on treatment. Formalized, this assumption can be defined as Covrεit, εis|xi, ηi, δts “

0 for all t ‰ s. Here defined, this means that Z can not have an independent effect

on Y other than through D. Critically, this is an untestable assumption which must

be defended on substantive grounds. Specifically, it must be the case that the only

way that previous overlapping work experience leads to an increase in fiscal trans-

fers allocation is if that experience led to the formation of a patron-client political

tie with the incumbent General Secretary. I argue that this assumption very likely
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obtains.

The next assumption which must hold for the IV model to be an unbiased causal

estimator is monotonicity, which can be represented as D1 ě D0. Put in the terms

of the Rubin Causal Model (RCM), this means that there can be no defiers, and

units which received encouragement to treatment, the instrument, can not be made

”less” likely to accept treatment than units which do not receive that encouragement.

Here, this means that previous overlapping work experience can not make a given

provincial party secretary less likely to be a political client of the incumbent General

Secretary than if that same provincial party secretary lacked that overlapping work

experience. While this assumption is also untestable, again here I argue that this

assumption almost certainly obtains. Given our substantive knowledge of the forma-

tion of patron-client ties, it is difficult to imagine how ties could be made more likely

for the same unit given the absence of overlapping work experience rather than its

presence.

Finally, one must address the possibility that a weak instrument problem exists.

Formally, if CovpZ,Dq is small, the instrument is weak, which can introduce consid-

erable bias into our estimate of causal effects, by impacting p-values and determining

whether a hypothesis is accepted or rejected. Accordingly, a weak instrument can

undermine the accuracy with which one is able to estimate the coefficients of our

model’s independent variables. This assumption is testable with a simple t-test once

the above discussed data has been collected. Ex ante, I argue that it is plausible

there is no weak instrument problem with respect to the above framework. In fact,

recent work has found precisely this robust association between the working expe-

rience instrument proposed here and substantively coded patron-client connections

(Keller, 2016). If such a weak instrument problem was shown to exist however, a

different instrument should be sought out. Further, this would implicate the current

use of working experience based measures of patron client connections in the broader
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Figure 5.1: Central Fiscal Balance (100 Million Yuan)

literature (Shih et al., 2012; Jiang and Zhang, 2015; Keller, 2016).

5.6 Figures
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Figure 5.2: Central and Local Fiscal Balance (100 Million Yuan)
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Figure 5.3: Aggregate Central Government Expenditure (100 Million Yuan)
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Figure 5.4: Aggregate Central Government Revenue (100 Million Yuan)
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Appendix A

Figures

Table A.1: Summary Statistics

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Max

GDP (log) 527 8.009 1.210 3.828 10.737
FDI (log) 527 11.091 1.999 0.693 14.863
SPT (log) 523 12.930 1.280 9.101 15.826
GPT (log) 175 11.746 2.191 0.000 14.368
Fiscal Revenue (log) 397 13.920 1.251 8.245 17.143
Incumbent Ties 398 0.091 0.203 0.000 1.050
Non-Relevant Rival Ties 408 0.042 0.161 0.000 1.214
Relevant Rival Ties 407 0.056 0.154 0.000 0.840
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Figure A.1: Causal Chain
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Figure A.2: Distribution of Client Connection Among Provincial Party Secretaries

Figure A.3: Distribution of SPT in Shanghai, Zhejiang and Guangdong During
the Tenures of Jiang Zemin and Hu Jintao
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Figure A.4: Aggregate Center to Provinces Transfers
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Figure A.5: Fiscal Revenue Measure Distribution, Provinces
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Figure A.6: Fiscal Revenue Measure Distribution, Years
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Figure A.7: Fiscal Revenue Distribution, Provinces
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Figure A.8: Intergovernmental Transfers Distribution, Provinces
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Figure A.9: State-Owned Enterprise Investment Distribution, Provinces
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Figure A.10: Layer-cake Fiscal Transfer System

Figure A.11: Specific-Purpose Transfers
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Figure A.12: Specific-Purpose Transfers (Ln)
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Figure A.13: Nightlights in Year 2000, Counties
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Figure A.14: Reported Relative GDP Growth in Year 2000, Counties
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